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1

When I began writing this book, I was interested in exploring the contentious 
relationship between the mainstream news media and President Trump; by 
the time I had completed the project, I was forced to conclude that politi-
cal reporting by the mainstream news media today had devolved, certainly 
with regard to President Trump, into a partisan endeavor. I realize that such 
a conclusion is itself not without a degree of controversy. I have, however, 
always believed that a good argument takes the form of “state your case, 
then prove it,” and you will certainly find assertions in this book. You will 
also find evidence taken from a wide variety of sources: academic books and 
articles, mainstream press sources, internet sources, alternate press sources, 
liberal, conservative, alternate political sources, and, importantly, the case 
studies presented herein. At its heart, this book is a comparison between 
what President Trump actually said about an issue and what the mainstream 
news media subsequently reported he said. While writing I relied on previous 
research using comparative framing analysis, but also extended this work into 
important new areas; for each analysis chapter, I use both framing and Moral 
Foundations Theory to examine Trump and the main stream news media. 
Through this analysis, then, two important questions are asked and answered.

First, how do Trump and the news media “frame” issues and events? I 
answer this question using a rhetorical understanding of framing analysis.1 
A frame is a central organizing idea for making sense of relevant events and 
suggesting what is at issue. Facts are neutral until framed, and frames can 
reside in ourselves—we impose a frame or storyline on the facts we receive—
or they can be imposed by others and presented to us. By examining how 
issues and events are framed by the press, we can gain a better understand-
ing of any changes to original meaning the press adds to its reporting. After 
all, journalists are supposed to frame facts neutrally outside of specifically 

Chapter 1

Examining Moral Foundations 
and Framing in News Media 
Coverage of President Trump
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2 Chapter 1

labeled opinion pieces or editorials. Because frames act to make some facts 
more obvious, or more salient and easier to apprehend than others, they can 
act to help or hinder a particular politician or policy. We can discover frames 
by looking for key words, metaphors, images, labels, and so on that act to 
push or pull our attention one way or another. And a particularly effective 
way of doing this is by comparing the original source of news reports with 
the news reports themselves.

Second, what are the moral aspects embedded in both Trump and news 
media discourse? I answer this question using a rhetorical understanding of 
Moral Foundation Theory that links embedded values to ideological leanings. 
This is new territory in relation to the press and presidents. Frames provide 
clues about problem definitions, causes of those problems, and solutions 
to those problems. It is also asserted, but little examined, that frames con-
vey moral dimensions associated with the situations and persons involved. 
News stories, since they contain frames, should also convey some aspect of 
this moral dimension. What remains unexamined, however, are the means 
through which news reports convey the moral qualities of the reporters writ-
ing the reports, and also explanation of how these moral dimensions can 
reveal the underlying political ideologies of the reporters (and, in our case, 
of President Trump). In this sense this project is unique in that it uses moral 
foundations to assess the reportorial practices of the mainstream news media. 
Although there have been a handful of published studies looking at how 
press stories contain elements of our moral foundations, they do not link this 
to reporters themselves, or to larger concerns about reportorial practices, or 
to the role frames play in moral foundations. At its heart, Moral Foundations 
Theory posits that our morality is both innate and learned. We have five 
distinct moral foundations, expressed as dichotomies: Care/Harm, Fairness/
Cheating, Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, Authority/Subversion, and Sanctity/
Degradation. Research into these foundations distinctly show that those pos-
sessing different political ideologies prioritize them differently.

In exploring these issues, I looked at four key concerns addressed by Presi-
dent Trump: national security, the economy, the state of the American union, 
and immigration. The idea was to compare the frames and moral foundations 
found in Trump’s speeches with those found in the mainstream news media’s 
coverage of those speeches. In each area I examined, using the method of 
rhetorical criticism,2 a major speech given by President Trump using criti-
cally applied concepts of framing and moral foundations. I then examined the 
news products of seven outlets representative of the mainstream news media 
coverage of each speech, using the same concepts, and then compared the 
results. I used The Washington Post, The New York Times, ABC News, CBS 
News, NBC News, Fox News, and CNN as the news sources, and looked at 
all hard news or labeled news analysis articles focused on the speeches. By 
examining the frames and moral foundations in each speech and subsequent 
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3Examining Moral Foundations and Framing

press coverage, we can understand how the reporting on these speeches pro-
vides evidence of the core political values of the press, and how this may or 
may not impact news coverage.

Chapters 2 and 3 introduce framing and moral foundations theory drawing 
upon a wide range of literature from the disciplines of communication, his-
tory, journalism, political science, and moral psychology. Subsequent chap-
ters, 4 through 7, are case studies that detail the president/press interaction 
in four key areas mentioned above. As noted by Stephen J. Farnsworth, such 
“close textual analyses of . . . speeches and the reports on them allow for the 
richness of detail found via the case study method” and that such studies can 
complement traditional social scientific content analyses.3 In the last chapter, 
I present the conclusions of the four case studies that collectively examine 
the relationship among moral foundations, frames, and the ideological biases 
of the news media, in the end demonstrating that the political ideologies of 
reporters are revealed in their reporting.

Some of the major findings of this study include:

That the news media framing acted to treat President Trump not as a source 
of news, but as a political opponent, while at the same time helping the 
political opposition of the president.

That frames do not give rise to moral foundations but rather the presence of 
moral foundations provide moral substance to frames as they are developed 
and found throughout news coverage.

That the moral foundations of journalists privilege liberal concerns and ener-
vate conservative concerns.

That journalists inject bias consciously and unconsciously into hard news 
stories.

These findings are discussed in the conclusion, along with the implications 
and solutions for the American Republic.

NOTES

1. For a discussion of the difference between a rhetorical and social scientific 
understanding of framing studies, see: Jim A. Kuypers, “Framing Analysis from a 
Rhetorical Perspective,” in Doing News Framing Analysis. Paul D’Angelo and Jim 
A. Kuypers, eds. (New York: Routeledge, 2010), 286–311.

2. For those unfamiliar with this method see: Jim A. Kuypers, “Rhetorical Criti-
cism as Art,” in Rhetorical Criticism: Perspectives in Action, 2nd ed. Jim A. Kuypers, 
ed. (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2016): 21–39. See also note 1 above.

3. Stephen J. Farnsworth, review of Bush’s War: Media Bias and Justifications for 
War in a Terrorist Age, by Jim A. Kuypers, Presidential Studies Quarterly, December 
2007, 783.
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President Donald J. Trump and the mainstream American news media share 
a contentious relationship. Although generally receiving positive press prior 
to his announcement in 2015 that he would run for president, following that 
moment Trump increasingly received negative press culminating with highs 
of up to 93 percent negative coverage by the end of 2017. The negative 
coverage remains at those levels even as this book is being written.1 Yet all 
presidents have received some degree of negative coverage, just as they have 
received positive coverage, and certainly not all coverage should be positive 
or approving in tone, just as it should not be negative; neither should journal-
ists be presidential stenographers. However, journalists who strive for objec-
tivity in hard news stories and news analyses should write in such a way that 
their personal views remain outside the story; in short, they ought to remove 
themselves from the story, allowing instead the context, factual details, praise 
or blame, to emerge organically from the event/situation upon which they 
report. Consistently, however, Democrat presidents receive more positive and 
fewer negative stories than their Republican counterparts,2 a trend extending 
even into late night news comedy shows,3 signaling that something other 
than journalistic objectivity is operating. This disparity in reporting has only 
increased since Trump took office. For example, The Pew Center, looking 
comparatively at the first sixty days of the Obama and Trump presidencies, 
found that Obama received 42 percent positive news coverage with only 20 
percent negative; Trump, on the other hand, received only 5 percent positive 
news coverage with 62 percent of the coverage being negative. No other pres-
ident since this type of tracking began, Democrat or Republican, has received 
such negative press. The striking nature of these numbers are all the stronger 
if one keeps in mind that hard news coverage should strive toward neutrality.

Chapter 2

News Media Biases and the 
Framing of Issues and Events
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6 Chapter 2

This book investigates the relationship between the mainstream news 
media and President Trump, looking into the nature of this overwhelmingly 
negative coverage. Building upon past studies of the relationship between 
presidents and the press, I seek to uncover any biases operating. One proven 
method of detecting any news media bias in coverage involves using framing 
analysis. By looking for frames in both the discourse of the president and the 
following press coverage, one can detect bias. Moving beyond framing, one 
can also look for the moral foundations in the discourse of both the president 
and the following press coverage and, in so doing, shed light on the underly-
ing political ideologies of the president and the mainstream news media, and 
how that contributes to any bias detected. In order to better understand the 
nature of the mainstream media (MSM) coverage of President Trump and its 
potential effects on the American Republic, I examine in detail four impor-
tant speeches of the president representing different policy areas—national 
security, economics, the State of the Union, and immigration. For each area, 
I looked for both frames and moral foundations in both presidential and press 
discourse. Specifically, I answered the following questions:

 1. How did President Trump frame the issues in his speeches?
 2. Which moral foundations are in his speeches?
 3. What do the moral foundations in President Trump’s discourse suggest 

about his political ideology?
 4. How did the mainstream news media frame the president’s speeches?
 5. Which moral foundations are in the news coverage of the president’s 

speeches?
 6. What do the moral foundations in the press coverage discourse suggest 

about the political ideology of the press?

Answering these questions allows us to determine the nature of any bias oper-
ating in coverage of Trump. So, to answer these questions, in the remainder of 
this chapter I look at major types of news media bias; briefly review the con-
cept of framing and how one can detect them in news stories. This is followed 
in chapter 3 by a discussion of Moral Foundation Theory, then four chapters, 
each consisting of a case study in the areas mentioned above. Finally, the 
book concludes with a summation of framing, moral foundations, press bias, 
and how it works to help or hinder the functioning of the American Republic.

BIASES OF THE NEWS MEDIA

The phrase “press bias,” or “news media bias,” usually conjures thoughts 
of overt ideological biases, or partisanship in a news story, for instance a 
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7News Media Biases and the Framing of Issues and Events

reporter injecting political bias into the news with the effect of helping one 
side in a political struggle. Although such bias certainly exists, there are also 
other biases operating that potentially influence what gets reported and how 
it gets reported. Researchers in political communication and political science 
have noted many of these biases that exist in addition to political bias, and 
what follows are ten of the most common of these biases.4

Coverage Bias refers to what journalists decide to publish, when they 
decide to publish it, and how much they decide to publish about it. The 
press functions of gate-keeping and agenda-setting operate here. Gate-
keeping “is about story selection; who decides what stories shall pass 
through the media gate. Agenda-setting goes a step beyond this; it shows 
that the amount of emphasis given to a particular event or issue raises 
awareness about that event or issue in the mind of the public.”5 So, for 
instance, when we speak of news stories about President Trump being 
around 90 percent negative, we can ask which stories. Between June 1 and 
September 30, 2018, about two-thirds of all mainstream news stories about 
Trump were on only five stories: the Russia investigation, immigration, the 
Brett Kavanaugh nomination, North Korea, and US-Russia relations. Senior 
editors made a conscious decision to run these stories to the exclusion of 
others. Not only did they decide to run these stories, they also decided how 
much emphasis to place on them in terms of total time devoted to them. 
As another example, during the eight years of the Obama administration 
minimal reporting was seen in the MSM about the separation of illegal 
immigrant family members at the Mexican-US border, or the use of tear 
gas there by American law enforcement. But the policies became big news 
under the Trump administration immediately following the release of an 
Obama administration-generated inspector general/FBI report in June of 
2018 critical of the Trump administration, and as the Central American 
immigration caravan of Fall 2018 began its march toward the southern 
US border. News coverage spiked and stayed on it, with only the Mueller 
investigation receiving more air time.6

Theoretical Bias refers to the sociopolitical role that the MSM have 
assumed for themselves. By the end of World War II, the press saw itself 
as a professional organization undergirded by principles of objectivity. By 
the time of the Hutchins Commission (1956), however, we begin to see a 
movement away from objectivity and a more libertarian-style press to one 
that has elements of social responsibility built in. This idea is summed by 
the authors of the report: “Freedom carries concomitant obligations; and the 
press, which enjoys a privileged position under our government, is obliged to 
be responsible to society for carrying out certain essential functions of mass 
communication in contemporary society.”7 These principles, which in some 
senses blended both objective and an emerging activist voice, are:
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8 Chapter 2

 1. The press must provide “a truthful, comprehensive, and intelligent 
account of the day’s events in a context which gives them meaning.”

 2. The press must serve as a “forum for the exchange of comment and 
criticism.”

 3. The press must project “a representative picture of the constituent groups 
in society.”

 4. The press must assume responsibility for “the presentation and clarifica-
tion of the goals and values of the society” in which it operates.

 5. The press must provide “full access to the day’s intelligence.”8

At the time of the report, both reporters and editors continued to adhere to 
the principle of objectivity, but the advent of the Johnson administration 
witnessed a slowly growing activistic and progressive, social responsibility-
inspired turn in reporting.

In the 1970s, the growth of the activistic impulse shifted into the press 
assuming a “watchdog” role, also known as “accountability journalism”: 
holding American leaders and government agencies accountable to the citi-
zens. Objectivity was still stressed, but increasingly was giving way to social 
responsibility and activistic impulses. Since the turn of the new century, we 
increasingly see the press moving further beyond this by assuming an advo-
cacy role, speaking on behalf of its favored political outcomes. This removes 
advocacy from the citizenry and objectivity from the press. Reporters might 
not engage in outright propaganda, but by engaging in advocacy, the facts 
they select, and the framing of those facts, often support their political 
end goals.9

Perceptual Bias refers to the concept that those who produce the news do 
so in a neutral manner regardless of their personal politics, and thus the news 
is actually unbiased. Instead, any perception of bias is supposedly a function 
of the audience consuming the news; in other words, the audience “imagines” 
bias operating. Veteran PBS NewsHour anchor Jim Lehrer sums this concept 
up well: “I do not have a liberal bias. . . . I don’t have a conservative bias, 
either. I don’t have any bias. I am bias-free. . . . Bias is what people who 
hear or read the news bring to the story, not what the journalist brings to the 
reporting. . . . [My newscast] is a flavor of neutrality.”10 As this concept goes, 
if a person is liberal, they see conservative bias; if a person is conservative, 
they see liberal bias. This “selective bias” has some merit, in that humans do 
tend to look for that which supports their point of view, and notice that which 
might contradict it. However, this conception of bias is flawed as applied to 
news production since it presupposes both an audience incapable of objectiv-
ity or ignorant of facts and a reporter class actively holding its political biases 
in check. As such, it demeans the intelligence and perceptual abilities of news 
audiences, which tend to be among the more highly educated of Americans11; 
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9News Media Biases and the Framing of Issues and Events

additionally, according to Pew, 76 percent of Americans feel very or some-
what confident that they can check the accuracy of the news.12 Beyond this, 
survey after survey shows that independents and moderates generally see the 
same bias as conservatives and Republicans, thus suggesting strongly that 
something other than perception is the cause of bias; on the other hand, the 
same surveys show that liberals and Democrats tend not to see conservative 
bias, but bias toward the status quo, bias toward one Democrat position over 
another (e.g., Bernie Sanders and Elizabeth Warren), or no political bias 
operating at all. Pew found in 2019 that 89 percent of Republicans felt that 
the mainstream news favored one side over another; 72 percent of moderates 
felt the mainstream news favored one side over another; and even 57 percent 
of Democrats felt some form of bias operating.13

Money Bias refers to the simple notion that in America the news is a busi-
ness and that the press is in the business of making money. So, it goes without 
saying that the press will cover stories that it thinks will attract audiences 
and make money. This can lead to a trivialization of what constitutes news, 
and it can also lead to the imposition of a conflict or negative frame on news 
stories since that attracts more attention than other forms of news. Simply put, 
conflict, controversy, and also sex sells. For instance, as I write this section 
I took a quick look at CNN’s website. The top story, center of the page, is, 
“A mother and kid were attacked by a coyote. Then police shot the animal 
dead.”14 Other news swirls around alleged misdoings of President Trump, 
different murders, an alligator that keeps swimming with a knife stuck in 
its head, and so on. Looking at the website of Fox News, one finds “LA 
accuses rich neighbors of ‘dumping’ homeless as street population explodes 
to crisis level.”15 Other news stories talk about a defector from North Korea, 
an embattled Mark Zuckerberg, an ex-reality star busted on larceny, and a 
moonlighting teacher being given a $100 tip. Just a little below all that is a 
section titled, Features and Faces. Here we find pop culture references galore, 
including a picture of rather large breasts poking out of a bra captioned, 
“Breast Implant Regrets,” a story on Meghan Markle forcing her nanny to 
sign a nondisclosure agreement, graphic pics of botched plastic surgery, again 
showing torso skin, Christie Brinkley and her daughters in bikinis, and so on. 
All these stories sell to someone; they attract audiences.

Visual Bias refers primarily to broadcast news (and increasingly news 
conveyed via the Internet). Since humans are dominated by our sense of 
sight and attention to motion, that which is action oriented often is promoted 
as news over less action-oriented news. Think if you were watching an eve-
ning broadcast show and suddenly the local news service broke in with this 
announcement: “Good evening, we interrupt this program to let you know 
of a high-speed pursuit by State Police on Interstate 81. With speeds reach-
ing in excess of 120 miles per hour, it is the most dangerous chase in our 
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10 Chapter 2

area’s history.” Immediately, you would be interested, and fully expecting 
a live video of the chase. And you would see one, because the news service 
would never interrupt your regularly scheduled programming without it, 
because without the action, the story simply belongs on the news channel’s 
website as a short story, or in the next day’s local paper, probably buried 
in the back.

Images also convey a particular meaning and help audiences interpret the 
preferred storyline. For instance, in its July 2, 2018 issue, Time used as its 
cover an image of President Trump looking down at a small illegal immigrant 
child in an attempt to highlight what the magazine felt was an inhumane 
policy of separating children from their parents during their criminal pro-
ceedings. Of note here, though, is that the child was not actually separated 
from her parents at all, and Time was caught pushing an emotional yet inac-
curate image for the sake of either advocacy or sales.16 Images are important 
for stories; think of the stories mentioned above in the section about money 
bias. The coyote story showed the officer holding up the bloody corpse of the 
coyote; and the plastic surgery stories hinted at nudity, although never really 
crossing that line; and the Brinkleys were shown in their bikinis.

Recency Bias refers to the preference for news organizations to publish 
what is most currently happening; after all, it is called news for a reason. 
Although some stories stick around longer than others, with emphasis on 
the latest development or speculation—consider daily injections about the 
Mueller investigation for almost two years as an example—in general, what 
is “new” is news. We have an appetite for this, easily seen in the popularity 
of twenty-four-hour news (Fox News, CNN, for example), as well as news 
websites which are constantly changing their leading news articles. And the 
news plays into this contemporary American desire, which also plays into 
their profit motive. The more often you think you will see “new” news, the 
more often you might return to the site, and the more often ad revenue is 
generated. Recall the CNN and Fox News examples in the section on money 
bias. A mere fifteen minutes after writing about those examples, I checked the 
websites again looking for the top story. The CNN center story had changed 
to “Authorities: Toronto Raptors president struck officer after team won NBA 
title,” and the Fox News main story had changed to, “She Died Defenseless: 
Virginia Beach victim feared killer, wanted to carry gun but was barred by 
city law: attorney.” A problem with this “new is better” approach, especially 
with cable and broadcast news, is that complex issues and events must be 
nestled in historical context in order for audiences to understand them, and 
the quick news cycle diminishes the ability of the press to provide such infor-
mation well. The focus in on “now” and into the future, and thus providing 
historical context receives little, if any, attention. Additionally, this focus 
on the present is so extreme in some ways that news is increasingly moving 
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11News Media Biases and the Framing of Issues and Events

from what is happening to reporting on what will happen, or reporting its own 
speculations, especially with regard to political news.

Status Quo Bias, sometimes misleadingly called “conservative bias,” 
refers more to an inherent function of news produced in the United States 
than an actual bias. In a sense, since America operates within an ideology 
of Democratic Capitalism,17 the news, by its very nature as a business and a 
nongovernment controlled news gathering organization, upholds Democratic 
Capitalism. When the news reports on government functions, it of necessity 
seeks government sources, anonymous or not, and using government officials 
actually acts to keep the present system of government in place. Additionally, 
since the news routinely reports on the spectacles of government (inaugurals, 
conventions, celebratory addresses, Congressional hearings, etc.), it actually 
reaffirms the structure of our government if it does not actively critique the 
nature of the government (regardless of which party is ascendant). The press 
is to help maintain our Constitutionally based government, not seek to radi-
cally alter it. As political communication researcher Robert E. Denton wrote, 
“It is virtually impossible to distinguish between our political system and the 
media as separate entities.”18 Those who call this conservative bias, usually 
coming from a Marxist perspective, do so because they feel the press ought to 
be actively seeking to change our governing ideology, not keeping it in place.

Fairness and Balance Bias seems a bias for which one would wish. Yet, 
in an extreme form, it can have negative effects, and used by unscrupulous 
journalists it can outright mislead the public. Today, fairness means present-
ing “both sides” and balance means giving relatively equal space or time for 
points to be made. The difficulty in this is that there are often more than two 
sides, and very often a side is weaker than the “other” side, or not as well 
supported. By being “fair and balanced,” news organizations can make the 
weaker case look stronger or the reverse, or not even mention a “side” on a 
complex issue. For instance, during the debate on the Partial-Birth Abortion 
Ban Act,19 between 70 and 95 percent of Americans (depending on how the 
poll question was phrased) supported banning the procedure. News stories 
on this issue, however, made it seem as if it was hotly contested, with strong 
support on “both sides,” even as an overwhelming majority of Americans 
wanted it banned.

Bad News Bias simply refers to what most Americans already feel is the 
case: the news media overwhelmingly focuses on negative news. The old 
adage applies here: “if it bleeds, it leads.” Bad news also refers to unusual 
news, though, so “dog bites woman” would not make national news; 
“woman bites dog” just might. For instance, Fox News recently reported that 
a woman had gone down a slide holding her infant child. The child broke 
its leg, and the network showed a photo of the event; yes, you could see the 
child’s broken ankle in the picture (visual bias).20 The story was used to push 
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the idea that sliding down a standard child’s playground slide with a toddler 
in one’s lap is dangerous. And it is, to a limited degree; but the story did not 
contextualize, only terrorize.21 Of note, however, is that tens-of-millions go 
down just such slides yearly, multiple times, and without incident. And this 
points to one of the dangers of this type of bias. Evidence suggest that when 
there is a focus on negative news, news consumers tend to adopt an overly 
negative view of the issue being reported upon. This seems especially true 
in national news coverage. For instance, national news presents a constant 
stream of negativity concerning race relations. Most Americans think race 
relations are at an almost all-time low nationwide; yet these same Ameri-
cans, black through white, think that race relations in their own neighbor-
hoods are good.

Liberal Ideological and Partisanship Bias is typically what most Ameri-
cans think of when hearing about “bias in the news.” Here we essentially have 
the political positions and beliefs of reporters influencing their reporting on 
issues and events to varying degrees. Although an overwhelming majority of 
Americans see liberal political bias operating in the mainstream news media 
reporting on political issues, it is the very type of bias so often denied by both 
journalists and academics.22 The evidence of this bias is simply overwhelm-
ing, however. First, we have the actual political makeup of the press; that it is 
overwhelmingly liberal/progressive in its composition is uncontested.23 Study 
after study, poll after poll, all point to the same general results. Second, in 
terms of political and social actions, in every way, from church attendance 
to voting habits, to personal support for specific progressive policies, to 
political affiliation and political donations, journalists are far to the left of 
the average American. For instance, as of July 2019, Gallup found that 29 
percent of Americans were Republican; 38 percent were independent; and 27 
percent Democrat.24 Yet only 7 percent of all journalists identified as Repub-
lican.25 And in the most recent presidential campaign, journalists donated to 
Democrat candidate Hillary Clinton at a rate of 27 to 1 over Donald Trump, 
with even more donating to the campaign of Democrat Bernie Sanders than 
to Clinton.26 Voting habits show an inarguable leftist and Democratic party 
tilt as well, with journalists voting overwhelmingly for the Democrat party 
nominee for president going all the way back to Reagan versus Carter when 
such studies began.

But the real question is: Does this overwhelming leftist political identity 
influence journalists’ production of news? Through my own research and a 
thorough review of relevant literature, I have concluded that it does.27 Most 
journalists,28 and many academics,29 say emphatically no, however. As Slate 
founding editor Michael Kinsley pointed out when the magazine began the 
practice of revealing how its journalists voted in the presidential elections, 
“an opinion is not a bias!”30 Of note, though, is the overwhelmingly lopsided 
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voting at that magazine. Since it began, only Democrats have won; which is 
not dissimilar to MSM publications such as The New York Times and The 
Washington Post, which have endorsed only Democrat presidential candi-
dates since 1960 and 1980, respectively.31 In the last presidential election, not 
a single Slate writer voted for Trump, and only two did not vote for Clinton. 
Although Slate is to be congratulated on openly sharing the political disposi-
tions of its writers, and has acknowledged it liberal slant,32 one has to wonder 
why it does not have writers who support Republicans or conservatives. 
Moreover, given such lopsided political composition and predispositions, 
how do journalists at that magazine, or in any mainstream news office, keep 
from engaging in groupthink in what certainly is simply a comfortable echo 
chamber for liberal/progressive thought?

Simply put, they cannot, and instead exist in a cozy pool of confirmation 
bias. With no others to challenge their thinking or to present different ideas, 
reporters and editors simply confirm what they already know to be true. 
Facts that confirm are more easily seen than those that contradict the inherent 
newsroom point of view. This notion of groupthink helps explain how both 
individual news rooms and the mainstream news industry espouses such a 
narrow and consistent political point of view:

Group think describes a situation in which groups, in our case, news organiza-
tions, exhibit a high level of cohesiveness with members reluctant to deviate 
from the preferred group consensus. Because of this consensus, there is little, if 
any, argumentation or conflict of ideas among group members. Members tend 
to be isolated, possess biased leaders, and be exposed to stress. In our case, 
journalists are isolated socially and politically from the public they purport to 
represent; they possess politically biased leaders; and they are under constant 
deadline stress. The decision-making process is made inside the organization, 
and journalists listen to fellow journalists and editors over and above those 
outside the organization.33

The pressure and inducements to conform when within a groupthink envi-
ronment are quite strong, and are pressures of which one may be aware or 
unaware. The effects of groupthink are well known, and have been studied for 
decades, as evidenced in this summary from communication researchers in 
1993: “the pressure of cohesiveness results in faulty, inadequate analysis. . . . 
Not enough possible solutions are examined because there is an early prefer-
ence for a particular solution. Groupthink fosters an inadequate approach to 
information. When groupthink operates, there is typically inadequate research 
and thus a shortage of necessary information.”34 Moreover, since “there is an 
early preference for a particular solution, the information is processed in a 
biased fashion.”35 This, of course, has serious ramifications for the production 
of “objective” news.
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In 2015 The New York Times published an opinion piece entitled, “Lib-
eral News Media Bias Has a Serious Effect,” in which the author made the 
point that the overwhelming numbers of leftist journalists could not help but 
produce left of center news: “Clustering of left-of-center viewpoints in the 
newsroom leads to a cloistering, and thus reporters end up unfamiliar with 
conservative viewpoints. This shows up in the tone of daily coverage (for 
instance, ‘property rights’ gets put in scare quotes, while ‘abortion rights’ 
does not).”36 Still, it is true that opinions are not bias. But in the case of the 
press, there is an exceptionally strong correlation. As I and others have dem-
onstrated, the political leanings of the press find their way into its coverage of 
political issues, and these insertions of bias, intentional or not, almost always 
benefit liberal/progressive candidates and policies.37 It is well known that 
opinions flow from our worldviews (or our mental schemas, to use another 
way of describing how we organize our thoughts). As humans we find it 
easier to see that which supports our points of view than that which does not, 
and it is easier to believe that which comports with our version of the truth 
or of reality than that which does not. Some degree of this confirmation bias 
is inherent in us all: “Once we have formed a view, we embrace information 
that confirms that view while ignoring, or rejecting, information that casts 
doubt on it. Confirmation bias suggests that we don’t perceive circumstances 
objectively. We pick out those bits of data that make us feel good because 
they confirm our prejudices. Thus, we may become prisoners of our assump-
tions.”38 This is a common cognitive process, one that all human beings pos-
sess to a greater or lesser degree. In its simplest form, confirmation bias is 
someone essentially seeing or looking for only that evidence which supports 
what one already believes. This is not dissimilar to the theory of Identity-
Protective Cognition, which is simply the notion that as a means “of avoiding 
dissonance and estrangement from valued groups, individuals subconsciously 
resist factual information that threatens their defining values.”39

Given all the above, how easy is it, then, for reporters and editors, almost 
exclusively liberal/progressive, with liberal friends and coworkers, working 
in liberal-dominated newsrooms, donating to liberal politicians and causes, 
voting for liberal candidates—in other words, saturated with liberal cul-
ture—to only see what agrees with their version of reality, and to report the 
“facts” as they see them? Confirmation bias is rampant in the news industry, 
just as it has been shown to exist in other industries, including higher educa-
tion, dominated by a single type of political orientation.40 And the effects 
from the lack of different points of view are noteworthy. As a representative 
example consider psychology, where a “lack of political diversity . . . is said 
to lead to a number of pernicious outcomes, including biased research and 
active discrimination against conservatives. In decisions ranging from paper 
reviews to hiring, many social and personality psychologists said that they 
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would discriminate against openly conservative colleagues. The more liberal 
respondents were, the more they said they would discriminate.”41 Given the 
very real lack of viewpoint diversity in the MSM, it is unsurprising that its 
bias, which does not appear as bias at all to them, injects itself into “objec-
tive” news reporting.

FRAMING THE NEWS

How does this bias manifest itself in news coverage, and how might it work 
to influence Americans? More to the point, how do we go about detecting it? 
Even with hundreds of billions of dollars spent in the United States each year 
on advertising (both merchandise and political), media effects researchers 
still find it difficult to discover the degree and manner in which media expo-
sure affects our behaviors and beliefs. One concept involving media effects 
that is almost universally accepted, though, is the MSM function of agenda-
setting. In its basic form, agenda-setting asserts that the news media do not 
tell its audiences how to think, but do tell audiences what to think about. We 
know from literally thousands of studies in this area that the greater the con-
centration of stories on a particular topic/issue, the greater is the importance 
the public places on that topic/issue.

Looking at the news through this agenda-setting lens, “the press is an 
independent force whose dialogue with other elements of society produces 
the agenda of issues considered by political elites and voters. Witness the 
major role of the elite press as a source of information among major decision 
makers. Through its winnowing of the day’s happenings to find the major 
events, concerns, and issues, the press . . . plays an agenda-setting influence 
role.”42 The press does, however, move past simple agenda-setting to actu-
ally influencing how the public thinks about an issue or event. This “agenda-
extension” function of the press is the process through which the media not 
only focus attention on particular attributes of an issue or event, bringing 
public attention to some aspects while ignoring others, but doing so in such 
a manner that a particular point of view or even political agenda is advanced.

One way to see how this function operates, to actually begin to see how 
political bias is introduced into what should be neutral new reporting, is to 
look at how issues and events in news stories are “framed.” For our purposes, 
a frame is “a central organizing idea for making sense of relevant events and 
suggesting what is at issue.”43 At its core, framing “is the process whereby 
communicators act--consciously or not--to construct a particular point of view 
that encourages the facts of a given situation to be viewed in a particular man-
ner, with some facts made more or less noticeable (even ignored) than oth-
ers.”44 Frames have been demonstrated to make some facts more salient to an 
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audience than others, and act to define problems, diagnose causes, and suggest 
remedies; of note, they “are located in the communicator, the text, the receiver, 
and the culture at large. Frames are central organizing ideas within a narrative 
account of an issue or event; they provide the interpretive cues for otherwise 
neutral facts.”45 Importantly, they also provide consistent meanings through 
time, since once established they help to guide the interpretive process.

Framing occurs through “the presence or absence of certain keywords, 
stock phrases, stereotyped images, sources of information, and sentences 
that provide thematically reinforcing clusters of fact or judgments.”46 We can 
add other items to this list including, metaphors, concepts, images, labels, 
and symbols. All work to highlight some features of reality over others. 
The MSM frames issues, then, through both the conscious and unconscious 
language choices made by its journalists. For instance, how often are words 
such as “budget cuts” versus “controlling costs” used across time by journal-
ists when describing Republican efforts to construct a balanced budget? Or 
using “undocumented migrant” or “undocumented citizen” instead of “illegal 
alien” or “illegal immigrant”? Or writing “anti-abortion” instead of “pro-
life”?47 Or writing “single payer healthcare” instead of “tax-payer funded 
healthcare”? Such “an inherent bias—which springs from the ‘conspiracy of 
shared values’—requires no memos, no e-mails, no FAXes, no phone calls. 
It operates purely by the collective worldview of reporters.”48

Facts are neutral until framed, and frames can reside in ourselves—we 
impose a frame or storyline on the facts we receive—or they can be imposed 
by others and presented to us. We do this all the time as a normal process of 
thinking. This takes place also with what we read or view in the news about 
an issue or event since reporters are in the business of arranging facts for our 
consideration. In short, facts are given meaning, a particular understanding. 
Some facts are made more important, or salient, than others once an issue has 
been framed. And to the degree that confirmation bias operates in journalistic 
circles we can assume that the way journalists frame facts will be influenced 
by the political opinions, values, and beliefs they hold dear.

As an example of how this works, consider the 1972 Watergate break 
in coverage by the MSM. Initially, news about the break in was framed as 
part of the 1972 election campaign between Republican Richard Nixon and 
Democrat George McGovern; the public replied with a shrug of indifference. 
However, after the news media switched frames, moving from a campaign 
frame to a frame stressing continual Washington corruption, Americans took 
note, became obsessed, and President Nixon eventually resigned.49 Another 
powerful example of framing involves a study using a fictitious Ku Klux 
Klan march as its controlled frame. Researchers separated study participants 
into two group, with each group being presented with a mock news story 
that was framed in one of two ways. One group viewed a news story that 
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framed the Klan march as a disruption of public order. The audience was 
presented with “facts” stressing the tension reporters felt between marchers 
and crowds; images of police protecting Klansmen from an aggressive crowd; 
and interviews with participants stressing violence and disruption of public 
order. The other group viewed a news story that framed the Klan march as 
an issue of free speech, and the audience was presented with “facts” stressing 
how both protesters and Klansmen wanted to share their respective messages; 
interviews were presented with Klan supporters saying they wanted to hear 
the Klansmen’s message; images were shown of protesters and Klan leaders 
with bullhorns speaking to their crowds. The findings of this study are stark 
reminders of the power of frames: “Participants who viewed the free speech 
story expressed more tolerance for the Klan than those participants who 
watched the public order story.”50 There are legions of such studies showing 
the power of frames in news stories. Given this, if news stories frame a certain 
way, does it not seem highly probable that our thinking will be impacted in 
ways similar to those shown in these studies? The answer is yes.

Frames are powerful because they are necessary for us to make sense of the 
world; we all have them and use them. It is clear that the power of frames is 
great, and that by examining how issues and events are framed by the press, 
we can gain a better understanding of any bias the press adds to its reporting. 
After all, journalists are supposed to frame facts neutrally outside of specifi-
cally labeled opinion pieces or editorials. Because frames act to make some 
facts more obvious, or more salient and easier to apprehend than others, they 
can act to help or hinder a particular political party, politician, or policy. For 
example, a reporter whose personal worldview frames Antifa members as 
heroic civil rights activists bravely confronting “fascism” will find it easy 
to frame, intentionally or not, a story about their activities in such a manner 
that privileges his or her worldview (recall confirmation bias), so a “free 
speech” or similarly positive frame will probably dominate. The converse 
of this is that the violent, anti-Democratic actions of Antifa members will be 
minimized, justified,51 or ignored—they do not fit the “frame” the reporter 
has. Now, it is possible that a well-trained reporter, just like a well-trained 
researcher, can minimize the imposition of his or her own frames. But evi-
dence shows that, with reporters, such is not the case, as we will see in our 
investigation of President Trump.

We can discover frames by looking for key words, metaphors, images, 
labels, and so on that act to direct our attention one way or another. A par-
ticularly effective way of doing this is by comparing the original source of 
the news report with the reporting that follows. An example of how this 
works is seen in a study comparatively examining the frames used by the 
MSM and four nontraditional news sources, two self-described as liberal and 
two self-described as conservative, during coverage of the Jena 6 incident 
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in 2007. The authors conducted a framing analysis of top circulating main-
stream newspapers—USA Today, The New York Times, and The Washington 
Post—and the same framing analysis with The Huffington Post and Crooks 
and Liars (liberal) and Michelle Malkin and Newsbusters (conservative). 
The idea is that if the MSM papers are truly objective in their reporting, then 
the frames would be different from either the self-described liberal or con-
servative blog news sources, or contain similar elements of both. The study 
identified the major themes in the news reports, and then identified how those 
themes were framed. Table 2.1 shows the results.

Of note is that although the blogs did talk about the role of the news media, 
all other themes covered were the same by both the MSM and the news blogs. 
Importantly, one can readily see the lock-step framing of the story between 
the “objective” hard news stories and the liberal news blogs. As pointed out 
in the study, it is troubling that a self-professed “non-partisan press so neatly 
aligns with self-professed liberal advocacy positions while concomitantly 
being devoid of any association with the self-professed conservative political 
positions. . . . Thus . . . the mainstream news media framed a very conten-
tious issue in a manner that facilitated discussion of only one point of view.”52 
Interestingly, even when other facts do happen to make it into a news story, 

Table 2.1 Jena 6 Incident News Coverage Framing

Themes
Framing:  
News Articles

Framing: Huffington Post 
and Crook and Liars

Framing: Michelle 
Malkin and Newsbusters

Punishment 
of black 
students

Schoolyard fight, 
so too harsh; 
unjust.

Compared to 
noose hanging 
students, so too 
harsh; unjust

Schoolyard fight, so too 
harsh; unjust.

Compared to noose 
hanging students, so 
too harsh; unjust

Appropriate to crime

Identity of 
attackers

School kids; 
youngsters

Victims of racism
Victims of white 

legal system

School kids; youngsters
Victims of racism
Victims of white legal 

system

Aggressive; prior 
criminal records

Barker the victim

Description 
of event

Black vs. white; 
civil rights era

Example of 
lingering racism

Black vs. white; civil 
rights era

Example of lingering 
racism

Excuse for activists to 
self-promote

No similarities with 
civil rights era

Role of 
News 
Media

 Not enough coverage
Unconcerned with 

black America’s 
plight

Stoking racial tensions 
Intentionally 
inaccurate One-sided

Source: Author.
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“for those stories in which a single frame thoroughly pervades the text, stray 
contrary opinions . . . are likely to possess such low salience as to be of little 
practical use to most audience members.”53 This function of frames enhanc-
ing or suppressing the salience of facts and ideas is an important element of 
framing: “Salience is key to any attempt to put a certain spin or interpretation 
on an issue, event, product or person. By highlighting or emphasizing certain 
aspects, or attributes, the media can influence not only what we think about, 
but how we think about it.”54

In a major study I examined 116 different newspapers and almost 800 news 
articles dealing with controversial political issues. I looked at politicians 
representing both major political parties, and news coverage of those politi-
cians in the mainstream printed press. Using framing analysis, I discovered 
that the frames the press constructs in their news stories act “in opposition 
to those who do not agree with their political agenda [and] took the form of 
direct opposition to the points of view expressed by [politicians] that did not 
comport with press ideals. This direct opposition irreparably harmed these 
speakers’ ability to explain their point of view to the American public. Unless 
the reader had firsthand access to transcripts of [what these speakers said], 
all information was filtered through the frame of the press.”55 An important 
finding then is that the “context through which the statements made by these 
political leaders were understood changed; a new context was provided by 
the press which also framed the statements in such a way that the original 
meaning of the messages were changed. In this manner these political actors 
were not treated fairly as news sources, but rather they were forced into an 
oppositional role to that of the press.”56

As mentioned above, it is generally agreed upon that frames define prob-
lems for us and often assign causes for those problems. Frames also suggest 
or imply solutions for those problems. Most all framing researchers also 
agree that frames relay moral judgments about the issue/event under discus-
sion. As communication researcher Robert Entman wrote, frames take “some 
aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicat-
ing text, in such a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal 
interpretation, moral evaluation, and/or treatment recommendation for the 
item described.”57 However, whereas the aspects of problems, causes, and 
solutions have been examined in some detail, comparatively little has been 
done to examine if frames actually shape or encourage moral evaluations as 
opposed to elements of morality-shaping frames. Although work in moral 
psychology has found that one’s political orientation (liberal, conservative) 
is reflected in the moral foundations one uses, little of this has made its way 
into assessment of public address or assessment of the news media. Certainly, 
framing is a way to determine political bias, but we can also apply the theory 
of moral foundations to do this due to its relationship with political values. 
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With this in mind, we turn to the next chapter to review the concept of moral 
foundations. In so doing, we will set up the necessary theoretical perspective 
to determine

 1. If frames provide moral assessment or if morality operates independently 
of, and perhaps informs, frames

 2. If the moral foundations of journalists correlate with a liberal political 
position
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PRIMING MORAL VALUES

There are legions of studies focusing on how news stories frame problems 
and their causes, and also suggest or critique solutions. What is comparatively 
little studied, though, is how frames convey the moral aspect of the policies, 
issues, and events the press covers. Framing researchers, myself included, 
have uncritically accepted the assertion that frames provide clues about 
moral judgments, and, as we will see below, that news stories also convey 
some aspect of this moral dimension. Yet this assumption has not been well 
examined. In particular, how press reports convey the moral qualities of the 
reporters writing the reports, or how these moral dimensions can reveal the 
underlying political ideologies of the reporters are questions that have not 
been asked. That they should be asked seems self-evident, and one way of 
answering them involves research in the area of moral psychology, which 
strongly suggests that conservatives and liberals utilize considerably differ-
ent moral palettes. To the degree this is true, then, should we not find liberal 
reporters framing news from a liberal moral perspective? Thus, if one is going 
to look for political influences in the press framing of issues and events, 
one could also look for how the moral element is expressed by reporters in 
their news stories, and then see if that expression matches better a liberal, 
moderate, or conservative moral mindset as explained in moral psychology. 
Given the tension between the perceptions of the public, known effects of 
confirmation bias, academic studies that find evidence of bias and those that 
do not, and journalistic assertions about their own objectivity, using moral 
foundation theory allows for another venue to examine charges of liberal bias 
in MSM reporting.

Chapter 3

Moral Foundations and 
Journalistic Bias
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The work of moral psychologists who have championed Moral Founda-
tions Theory (MFT) provides a starting point for such an analysis. At its 
heart, MFT posits that our morality is both innate and learned.1 We have five 
distinct moral foundations, expressed here as dichotomies: Care/Harm, Fair-
ness/Cheating, Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, Authority/Subversion, Sanctity/
Degradation. Research into these foundations distinctly shows that liberals 
and conservatives prioritize them differently. The theory asserts that these 
“evolved moral psychological systems involve primarily fast, intuition based 
moral cognition in response to an appraisal of a morally-relevant situation. 
The intuitive moral psychological systems, though modifiable, are organized 
prior to experience and evolved to enable adaptive social life within and 
among groups.”2 Importantly, after this “intuitive (and often emotion-filled) 
response, slow reasoning is used primarily (post hoc) to find reasons to con-
firm and justify one’s own intuitive reaction to the situation and to recruit/
persuade others why they ought to join us in our judgment.”3 In this sense, 
then, we often “feel” our moral response before we reason it out; additionally, 
we could, if not careful, reason our way into believing our feelings in the face 
of contrary evidence.

According to Jonathan Haidt, MFT starts with the premise that human 
nature is intrinsically linked with moral elements, as well as being “mor-
alistic, critical, and judgmental.”4 We are righteous as part of our nature; 
that is, we naturally view actions and events through a moral lens. Impor-
tantly, to our purpose in this book, MFT provides evidence that at times 
moral reasoning is not about figuring out truth, but rather used to support 
our “social agendas—to justify our own actions and to ‘defend the teams’ 
to which we belong.”5 When we think of moral rules, we think of those 
societal and cultural rules related to “justice, rights, and welfare pertaining 
to how people ought to relate to each other.”6 Our sense of morality, then, 
has a certain “innateness” about it. We have intuitions about disrespect and 
disgust, for instance; to the degree that this is true, we can imagine some-
one (including a journalist, for example) suddenly feeling a moral emotion 
about a situation or event, and then looking for evidence to support or jus-
tify that feeling. Moral reasoning often occurs after the moral emotion; it 
is “often a servant of moral emotions.”7 We are prewired for much of our 
biological behavior, and according to Haidt, we are prewired for much of 
our moral sensitivities as well; that is, there is a certain innate and intrinsic 
aspect to our possessing moral sensibilities. These initial sensitivities are 
subsequently modified as we grow and mature. The society in which we 
live influences us, as do our family, friends, experiences, and culture. To 
the degree that this is true, we should find that the mainstream news media, 
as its own culture (and monolithically liberal in composition), would show 
signs of moral reasoning/judgments indicative of the liberal mind in its 
reporting. There are four key principles of MFT: “(a) there is an innate ‘first 
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draft’ of the moral mind organized in advance of experience; (b) this draft is 
‘edited’ during development within a particular culture; (c) moral intuitions 
are nearly automatic and come first, with moral reasoning used to articulate 
justifications for these intuitive judgments; and (d) particular patterns of 
moral foundations have emerged in response to diverse social challenges.”8 

Yet how does the actual process of moral reasoning occur? How does it 
work? MFT likens our moral sensibilities to our taste buds, with the five 
moral foundations analogous to five possible moral “tastes,” each of which, 
as mentioned above, can be stated with opposite quality.9 Of note is that the 
first two moral dimensions, Care/Harm and Fairness/Cheating, are “indi-
vidualizing” in the sense that they are associated with actions that protect 
and concern individuals. The other moral dimensions, Loyalty(ingroup)/
Betrayal, Authority/Subversion, Sanctity/Degradation, are considered “bind-
ing” dimensions in that they are associated with actions that link individuals 
to a larger collective grouping.

Importantly for what we are doing here, it also links these receptors to 
political leanings in individuals, with empirical research findings indicat-
ing that liberals operate with an increased sensitivity to some receptors and 
decreased sensitivity to others when compared with conservatives, who tend 
toward a balanced palette use. Let us take a moment of look at each of these 
moral foundations.10

Care/Harm

This “individualizing” moral foundation has to do with suffering that is 
not one’s own. Initially, a way of ensuring children were cared for, the 
types of potential victims, or persons or things in need of care have grown, 
especially in those with liberal/progressive inclinations. This area “makes 
us sensitive to signs of suffering and need; it makes us despise cruelty and 
want to care for those who are suffering.”11 Evidence suggests that the more 
one identifies as liberal, the more one views this foundation universally 
applied (globally; I am my brother’s keeper; it takes a village); the more 
conservative, the more locally applied (nationally, family; I am not my 
brother’s keeper). Essentially this foundation is concerned with “the pro-
tection of the innocent or helpless, the relief of suffering, sympathy toward 
victims, and anger or disdain toward actors responsible for inflicting harm, 
emotional suffering, or violence.”12

Fairness/Cheating

This “individualizing” foundation developed as a way of “reaping the 
rewards of cooperation without getting exploited.”13 It is “related to concepts 
of justice, cooperation, and fair play, as well as the preferential treatment 
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afforded some people, the denial of rights, unfair actions, and the profiting 
of some individuals over others.”14 There is a “reciprocal altruism” operating 
here, with the underlying idea of proportionality; that is, one ought to receive 
what one deserves based upon what one has done. Put another way, one reaps 
what one sows. It is about protecting one’s communities as well as one’s self 
from those who cheat or who are out for a free ride. For liberals, however, this 
foundation operates more around the concept of proportionality with regard 
to resources evenly distributed to all, regardless of one’s “sowing.” Thus, 
for liberals, the Marxist idea of “from each according to his ability to each 
according to his needs” may well apply here.

Loyalty(Ingroup)/Betrayal

Humans are essentially tribal, males especially so. Loyalty, which 
advances group cohesion (ingroup) for survival and competition, is 
important for the species. This “binding” foundation asks who are team 
players and who are traitors, and goes a long way toward explaining our 
fascination with sports teams from high school to professional. We tend 
to wish to reward team players and ostracize and punish traitors. Moral 
understandings emanating from this foundation are “focused on the cre-
ation and ranking of in-groups, actions affecting a group, and fealty to 
one’s in-group in competition with out-groups over scarce resources.”15 
When engaging this foundation, the left tends to adopt a universal/global 
perspective and conservatives tend to adopt a national level, although both 
are concerned with “in group” status.

Authority/Subversion

This “binding” foundation concerns respect for our hierarchical relationships, 
whether at the level of friends and family or business and societal; it “consists 
of notions of respect, deference and obedience toward hierarchical institu-
tions, the fulfillment of duties, signs of respect for authority, the system’s 
protection of subordinate individuals, and respect for social traditions.”16 
As a condition of social life, human “authorities take on responsibility for 
maintaining order and justice.”17 The importance is especially seen when one 
considers that without “agreement on rank and a certain respect for author-
ity there can be no great sensitivity to social rules.”18 Yet this authority runs 
both ways since superiors are looked upon to help and protect subordinates 
and subordinates are to work with and help superiors protect the group or 
tribe. Authority here is seen as “protecting order and fending off chaos.”19 
Important awareness triggers for this foundation include acts of obedience/
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disobedience, acts of respect/disrespect, and acts of submission/rebellion 
with respect to legitimate authorities. Additionally, any acts that are seen to 
support/subvert traditions, institutions, or values that promote stability also 
engage this moral dimension.

Sanctity/Degradation

This “binding” foundation recognizes human ability to “endow ideas, 
objects, and events with infinite value, particularly those ideas, objects, 
and events that bind a group together into a single entity.”20 It “is linked to 
notions of both physical and spiritual purity and hygiene, along with decency 
standards, virtuous or uplifting actions, control of one’s desires, and the feel-
ings of disgust that accompany impure stimuli or unnatural and degrading 
actions.”21 Because of this, it explains why people “feel that some things, 
actions, and people are noble, pure, and elevated” and others “are base, 
polluted, and degraded.”22 Some triggers are the ideas of what is “clean” or 
“degraded” and actual or symbolic pollution. Feelings of disgust, even when 
we cannot explain them, can provide us with “valuable warning[s] that we 
are going too far, even when we . . . can’t justify those feelings by pointing 
to victims.”23

CONSERVATIVE AND LIBERAL MORAL PERCEPTIONS

As mentioned above, liberal and conservatives exhibit different weightings 
related to these foundational moral receptors. This has been shown in stud-
ies focused on subjects as varied as letters to newspaper editors,24 the debate 
over stem cell research,25 preached sermons from different denominations,26 
political speeches,27 and many more.28 Of note is that liberals appear to oper-
ate with one overly developed moral receptor, and four weaker receptors; 
conversely, conservatives appear to operate using all moral foundations 
relatively equally, and with greater ease of movement between them. Work 
by Haidt, Jesse Graham, and others have rather consistently demonstrated 
the linkage of certain moral foundations to particular political positions.29 
This can be seen in the graph below where I present aggregate findings from 
MFT studies. Essentially graph 3.1 shows the relevance of a particular moral 
foundation to a person’s decision when determining right or wrong: 0 = not 
at all relevant; 5= extremely relevant.

The exact numerical beginnings and endings of each foundation is not as 
important as the overall trajectory of where they begin and where they end. 
We definitely see a trend from liberals primarily engaging Care/Harm, and 
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to a lesser degree, Fairness/Cheating, and conservatives more evenly using 
all five foundations with a slightly stronger emphasis on Fairness/Cheat-
ing. Keep in mind that liberals and conservatives see the Fairness/Cheating 
foundation differently. For conservatives, it tends to be based on the idea that 
one deserves something to the degree that one has worked for it—one reaps 
what one sows. It is not that they do not share, but rather a protection from 
those who cheat or who are out for a free ride. For liberals, this foundation 
operates more around the concept of proportionality with regard to resources 
distributed evenly to all, regardless of one’s “sowing.”

These conservative and liberal moral palettes are seen more clearly in 
figure 3.1, where the various moral foundations are shown in relative pro-
portions to each other. As can be seen, conservatives have a more balanced 
approach to using all foundations than do liberals.

Of note is that the distribution of conservatives and liberals in America are 
unequal. Liberals make up approximately 20–25 percent of the population, 
moderates 35–40 percent, and conservatives around 40 percent. In relation to 
MFT, this means that a large majority of the population share a more greatly 

Graph 3.1 Conservative and Liberal Moral Foundation Distribution. Source: Author. 
Adapted from Yourmorals.com; Haidt, 2012; and Ravi Iyer, Spassena Koleva, Jesse 
Graham, Peter Ditto, and Jonathan Haidt, “Understanding Libertarian Morality: The 
Psychological Dispositions of Self-Identified Libertarians,” PLoS ONE, vol. 7 no. 8 (2012). 
http: //jou rnals .plos .org/ ploso ne/ar ticle ?id=1 0.137 1/jou rnal. pone. 00423 66.
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balanced use of the moral foundations. Such a distribution can be seen in 
graph 3.2.

That liberals and conservatives see political arguments from different 
moral foundations is a major component of MFT. Interestingly, evidence 
suggests that if liberal-supported messages are linked to nonliberal founda-
tions that conservatives are more likely to contemplate or even support the 
argument, but there is little evidence available suggesting that it works the 
other way around, in part because liberals operate with a more limited palette 
of moral foundations. For instance, researchers looking at moral foundations 
in pro-environmental messages discovered that most are based on the Care/

Figure 3.1 Conservative and Liberal Moral Palettes. Source: Author. Based on  
https ://th einde pende ntwhi g.com /2015 /03/0 9/thi s-exp lains -and- chang es-ev eryth ing/ 
Taken from Haidt, pp. 297 and 302, using aggregate figures from Yourmorals.com; Haidt, 
2012; and Ravi Iyer, Spassena Koleva, Jesse Graham, Peter Ditto, and Jonathan Haidt, 
“Understanding Libertarian Morality: The Psychological Dispositions of Self-Identified 
Libertarians,” PLoS ONE 7, no. 8 (2012). http: //jou rnals .plos .org/ ploso ne/ar ticle ?id=1 
0.137 1/jou rnal. pone. 00423 66.

Graph 3.2 Moral Foundation Population Distribution. Source: Author.
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Harm foundation, from liberals speaking to liberals, but not resonating well 
with conservatives. Yet when the messages were changed to accent purity 
and sanctity, conservatives were more likely to acknowledge or to agree with 
the message.30 These researchers and others have noted that “political mes-
sages are more persuasive when they are framed in terms of moral intuitions 
that align with the intuitions of the target population.”31 Such studies might 
also help explain why liberals tend to see no liberal bias in MSM news yet 
conservatives and moderates see the liberal bias. 

MFT certainly shows that by analyzing discourse we can discover linkages 
to certain moral foundations, and their use can suggest the source’s political 
leanings. So, to the degree that MFT holds true, we can see potential for 
looking for moral foundations in the reports of the mainstream news media 
to help confirm or confute what some studies have already shown: that the 
political identities of journalists influence the content of their news reports.

JOURNALISTS AND MORAL FOUNDATIONS

As mentioned earlier, there is little by way of MFT studies that examine 
the moral foundations of the press, although there are a few studies that use 
MFT in conjunction with news media analysis. One such study looked at a 
selection of hard news, editorials, opinion, and news analyses pieces.32 The 
samples were compiled by a computer program that automatically extracted 
all articles from the politics section of The New York Times, Reuters, CBS 
News, and The Washington Post. Any named entities were removed, mean-
ing that persons, distinct places, organizations, and so on were removed from 
the samples. The researchers, before the actual study, ensured that articles 
contained some moral information and prioritizing articles with high variance 
in moral content. Thus, the sample was limited and, in some ways, contrived 
to facilitate ease of analysis for those coding the moral foundations found in 
the samples. There was no mention of how quotes were treated differently 
from reporter assertions. The purpose of this social scientific study was not to 
determine moral foundations of journalists, however, but rather to determine 
intercoder reliability differences among coders with different levels of train-
ing when they used MFT.

Some studies examining moral foundations in relation to news stories have 
used the Model of Intuitive Morality and Exemplars, or MIME.33 MIME takes 
as its starting point the common knowledge that moral “themes are latent in 
a wide range of media content,” and that their impact can be assessed to 
some degree.34 Importantly for us here, the “MIME suggests that, over time, 
consistent exposure to messages emphasizing the superiority of one moral 
foundation over another will increase the salience of that foundation among 
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audiences and maintain its salience in the face of other influences. . . . Fur-
thermore, the MIME holds that insulation from value inconsistent messages 
will foster polarized values within ideological groups and reduce openness to 
divergent views.”35 To the degree that this holds true, MIME can go a long 
way toward explaining confirmation bias among journalists (and any such 
insular group), and also show how news messages can be used by their audi-
ences as a way of propping up their own political beliefs. It also suggests why 
journalists, so overwhelmingly liberal in composition, could be predisposed 
to inject their ideology into what should be objective news stories.

Of note is that the “MIME suggests a reciprocal relationship between basic 
motivations underlying moral judgment for distinct audiences and media 
content produced for those audiences.”36 In an interesting study by commu-
nication researchers Nicholas Bowman et al., newspaper headlines concern-
ing Osama bin Laden’s death were used to determine press-generated moral 
foundations. They suggested that any “differences in the frequencies of moral 
domains in newspaper headlines and subheads were found as a function of the 
political leanings of the target audience.”37 In short, these authors argued that 
newspapers serving a liberal audience tended to write headlines using liberal 
moral foundations such as Care/Harm, whereas papers serving more conser-
vative audiences tended to use a more conservative moral foundation such as 
the patriotic act of killing bin Laden. However, paper identification, whether 
liberal leaning or conservative leaning, was not a variable, so one does not 
know if liberal papers were writing conservative headlines, for example.38 
The study also did not identify the moral foundations of the reporters writing 
the articles or of the editors creating the headlines, although the study does 
lend support for finding liberal moral foundations in texts written by liberals 
and conservative moral foundations in texts written by conservatives, if one 
speculates that the few conservative papers would be serving conservative 
audiences. That liberal papers serve more conservative areas is well known, 
and it would be of interest to discover if their headlines leaned right or left.

Another study of interest, by Brian J. Bowe, looked at the moral founda-
tions in newspaper framing of the construction of Islamic mosques. Of note 
is that “components of media frames are influenced by the cognitions of 
journalists, newsroom routines and conventions, and the political and cul-
tural contexts within which news stories are disseminated.”39 With this in 
mind, Bowe essentially asked how “patterns of problem definitions, causal 
attributions, moral evaluations [using MFT as determinant], and treatment 
recommendations combine to create frames in coverage of mosque build-
ing controversies.”40 His idea was to “use MFT to determine the ideological 
moral reasoning underpinning the frames.”41 Looking at five US daily papers, 
he examined “staff-produced news stories, staff editorials, and bylined 
columns specifically concerning mosque construction controversies.”42 A 
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computer program-generated word counts for the moral foundations,43 and 
human coders determine the other variables. This study, however, did not 
differentiate between journalist slant, hard news, opinion pieces, how quoted 
sources were placed, or how moral foundations might signal journalists’ 
political biases. Whether the frames promoted a moral foundation or not was 
left undiscovered. Rather, the study only sought to identify overall frames 
across news stories and then to associate those frames with moral foundations 
in the same stories. As mentioned by Bowe, the “study . . . cannot untangle 
whether these were individual moral decisions made by journalists or moral 
positions imposed upon news content by the media routines and professional 
practices.”44 The study stopped far short of uncovering the moral foundations 
of journalists and their corresponding ideological positioning, although, and 
importantly, it did highlight that moral foundations exist in new narratives.

An additional study that found evidence of moral foundations in news 
stories looked at reporting of stem cell research in The New York Times 
between 1999 and 2010. The study focused almost exclusively on the Care/
Harm and (what the authors described as) Purity/Taint dimensions, and made 
no differentiation between hard news and analysis, or the slant of the jour-
nalist, or how quotes and examples were positioned in the news story. Their 
primary focus was seeking the relationship between supporters and opponents 
of the research, and if their arguments were grounded in a particular moral 
foundation. The study authors found that in “spite of the strong relationship 
between the Purity foundation and stem cell attitudes at the individual level, 
Purity language was surprisingly uncommon in the debate. This finding has 
important implications for the rhetorical landscape in the United States. If 
partisan political actors invoke only the most widely endorsed foundations, 
elite rhetoric may come to be dominated by Harm and Fairness appeals.”45 
These findings do lend strong evidence toward the ideological world view of 
journalists potentially limiting debate, since journalists do control who and 
what is quoted in news stories. 

Since one of the four major functions of frames is asserted to be provid-
ing moral judgments, when we examine how the press frames an issue, we 
should be able to detect the frames pushing a moral foundation; in short, it 
would be the framing of a moral foundation, not a moral foundation framing 
a frame, as it were. Using MFT we have a ready way to discover the moral 
assessment once a frame has been detected. As has been shown, the press is 
liberal/progressive in disposition; but does this find its way into how news 
reports are framed? I have concluded that it does. But not everyone agrees 
with that assessment, as noted earlier and in the previous chapter, so another 
way of looking for proof is to see how evidence of moral foundations emerge 
from the framing of news stories. When comparatively analyzed, will stories 
accurately reflect the moral foundations of those being reported upon, or 
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will they reflect a liberal interpretation of the morality involved? Since the 
focus of this book is looking at the relationship between President Trump 
and the MSM, do we see this with Trump coverage when we compare the 
moral foundations in his speeches with those in news stories about those same 
speeches? Additionally, do frames provide the moral dimension, or does the 
moral dimension inform the frames found within news stories?

COMPARING FRAMES AND MORAL FOUNDATIONS

In order to answer these questions, as well as the questions first posed in 
chapter 2, in the chapters that follow I look at four key concerns addressed by 
President Trump: national security, the economy, the state of the American 
union, and immigration. The idea is to compare the frames and moral founda-
tions found in Trump’s speeches with those found in the MSM’s coverage of 
those speeches. So, for each area I critically examine a major speech given 
by President Trump informed by the concepts of framing and moral founda-
tions. I then examine the MSM coverage of each speech, using the same 
concepts, and then compare the results. I use The Washington Post, The New 
York Times, ABCNews.go.com, CBSNews.com, NBCNews.com, FoxNews.
com, and CNN.com as the news sources. I specifically look only at hard news 
stories and labeled news analysis stories that focus on the speeches. By exam-
ining the frames and moral foundations in each speech and subsequent press 
coverage, we can begin to understand how the reporting on these speeches 
provides evidence of the core political values of the press.
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On December 18, 2017, President Trump delivered a formal speech1 in which 
he introduced his administration’s national security vision contained in the 
National Security Strategy (NSS) document.2 The document, available to the 
public, is required by the 1986 Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense 
Reorganization Act, which mandates that the executive branch periodically 
present the legislative branch an outline of the major security concerns faced 
by the United States and how the executive branch intends to deal with them. 
These documents are intentionally general in their details, and are designed 
to act as a foundational source while the executive branch and Congress dis-
cuss funding and actions involved with national security. These documents 
also serve to alert foreign governments of US military and foreign priorities 
without being too specific, and provide the public with the opportunity to see 
what a president is doing with respect to campaign promises.

The document’s release is not a yearly event, and often coincides with 
major strategic security shifts from one presidential administration to another. 
For instance, in 2002 the Bush administration’s document introduced the 
concept of “pre-emptive strikes,” reflecting the administration’s concern with 
the War on Terror. In 2010, the Obama administration released a document 
that emphasized greater interaction with China and Russia, and also stressed 
nuclear nonproliferation and climate change as national strategic priorities. In 
all, since 1986, seventeen documents have been produced.3

Previous documents had described the world stage as a “community of 
nations” or as the “international community.” The Trump administration 
document introduced a new context, stressing instead that the world was a 
competitive arena in which “fundamentally political contests between those 
who favor repressive systems and those who favor free societies” occurred. In 
particular, the president stressed the “revisionist powers of China and Russia, 

Chapter 4

National Security
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the rogue states of Iran and North Korea, and transnational threat organiza-
tions, particularly jihadist terrorist groups” as threats to the security of the 
United States. For the Trump administration, since the days of Ronald Rea-
gan, both parties had increasingly mischaracterized the international front. 
Essentially stating that because as Americans we “took our political, eco-
nomic, and military advantages for granted,”4 powers such as Russia, China, 
Iran, and North Korea and also terrorist groups engaged in plans to challenge 
our power and values, as well as those of our allies. In addition, even friendly 
powers took advantage of American generosity and complacency, such as 
the NATO nations refusing to pay their full share of costs, while America 
continued to pay a lion’s share for the collective defense, more than all other 
NATO members combined.5

PRESIDENT TRUMP’S SPEECH

The timing of the document’s release is a first in that President Trump was the 
first president to publish the NSS document in his inaugural year as president. 
Moreover, not all presidents give an actual address along with the security 
document’s publication, but Trump chose to deliver one at the Ronald Rea-
gan Building and International Trade Center in Washington, D.C.

Although not a major theme within the speech, the past actions of the 
American people acted as a contextualizing aspect for the entire speech. 
In a sense, this idea exists in some ways in all the frames found within the 
speech. For President Trump, the foundations of his strategic vision rest with 
the American people, who “have always been the true source of American 
greatness.” They have advanced American “culture” and “values,” and have 
“fought and sacrificed on the battlefields all over the world,” liberating 
“captive nations,” and “lifted entire regions of the planet from poverty to 
prosperity.”

Framing

In breaking with past administrations of both political parties, President 
Trump was walking a rather fine line. On the one hand, he was redefining 
some aspects of foreign policy, taking a more confrontational stance against 
both Russia and China, for instance, but also staying within the mainstream of 
both parties on America’s general role in the world. There are seven themes 
in the president’s speech: past actions of American leaders, present American 
actions, the NSS, border security, economic security, national defense, and 
American influence.
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Past Actions of American Leaders

The NSS document represented a major break from all administrations fol-
lowing Ronald Reagan, and President Trump takes pains to frame the past 
actions of both Republican and Democrat political and business leaders. 
He grounds his actions in his belief in the American people, mentioned 
above, and the duty of American leaders to act on their behalf. With this 
in mind, he stresses how citizens had watched “Washington politicians 
presid[ing] over one disappointment after another.” These leaders had 
forgotten “whose voices they were to respect and whose interests they 
were supposed to defend.” Some of their failures included negotiating 
“disastrous trade deals that brought massive profits to . . . foreign nations, 
but sent thousands of America factories, and millions of American jobs, to 
those other countries.” Moreover, these leaders had “drifted from Ameri-
can principles,” losing “sight of America’s destiny,” and their “belief in 
American greatness.”

Not only in trade, but political leaders who “engaged in nation-building 
abroad” failed to “build up and replenish” their own nation. The US military 
had been “shortchanged” with “inadequate resources, unstable funding, and 
unclear missions.” Moreover, “very wealthy allies” were not required to “pay 
their fair share for defense,” which placed a “massive and unfair burden on 
the U.S. taxpayer.” In terms of defense, leaders “neglected a nuclear menace 
in North Korea,” and made an “incomprehensibly bad deal with Iran,” while 
terrorists were allowed to “gain control of vast parts of territory all over the 
Middle East.”

Internally, America’s energy resources were put “under lock and key,” 
while the government also imposed “punishing regulations and crippling 
taxes.” And “over the profound objections of the American people,” their 
leaders left America’s “borders wide open,” with the result that “millions of 
immigrants entered illegally” with millions more entering “without the proper 
vetting needed to protect” Americans.

Present Actions: America First

Linked to the present actions of the administration is the president’s notion 
of putting “America First” in all domestic and foreign policies. It is a foun-
dational aspect of his NSS, and is linked with the ideas he put forth that the 
“American people rejected the failures of the past” and “rediscovered” their 
“voice and reclaimed ownership” of the country. As foundational, the idea of 
America First means that the “first duty” of the government “is to serve its 
citizens,” particularly those “forgotten” by past administrations; every “deci-
sion and every action” is made by “putting America first.”
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In some senses, the stress on present actions leads into the proposed actions 
of the NSS document. The Trump administration had increased American 
“investment” in its defense with the belief that a strong military will lead to 
“long and extraordinary peace.” The economy had been addressed, with with-
drawal from “some job-killing deals such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership” 
and an announcement that America would “no longer tolerate trading abuse.” 
Immigration restrictions and “new vetting procedures” had been imposed in 
the name of keeping “terrorists out of the United States.” Both Iran and North 
Korea’s nuclear ambitions were being addressed, with the United States espe-
cially engaging the “Gulf states and other Muslim-majority nations” in order 
to “fight radical Islamist ideology and terrorist financing.”

In particular, the president stresses his actions to “strengthen the NATO 
Alliance” and his demands for “significant increases in member contribu-
tions,” because his administration would no longer allow the practice of mem-
ber states remaining “delinquent” in their payments while the United States 
guaranteed their safety. For the president, “countries that are immensely 
wealthy should reimburse the United States for the cost of defending them. 
This is a major departure from the past, but a fair and necessary one—neces-
sary for our country, necessary for our taxpayers.”

Also stressed was the economic growth since 2016, along with the cutting 
of bureaucratic regulations. The Trump administration had cut “22 regula-
tions for every one new regulation” and had also “unlocked America’s vast 
energy resources.” The economic recovery is important to the strategic plan 
since Trump intends the economy to “be one of America’s truly greatest 
weapons.”

National Security Strategy

The importance of the framing of past and present actions coalesced around 
five “fundamental truths” at the heart of the NSS:

 1. “A nation without borders is not a nation.”
 2. “A nation that does not protect prosperity at home cannot protect its inter-

ests abroad.”
 3. “A nation that is not prepared to win a war is a nation not capable of pre-

venting a war.”
 4. “A nation that is not proud of its history cannot be confident in its future.”
 5. “And a nation that is not certain of its values cannot summon the will to 

defend them.”

We see in these principles the four key areas addressed in Trump’s NSS. 
Importantly, the strategy is predicated on a “principled realism” guided by 
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“vital national interests and rooted in [American] timeless values.” And as 
mentioned above, the strategy initiates a fundamental shift in strategic think-
ing, recognizing that the world has entered into a new era of competition.

The four pillars of the strategic document are essentially extensions of the 
policies already discussed by the president, and each is specifically framed 
in the speech. These four “vital national interests” are: border security, 
economic security, security through national defense, and security through 
American influence.

Border Security

The purpose of border security is essentially to “protect the American people, 
the homeland, and our great American way of life.” This includes securing 
the borders, and for the first time, a “serious plan to defend [the American] 
homeland.” Border security calls for a border wall between Mexico and the 
United States, legal immigration reform, and increased support for Border 
Patrol agents, ICE officers, and Homeland security personnel. Included with 
this is the enhancement of means to confront radical Islamic terrorists, with 
particular emphasis on combating its spread into the United States. Cyberter-
rorism and social media attacks are mentioned as well.

Economic Security

For the president, economic security is national security: “Economic vitality, 
growth, and prosperity at home is absolutely necessary for American power 
and influence abroad.” This pillar emphasizes steps for ensuring economic 
vitality and prosperity: cutting taxes and reducing “unnecessary regulations.” 
The president points out that it “calls for trade based on the principles of 
fairness and reciprocity . . . for firm action against unfair trade practices and 
intellectual property theft [and] for new steps to protect our national security 
industrial and innovation base.” Additionally, this pillar calls for a reinvest-
ment and refurbishment of America’s infrastructure.

National Defense

Peace through strength sums well the president’s vision here. He stresses 
that “weakness is the surest path to conflict,” whereas “unrivaled power is 
the most certain means of defense.” Thus, complete modernization of the 
military is called for. Additionally, the strategy calls for countering cyber 
and electromagnetic attacks, “recognizes space as a competitive domain” and 
outlines new “steps to address new forms of conflict such as economic and 
political aggression.”
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American Influence

The president does not break new ground when he states that we should 
“advance American influence in the world,” but does shift the focus from 
previous NSS documents when he suggests that “this begins with building 
up our wealth and power at home.” This is clearly part of the America First 
idea, but goes beyond it as well since the president envisions America as a 
first among equals when he states, “America will lead again.” Importantly, 
America First and America’s strategic defense do not mean that Americans 
will “seek to impose [their] way of life on anyone.” Rather, the United States 
will simply begin to “champion [its] values without apology.” The docu-
ment calls for “strong alliances and partnerships based on cooperation and 
reciprocity.” Moreover, international cooperation is stressed, with the Trump 
administration wishing to “make new partnerships with those who share our 
goals, and make common interests into a common cause.”

America, as a first among equals, “will pursue the vision we have carried 
around the world over this past year—a vision of strong, sovereign, and 
independent nations that respect their citizens and respect their neighbors; 
nations that thrive in commerce and cooperation, rooted in their histories and 
branching out toward their destinies.”

Moral Foundations

Almost missing from the speech is any linking to the moral foundations of 
Sanctity (purity)/Degradation and Authority/Subversion. In terms of sanctity, 
the president does mention “others who spread violence and evil around the 
globe” and states, “God Bless You,” and in terms of authority does mention 
that it is an “honor” to represent the American people and that “the rule of law 
prevailed” throughout American history. However, these mentions are insig-
nificant, with by far the strongest moral foundation being Loyalty(ingroup)/
Betrayal, followed to a lesser degree by Fairness/Cheating and Care/Harm, 
using almost the same emphasis each.

Loyalty(Ingroup)/Betrayal

Overwhelmingly the strongest foundation, it resonated both implicitly and 
explicitly throughout the speech. In some ways, this makes sense in that this 
is a speech about national security, yet it goes deeper in that the “nation” was 
made to be one with its “people.” The president begins by thanking those 
who “who devote their lives to serving our nation,” and expressed thanks for 
being able to “represent the American people” around the world. And it is, 
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the president stressed, “the people” who are the source of American great-
ness. And this greatness as a nation sees multiple expressions. For instance, 
“America has been among the greatest forces for peace and justice in the 
history of the world.”

But there is Betrayal as well: elite and selfish politicians “surrendered our 
sovereignty to foreign bureaucrats in faraway and distant capitals.” They also 
allowed “millions of immigrants [to enter our country] illegally [or] without 
the proper vetting needed to protect our security and our economy.” The 
people “never voted for, never asked for, and never approved” such policies; 
instead, leaders “in Washington imposed on the country [this] immigration 
policy. . . . American citizens, as usual, have been left to bear the cost and to 
pick up the tab.” These and other problems are because “our leaders drifted 
from American principles” and “lost their belief in American greatness.”

President Trump suggests that his election is the moment that the people 
“reclaimed ownership of this nation” and that a fundamental change took 
place: “The people became the rulers of their nation again.” Asserting that 
government leaders had usurped the power of the people, the president 
intoned, “The first duty of our government is to serve its citizens. . . . With 
every decision and every action, we are now putting America first.

Of course, there are threats to the Ingroup, the nation, and the president 
highlights that his administration is going after Iran and others for their 
“support of terrorism.” This increased action includes cooperation with 
other nations in fighting “terrorist financing” and reclaiming “terrorist”-
controlled lands. The importance of ingroup loyalty is stressed specifically 
in the five principles of the NSS (mentioned above), but is also applicable to 
other nations in that he has “a vision of strong, sovereign, and independent 
nations.” The new NSS is “guided by our vital national interests” and operates 
to protect “our national interest.” Moreover, Americans “will stand up for our 
country,” and the Trump administration will use “our national strength” and 
“every instrument of our national power [to] protect the American people, the 
homeland, and our great American way of life.”

He speaks specifically about his policies to “defend our homeland,” stating, 
“we cannot secure our nation if we do not secure our borders,” and that the 
policies are designed for “building up our wealth and power at home”; the 
government’s “task is to strengthen our families, to build up our communi-
ties,” all within a nationwide “rebirth of patriotism.”

Fairness/Cheating

In terms of presence, the Fairness/Cheating foundation was less pronounced 
than Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, and slightly more pronounced than Care/
Harm, and also resonates throughout the speech. Starting strongly, the 
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president states that “America has been among the greatest forces for . . . 
justice in the history of the world.” Part of this force is linked with defense 
of others, and President Trump highlights a theme common in his rhetoric, 
that by not making other wealthy nations pay their fair share of defense, prior 
administrations were “putting a massive and unfair burden on the U.S. tax-
payer and our great U.S. military.” Thus, “We have made clear that countries 
that are immensely wealthy should reimburse the United States for the cost 
of defending them. This is a major departure from the past, but a fair and 
necessary one.” Even less-wealthy nations receiving aid are expected to chip 
in, and the president uses Pakistan as an example: “And we make massive 
payments every year to Pakistan. They have to help.” He asks other nations 
to “shoulder their fair share of responsibility for our common security,” but 
within a context of “strong alliances and partnerships based on cooperation 
and reciprocity.”

Trade is a topic that receives special treatment, and the NSS encourages 
fairness in trade practices as part of America’s security. Thus, the president 
withdrew “the United States from job-killing deals such as the Trans-Pacific 
Partnership and the very expensive and unfair Paris Climate Accord.” His 
administration “will no longer tolerate trading abuse,” but instead will pro-
mote “trade based on the principles of fairness and reciprocity.” He specifi-
cally “calls for firm action against unfair trade practices.”

Care/Harm

Although not part of the planned speech, the president began his speech by 
expressing “deepest sympathies” to family who lost loved ones in a recent 
Amtrak train derailment.6 As he begins discussion of the NSS document 
itself, the president relates specifically that it is about “America’s security,” 
that “America has been among the greatest forces for peace . . . in the his-
tory of the world,” and that a strong military will “hopefully lead to long and 
extraordinary peace.” He sees a primary task of his administration as protect-
ing America from those who “attack our nation or threaten our society,” and 
that his goal is to “preserve peace through strength.”

Part of his administration’s care for the nation involved actions such as 
withdrawing from “job-killing deals such as the Trans-Pacific Partnership 
and the very expensive and unfair Paris Climate Accord.”7 Such actions were 
taken to minimize harm, and the United States would “no longer tolerate 
trading abuse.”

The president takes time to specifically list harms against the American 
people: “Washington politicians presided over one disappointment after 
another,” and they “negotiated disastrous trade deals” that ruined American 
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factories and cost American jobs. This same group “engaged in nation-
building abroad” but did “not build up the nation’s own infrastructure.” The 
internal harm continued with this group’s imposition of “punishing regula-
tions and crippling taxes” and leaving “our borders wide open.” Moreover, 
they “neglected [the] nuclear menace in North Korea” and made an “incom-
prehensibly bad deal with Iran” and emboldened ISIS and “others who spread 
violence and evil around the globe.” Because of leaders’ abuse, “our citizens 
lost something as well. The people lost confidence in their government and, 
eventually, even lost confidence in their future.”

Trump Summary

The Trump speech framed seven key themes and conveyed three moral 
foundations. In terms of frames: the Past Actions of American Leaders was 
essentially relaying that leaders of both political parties had hurt Ameri-
cans with bad policies; Present American Actions focused on the idea of 
“America First,” meaning that Americans’ interests should come first in all 
policy decisions foreign and domestic; the NSS was framed as revolving 
around five fundamental truths, the four pillars of national security, and a 
focus on national interest instead of global development; Border Security 
involved securing the nation, particularly the border, cybersecurity, and 
stopping terrorist threats; Economic Security involved highlighting the 
importance of economic vitality through cutting taxes and regulations, 
necessary for America’s security; National Defense involved investing fur-
ther in the military, and the idea of peace through strength; and American 
Influence involved advancing American interests and values globally but 
starting at home.

In terms of the moral foundations, overwhelmingly the president 
stressed the Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal foundation. Through this founda-
tion Trump stressed the people of the nation, and his actions as loyal to 
them and the principles of the country; betrayal was expressed in terms of 
past policy-makers of both parties engaging in questionable activities that 
did not benefit “the people,” but other nations and elite (implied) interests. 
The next two foundations were roughly co-equal in emphasis, although 
Fairness/Cheating was slightly stronger in emphasis. Here the president 
stressed fairness in terms of policies affecting the people, and also foreign 
nations and interests “paying their fair share” and not taking advantage 
of America. Part of the strength of the Care/Harm foundation was due 
to the very nature of the speech—security. The president’s policies were 
designed to “care” for the American people, keeping them safe (economi-
cally and physically).
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PRESS RESPONSE

Framing

Very little was reported about strength through prosperity, the three threats, 
the four pillars as such, Islamic terrorists, or Pakistan.8 A notable exception 
were those articles published the day before the speech that were based upon 
an interview provided by three anonymous senior administration officials; 
those articles did mention the four pillars. The main themes expressed in 
the news stories, in order of strength, are: the president’s speech about the 
report versus the report itself, the new realm of cyber warfare/social media, 
revisionist powers Russia and China, allegations about Putin/Trump/2016 
election, and “America First.”

The Speech Versus the Report Itself

This was a large and powerful frame through which news audiences were 
invited to view the roll out of the security document. Although the press did 
mention some differences between the Obama security document and the 
Trump document (such as Obama putting in climate change as a security 
issue and Trump taking it out, the new focus on cybersecurity, and labeling 
Russia and China strategic competitors), less was said about how America’s 
security strategy had changed than what the press perceived as differences 
between the speech and the strategy document itself. The additional focus on 
this aspect may have been enhanced because of the press conference given 
by three “anonymous” “Trump administration officials,” with both this pre-
speech discussion and the document being released before Trump gave his 
speech.

CNN exemplified this frame, calling attention to what it perceived as 
differences between the original document and Trump’s speech: “When 
President Trump delivered a speech Monday about the strategy . . . he 
did invoke the phrase ‘radical Islamic terrorism’ despite the fact that the 
phrase doesn’t appear anywhere in the lengthy strategy document. He 
did not, however, echo any of the document’s criticism of Russia in his 
remarks.”9

The speech was literally reclassified by the press: “And while Trump 
repeated some core aspects of the foreign policy strategy document . . . he 
reserved much of his address for touting domestic economic growth and 
lambasting his predecessors for damaging American security.”10 In this sense 
the speech was described as a “campaign address,” with Trump offering a 
“laundry list of accomplishments and a reiteration of his view that Americans 
have been left behind as a result of decisions made by past administrations, 
including on immigration, the Iran nuclear deal, and trade pacts.”11 All this 
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boiled down to the president framing “his foreign policy as an extension of 
his populist economic message, lambasting past presidents and trumpeting 
his own achievements during a speech meant to outline the guiding principles 
of his national security strategy.”12

Other examples of the perceived dichotomy focused on Russia. The 
idea was linked with Democrat allegations that the Trump campaign col-
luded with Russia to win the 2016 election. CNN, for example, noted that 
Trump had highlighted cooperation with Russia about planned terrorist 
attacks in St. Petersburg, which it characterized as “a softer approach than 
what’s contained within the national security strategy. . . . The document 
describes China and Russia as ‘revisionist powers’ who ‘want to shape a 
world antithetical to US values and interests.’”13 For The New York Times, 
while “outlining his first national security strategy, President Trump sought 
to distinguish himself as a commander in chief who is breaking records and 
setting precedents.”14 It followed this up with contorted and often overly lit-
eralist interpretations, attempting to discredit Trump’s claims with such char-
acterizations as “falsely,” “misleadingly,” “exaggerated,” and “erroneous.”15 
Others echoed this framing, accusing Trump of placing “himself at the center 
of a new national security strategy . . . casting his election as a pivot from 
failed policies pushed by his predecessors and presenting his ‘America First’ 
doctrine as the organizing principle for U.S. engagement around the world.”16

Similar to CNN, The New York Times also sought to drive a wedge 
between Trump and the document, calling it a “mixed message.”17 For the 
Times, the document “warns of a treacherous world in which the United 
States faces rising threats from an emboldened Russia and China, as well 
as from what it calls rogue governments, like North Korea and Iran.”18 And 
herein lies the contrast for the Times, which is representative of the general 
framing in this theme:

The report says with Cold War urgency, the government must put “America 
First,” fortifying its borders, ripping up unfair trade agreements and rebuilding 
its military might.

But in his speech announcing the strategy, Mr. Trump struck a much different 
tone. Instead of explaining the nature of these threats, he delivered a campaign 
like address, with familiar calls to build a wall along the southern border with 
Mexico and a heavy dose of self-congratulation for the bull market, the low 
jobless rate and tax cuts. . . . “America is in the game, and America is going to 
win,” he said. . . .

The document’s call to push back against China on trade is familiar from the 
campaign, but its description of the challenge posed by Russia seems at odds 
with Mr. Trump’s own refusal to criticize Mr. Putin for his seizure of Crimea, 
his efforts to destabilize Ukraine and his violations of a key nuclear treaty with 
the United States.
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The disconnect between the president’s speech and the analysis in his 
administration’s document attests to the broader challenge his national security 
advisers have faced, as they have struggled to develop an intellectual framework 
that encompasses Mr. Trump’s unpredictable, domestically driven and Twitter-
fueled approach to foreign policy. The same confusion has confronted foreign 
governments trying to understand Mr. Trump’s conflicting signals.19

Other stories used the idea of “mixed signals” since Trump’s tone toward 
Russia and China in public and in his speech did not completely match the 
hard tone in the document itself: “The softer-than-expected speech capped a 
year of mixed signals on how the Trump administration plans to handle Bei-
jing, raising more questions about the future of U.S. China ties.”20

However, this frame went beyond just this aspect, in that the press made 
the speech about its perception of Trump and not the policy as expressed 
in the document or in the speech. As an example, “The gap between what 
Trump has said on China and what he has done is the source of much debate 
here—and Monday’s speech did little to change that.”21 Another example, 
“And there’s nothing in the document that can address the personality of 
Trump himself, who is known for changing his mind, altering policy via 
tweet and placing too much emphasis on his personal powers of persuasion. 
But, at least, the rest of the U.S. government is now working off the same 
sheet of paper when it comes to China.”22

Whereas the other press outlets made it about Trump, this lone Fox News 
story offered a contrast, providing insight into how the same event could be 
reported using a different frame for the same theme. For this article, it was 
about the policy, not Trump:

President Trump on Monday unveiled a national security strategy that enshrines 
his “America First” approach into U.S. policy, stressing American strength and 
economic security and putting rivals like China and Russia on notice. “America 
is in the game and America is going to win,” Trump said, making clear that 
the United States will stand up for itself even if that means acting unilaterally 
or alienating others on issues such as trade, climate change and immigration. 
Trump said the U.S. faces “an extraordinarily dangerous world” and one of his 
goals is to make sure the U.S. is “leading again on the world stage.” “America 
is coming back, and America is coming back strong,” he said.23

Cyber Warfare/Social Media

One element of the new security strategy involved the United States upgrad-
ing its cyber defenses, including social media dimensions. For the news 
media, “Trump . . . did refer to ‘new domains such as cyber and social media’ 
that might be used to attack the U.S. But he did not explicitly refer to Russian 
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meddling in last year’s election. He focused instead on how a CIA tip had 
helped prevent a terrorist attack in the Russian city of Saint Petersburg, which 
Putin had called to thank him for on Sunday.”24 Of note is that the press did 
relay that the document “singled out Russia as interfering in the domestic 
political affairs of countries around the world, using ‘modernized forms of 
subversive tactics,’ including cyber weapons, covert operations, state-funded 
media and ‘paid social media users or “trolls.”’”25

However, the framing focus was in pointing out that “the document did 
not make explicit reference to Russia’s interference . . . in the [2016] U.S. 
presidential elections, during which American intelligence agencies have said 
many of those tools were employed.”26 As The New York Times wrote, “Mr. 
Trump . . . spoke of how Russia and China ‘seek to challenge American influ-
ence, values and wealth.’ But he made no mention of Russian interference in 
the 2016 presidential election, even though the document itself makes fleeting 
reference to ‘Russia using tools in an attempt to undermine the legitimacy of 
democracies.’”27

Thus, the document was used to highlight the press version of Russian 
meddling in the election. However, although the security document itself 
casts a wide net concerning cyber threats,28 and did focus forcefully on Rus-
sia, most of the news sources used its mention to focus on Russia’s involve-
ment with the 2016 presidential election only. CNN used the cyber section of 
the document itself to call attention to the difference between it and Trump’s 
public statements on Russia: “Trump’s strategy also goes far further [sic] than 
the President publicly has in calling out destabilizing Russian behavior across 
the globe, including its violations of Ukrainian and Georgian sovereignty. 
The document calls attention to Russian attempts to meddle in democracies 
and makes clear that the US is keeping a wary eye on Russian influence cam-
paigns even though Trump has repeatedly cast doubt on the US intelligence 
community’s conclusion that Russia meddled in the 2016 US election.”29

Although some, such as CNN above, mentioned in passing that the docu-
ment described “Russian aggression against its neighbors . . . ‘its invasions 
of Georgia and Ukraine,’” they primarily focused on the document’s linking 
of “Russia’s ‘information operations’” to a broader campaign to influence 
public opinion across the globe, in particular to the 2016 election: “This, of 
course, is similar to the US intelligence community’s conclusions that Russia 
meddled in the 2016 American presidential election.”30

The New York Times exemplifies well the overall press frame here of 
describing the very real threat of cyber weapons and diminishing Trump’s 
positions: “The document described the problems facing the nation rather 
than prescribing solutions. [T]the document reads . . . ‘the use of cyber-tools 
have allowed state and nonstate competitors to harm the United States across 
various domains.’ But the document deals with the subject at some remove, 
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not dwelling on how Russia used cyber-techniques in an attempt to interfere 
with the 2016 election. And it does nothing to describe any broad national 
strategy to guard against meddling in future elections.”31

 The Washington Post also provides an example of this extended framing: 
“Trump has publicly complimented . . . Putin, calling him ‘very smart,’ and 
has sought a better relationship with Russia. . . . He has been openly skepti-
cal of U.S. intelligence findings that Russia mounted a systematic effort to 
undermine the 2016 presidential election. But Trump has not reversed con-
gressional sanctions on Russia over its actions in Ukraine, as Putin hoped he 
would. The strategy document released Monday skirts the issue of Russia’s 
involvement in the presidential election. ‘Through modernized forms of sub-
versive tactics, Russia interferes in the domestic political affairs of countries 
around the world,’ the document says.”32 Additionally, the press often pushed 
this frame well beyond the US intelligence community’s assessment of Rus-
sian interference in the 2016 general election, making implications designed 
to diminish Trump’s credibility: “Mr. Trump made no mention of Russian 
interference in the 2016 election, which United States intelligence agencies 
concluded was intended to help him win. He focused instead on a phone call 
on Sunday from Mr. Putin, who thanked him for [helping] them foil a terrorist 
plot in St. Petersburg.”33

Thus, almost all importance for cybersecurity was reduced to allegations of 
Russian meddling, and, for some, to help Trump win, thus highlighting how 
what Trump and the document did not mention acted to hurt Trump.

Revisionist Powers Russia and China

Although both the strategic document and Trump spoke of numerous threats 
beyond Russia and China—North Korea, Iran, Pakistan, Islamic terrorism, 
and so on—the press primarily focused on conveying the document and 
speech as recategorizing Russia and China as “revisionist powers,” and as 
threats to the United States,34 something again different from the Obama 
document.

When mentioned, the frame was remarkably consistent, summed well here 
by ABC News:

“Whether we like it or not, we are engaged in a new era of competition,” Trump 
said in his speech. “We recognize that weakness is the surest path to conflict and 
unrivaled power is the most certain means of defense.” Both China and Russia 
were listed among three key challenges to the U.S., and Trump referred to them 
as “revisionist powers,” putting them alongside “rogue regimes” like North 
Korea and Iran. Trump said the U.S. would seek to build a “great partnership” 
with the countries but always on conditions that prioritized U.S. interests.35
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The reply from Russia and China was also remarkable in the consistency 
of its reporting. China was shown as saying the strategy was a “victory for 
hardliners,” and called for “the U.S. to ‘abandon its Cold War mentality and 
zero-sum game concept,’ warning that failure to do so ‘would only harm itself 
as well as others.’”36 A standard Russian quote was that a “spokesman for 
Russian President Vladimir Putin told reporters . . . that the document had a 
‘clearly imperial nature’ and demonstrated a reluctance to abandon the idea 
of a ‘unipolar world.’”37

Of course, in a departure from the Obama document, both countries were 
described as “rival powers” by Trump, and the press did relay this. Yet this 
was the main focus of the press, to the detriment of sharing other major 
threats as defined by both Trump and the security document:

China will remain a key target of the administration’s focus on guarding US 
economic security, and Trump’s national security strategy repeatedly calls out 
abusive Chinese trade practices, such as its theft of US companies’ intellectual 
property. Trump’s strategy also goes far further [sic] than the President publicly 
has in calling out destabilizing Russian behavior across the globe, including its 
violations of Ukrainian and Georgian sovereignty. The document calls attention 
to Russian attempts to meddle in democracies and makes clear that the US is 
keeping a wary eye on Russian influence campaigns even though Trump has 
repeatedly cast doubt on the US intelligence community’s conclusion that Rus-
sia meddled in the 2016 US election.38

The narrowing of threats reflects the reporting prior to the president’s speech, 
primarily. Russian meddling in the 2016 election and concerns about unfair 
Chinese trade practices: “China as key national security concerns. The strat-
egy document required by congressional mandate reflects Trump’s focus 
on trade since coming into office, and while it does not threaten the use of 
tariffs as Trump has, it makes clear the US will ensure that trade is ‘fair and 
reciprocal.’ ‘The United States will no longer turn a blind eye to violations, 
cheating, or economic aggression,’ the document says.”39 Fox News also took 
this tack, writing, “China and Russia ‘challenge American power, influence, 
and interests, attempting to erode American security and prosperity.’”40

This frame also highlighted not only the document categorizing China and 
Russia as “rival powers” but as “strategic competitors.” Consider this repre-
sentative example from The Washington Post:

Although you wouldn’t know it from his speech, President Trump’s first ever 
National Security Strategy (NSS) places the United States in a new posture 
vis-à-vis China, a much harder line . . . . China [has]twice as many men-
tions compared with the Obama administration’s. . . . And while the Obama 
strategy focused on engagement and cooperation with China, the Trump team 
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concentrated on identifying the mounting threats posed by China. . . . The 
Trump strategy calls out China for a range of malicious practices, warns about 
China’s international expansion and commits the United States to competing 
with and even combating China on every conceivable playing field. “China is 
seen as a strategic competitor because China competes effectively across the 
political, economic, military and informational domains in ways probably not 
duplicated by our other competitors,” a senior administration official said.41

Putin/Trump/2016 Election

As can be seen from the above, there is a Russian thread running through 
most of the frames found within the reporting on the unveiling of the national 
security document. The document touched on many threats beyond Russia, 
but the press stressed Russia and Trump, castigating Trump for not focusing 
enough on it: “While the national security strategy document refers to Russia 
nearly two dozen times, criticizing its meddling in other countries’ affairs and 
its attempts to undermine the US, Trump referenced Russia only once, along-
side China, when he called both ‘rival powers.’ Trump then pivoted to his call 
with . . . Putin on Sunday to discuss intelligence cooperation that thwarted a 
terrorist attack in Russia.”42 This highlighted press focus on Russia conveyed 
an even greater sense of the importance of Russia than its importance in the 
document itself. In short, although Russia is seen as a threat in the document, 
the press makes the country seem an even greater threat, and then makes it 
seem as if Trump is ignoring that threat: “That is why the strategy document 
is unequivocal about the threat to democracies posed by Russian influence 
operations, even if that is not a message that President Trump always wants 
to hear.”43

CNN provides a representative example of this:

Other aspects of the strategy seem discordant with Trump’s own insistence that 
ties with Russia be improved. While the President’s strategy doesn’t directly 
address Russian attempts to influence the US presidential election last year, it 
does make reference more broadly to attempts by Moscow to interfere in demo-
cratic contests. “Today, actors such as Russia are using information tools in an 
attempt to undermine the legitimacy of democracies,” the document reads. “The 
American public and private sectors must recognize this and work together to 
defend our way of life.” Trump did not mention those lines during his remarks, 
instead sticking to broad declarations of American superiority on the global 
stage.44

This framing was consistent through the coverage. For example, this from 
Fox News: “Trump did not discuss Russian meddling in the 2016 election 
during his remarks, though the document also notes that ‘actors such as 
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Russia are using information tools in an attempt to undermine the legitimacy 
of democracies.’”45 From The Washington Post: “Trump has publicly compli-
mented Russian President Vladimir Putin, calling him ‘very smart,’ and has 
sought a better relationship with Russia after years of worsening ties under 
Obama. He has been openly skeptical of U.S. intelligence findings that Russia 
mounted a systematic effort to undermine the 2016 presidential election.”46 
Most, including Fox News, highlighted Trump’s relationship with Putin: 
“Russian President Vladimir Putin called him over the weekend to thank the 
CIA for help in stopping a terror plot in St. Petersburg. ‘They were able to 
apprehend these terrorists before the event with no loss of life, and that’s a 
great thing and the way it’s supposed to work,’ said Trump.”47

America First

The press never fully defined America First, but half of the articles did 
reference it in reports. Although mentioning the concept, CNN, like oth-
ers, failed to explain beyond this description: “makes clear that ‘America 
First’ is more than just a campaign slogan but now a guiding force in the 
US’s foreign policy making.”48 Another CNN report simply characterized 
the plan as, “unsurprisingly, an unabashedly ‘America First’ strategy that 
. . . is full of insights into how Trump’s national security advisers see the 
world.”49 And as in this Washington Post example, no explanation for the 
concept was provided, even when acknowledged as central to the strategy: 
“presenting his ‘America First’ doctrine as the organizing principle for U.S. 
engagement around the world.”50

Those that did offer a brief explanation generally presented a negative 
frame of the concept. For instance, “Trump’s strategy in part also affirmed 
a vision of the world that aligns with one often expressed by Russian diplo-
mats, in which states unabashedly pursue their own national interests without 
expressing concern for universal values. It also offered an implicit rejection 
of the emphasis on global cooperation that has been attributed to the foreign 
policy of . . . Barack Obama.”51 CBS News called it an “ideology.”52

One aspect of the policy that generally was relayed, as in this example by 
Fox News, was Trump’s assertion “that [although] ‘America First’ does not 
mean ‘America Alone’,” although it was primarily Fox alone that added that 
“the national security strategy makes clear that the United States will stand 
up for itself even at the cost of alienating allies.”53 Fox News also suggested 
that Trump’s strategy “enshrines his ‘America First’ approach into U.S. 
policy. . . . ‘America is in the game and America is going to win,’ Trump 
said, making clear that the United States will stand up for itself even if that 
means acting unilaterally or alienating others on issues such as trade, climate 
change and immigration.”54
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Moral Foundations

Overwhelmingly the major moral foundation conveyed by the press was the 
Care/Harm foundation. This is followed by the Fairness/Cheating foundation, 
which in turn is followed by the Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal foundation.

Care/Harm

The press did relay some of Trump’s Care moral foundation, most notably 
that “he emphasized ‘protecting the homeland and American people.’”55 
Additionally, the press, as noted above, made frequent references to Russia 
and China and, in so doing, also relayed Trump’s touchstone of Harm: “sharp 
references to Russia and China, which ‘challenge American power, influence, 
and interests, attempting to erode American security and prosperity. They 
are determined to make economies less free and less fair…’.”56 His focus on 
stopping terrorists fit here as well.57

In terms of Care, the president was quoted as “defend[ing the] interest of 
American people. . . [and their] prosperity.”58 He wished to “revitalize the 
American economy, rebuild our military, defend our borders, protect our 
sovereignty and advance our values,”59 and in international relations he “will 
attempt to build a great partnership with those and other countries, but in a 
manner that always protects our national interest.”60 Moreover, in seeking to 
revamp the nation’s nuclear arsenal, Trump “calls those weapons ‘the foun-
dation of our strategy to preserve peace and stability by deterring aggression 
against the United States.’”61 This “Preserving peace through strength” line 
was frequently used by the press.62

Yet Trump also conveyed Harm that could befall the United States, and 
some of this was relayed as well through quotes or paraphrases: National 
Security Advisor H.R. “McMaster described China’s economic aggression 
as a threat that is . . .”63 The administration recognizes that “weakness is 
the surest path to conflict and unrivaled power is the most certain means 
of defense.”64 And that “he’s going to stand up for America no matter 
who threatens America.”65 And of course, China and Russia were depicted 
as threats that are “developing advanced weapons and capabilities that 
could threaten our critical infrastructure and our command and control archi-
tecture.”66 The president warned of “cyber-enabled economic warfare”67 and 
that the “American public and private sectors must recognize the threat and 
work together to defend our way of life.”68

Except for the “homeland” comments and Russia and China challenging 
American power, the other examples were minimal in terms of presence. Far 
more common was press re-emphasis and interpretation. That Trump did not 
include climate change as a security threat in the document was the single most 
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press-generated moral foundation in this area. Fox News actually used the 
words of President Obama, who described climate change as an “urgent and 
growing threat to our national security.”69 Following this was Trump’s “argu-
ing that the US’s economic security is fundamental to national security.”70 
Russia and China are “attempting to erode American security and prosperity.”71

CNN minimized Care with regard to Russia writing that Trump “refer-
enced Russia only once, alongside China, when he called both ‘rival pow-
ers.’ Trump then pivoted to his call with Russian President Vladimir Putin on 
Sunday to discuss intelligence cooperation that thwarted a terrorist attack in 
Russia. The President also did not refer to Russia’s influence campaigns as 
referenced in the national security strategy document,” so, because he did not 
stress what the reporter thought should be emphasized, the document would 
not be realized.72 And Trump “also emphasizes the importance of cybersecu-
rity and immigration enforcement.”73

One reason that this foundation was so influential in news discourse was 
the simple fact that the National Security document was about threats to 
the United States, and reporting of necessity had to convey that. Here are 
examples of this:

 1. “The strategy outlined three major threats to the United States [and] 
outlined four pillars of the national security strategy to deal with those 
threats . . .”74

 2. Russia was relayed as saying that it “could, ‘not agree with such an atti-
tude towards our country as a “threat to U.S. security,”’ as Mr. Trump 
stated.”75

 3. “The strategy document is unequivocal about the threat to democracies 
posed by Russian influence operations . . .”76

 4. “The strategy offered little else to counter the types of threats and tech-
niques . . . utilized by Russia in influencing the 2016 election.”77

 5. The National “strategy is clear about the threat to the United States posed 
by cyber intrusions.”78,79

 6. “National Security document team concentrated on identifying the mount-
ing threats posed by China.”80

 7. China made “implied military threats to persuade other states.”81

 8. China’s activities in the “China Seas flouts international law, threatens the 
free flow of trade.”82

 9. “Trump . . . does not consider climate change a threat to U.S. national 
security.”83

Other examples of this foundation are found not within single quotes but 
rather scattered throughout press reporting and within a variety of specific 
topics. Some examples:
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 1. China “warning that failure to [recognize it as an equal] ‘would only 
harm [the United States] as well as others.’”84

 2. “The Chinese side is willing to have peaceful coexistence.”85

 3. “Repeatedly calls out abusive Chinese trade practices . . .”86

 4. “The president also called out previous American ‘leaders, so many who 
forgot whose voices they were to respect and whose interest they were 
supposed to defend.’ He was criticizing past administrations for inter-
ventionist foreign policy that wasted taxpayer dollars and neglected the 
needs of Americans at home.”87

 5. Part of National security is protecting America from North Korea.88

 6. “The strategy document is unequivocal about the threat to democracies 
posed by Russian influence operations, even if that is not a message that 
President Trump always wants to hear.”89

 7. Trump as part of his campaign “lambasting his predecessors for damag-
ing American security.”90

 8. “Trump determined that a major address would help underscore the 
document’s adherence to his campaign promises of protecting American 
interests.”91

 9. “The United States will unilaterally defend its sovereignty.”92

 10. “Trump’s doctrine holds that nation-states are in perpetual competition 
and that the U.S. must fight on all fronts to protect and defend its sover-
eignty from friend and foe alike. While the administration often says that 
‘America First’ does not mean ‘America Alone,’ the national security 
strategy makes clear that the United States will stand up for itself even at 
the cost of alienating allies.”93

 11. Trump’s document points out cooperation with partners who “are calling 
for a rejection of Islamist extremism and violence.”94

 12. “Must defend our National Security Innovation Base (NSIB) against 
competitors.”95

Of note, however, is that although the discussion did bring in the Care/
Harm foundation, that the press injected a strong sense of Harm into the dis-
course, that was not in the document or the speech. It, essentially, added that 
President Trump was not caring for America, but rather harming it:

 1. In terms of Russian cyber-warfare (and election meddling, with the impli-
cation that Trump benefited or even colluded): “Instead of explaining the 
nature of these threats, he delivered a campaignlike address.”96

 2. When relaying Russian concerns about the security document, “incor-
rectly painted Russia as a threat to the national security.”97

 3. When Trump links economic security to national security: “Yet many 
of the trade tactics he has advocated could end up hurting the U.S. 
economy.”98
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 4. The “strategy document is unequivocal about the threat to democracies 
posed by Russian influence operations, even if that is not a message that 
President Trump always wants to hear.”99

 5. “President Trump did mention the importance of ‘new domains such as 
cyber and social media’ that could be used to attack or threaten the United 
States, but the strategy offered little else to counter the types of threats 
and techniques the intelligence community says were utilized by Russia 
in influencing the 2016 election. Trump’s strategy also does not consider 
climate change a threat to U.S. national security, as President Obama’s 
national security strategy did.”100

 6. “He focused instead [of on Russian election meddling] on how a CIA tip 
had helped prevent a terrorist attack.”101

 7. The Communist Chinese are viewed as a threat, but only because Trump 
makes it so: “After Trump signed a law this month that opened the way 
for U.S. Navy ships to visit Taiwan, a Chinese diplomat quoted by state 
media said the mainland would attack the day that happened.”102

 8. Another instance of this: “The document asserts that Russia and China 
“want to shape a world antithetical to U.S. values and interests,” which 
seems quite at odds with the President’s own enthusiastic embrace of 
 Russia.”103

The Washington Post voiced a key news media distinction in this foundation:

“A nation that does not protect prosperity at home cannot protect its interests 
abroad,” Trump said. “A nation that is not prepared to win a war is a nation not 
capable of preventing a war. A nation that is not proud of its history cannot be 
confident in its future. And a nation that is not certain of its values cannot sum-
mon the will to defend them.” [An source] argued that “what’s missing from this 
document is any emphasis that the U.S. has to promote democracy and human 
freedom, which most American presidents . . . have felt was important. He’s 
weakening us on these essential foundations of American power.”104

Fairness/Cheating

The single most prevalent grounding of this moral foundation was relayed 
through Trump’s comment about trade with Russia and China: “which ‘chal-
lenge American power, influence, and interests, attempting to erode Ameri-
can security and prosperity.’ Both countries . . . ‘are determined to make 
economies less free and less fair.’”105 Fairness referred primarily to trade, 
although some mention of mutual defense reciprocity was also relayed. With 
regard to trade, Trump was shown as making “clear the US will ensure that 
trade is ‘fair and reciprocal’ [and] ‘will no longer turn a blind eye to viola-
tions, cheating, or economic aggression.’”106
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Stressing a campaign theme, some outlets focused on what they labeled 
“familiar aspects of Trump’s political agenda, including his insistence that 
trade with other countries be fair and reciprocal.”107 Continuing along these 
lines, “the president emphasized his view that the United States has been 
cheated and taken advantage of abroad while its citizens were ill-served at 
home—a situation he said his security plan would seek to reverse.”108 Some 
outlets did mention Trump saying he would be “ripping up unfair trade agree-
ments,”109 with most relaying simply that he “called for ‘firm action against 
unfair trade practices and intellectual property theft.’”110

In terms of America’s allies, Trump was depicted in two ways, one relay-
ing that the document stressed “‘Advancing American influence abroad’ 
through strong alliances based on reciprocity, with partners paying their fair 
share.”111 And the other demeaning that assertion: “‘We have made clear that 
countries that are immensely wealthy should reimburse the United States for 
the cost of defending them,’ Mr. Trump said. ‘This is a major departure from 
the past, but a fair and necessary one.’ The notion that allies do not share 
the costs of hosting American troops abroad is inaccurate. His emphasis on 
a dollar-for-dollar ‘reimbursement’ also mischaracterizes the relationship 
between the United States and its allies. ‘That would be mercenary.’”112

Loyalty(Ingroup)/Betrayal

Although this moral foundation was present, Trump’s press conveyed use of 
it was relegated almost exclusively to his use of “America First” policy, but 
not in the speech. Rather it was assumed and assigned meaning by the press: 
The document was “in keeping with his ‘America First’ policy. ‘Our new 
strategy is based on a principle of realism guided by our national interests and 
rooted in our timeless values. This strategy recognizes that, whether we like 
it or not, we are engaged in a new era of competition,’ Trump said.”113 How-
ever, this policy was never explained by the press, and confusion about its 
meaning was evident in that the press was unable to consistently characterize 
it, so it was alternately described as a policy, an “approach,”114 a “strategy,”115 
a “campaign slogan,”116 a “campaign theme,”117 a “doctrine,”118 and an “ide-
ology.”119 Beyond this, Trump’s insistence on securing the American border 
was relayed: “a nation without borders is not a nation.”120

Other foundational markers were mixed throughout the press reporting. 
Elements from China to terrorism threatening the homeland were present, 
with no consistent single thread expressed:

 1. Trump, on the homeland, “warns of a treacherous world in which the 
United States faces rising threats from an emboldened Russia and 
China.”121
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 2. Relaying China’s criticisms: “It is selfish to put your national interest 
above other countries’ interest and the mutual interest of the international 
community. It will lead the United States to isolationism.”122

 3. With regard to terroristic threats to the homeland: “To confront the threat 
of jihadist terrorism.”123

 4. And there was a mention of Trump’s call for “and a rebirth of patri-
otism . . .”124

Press Summary

The news media framed six key themes and conveyed three moral founda-
tions. In terms of frames, The President’s Speech About the Report Versus 
the Report Itself theme was essentially cast as Trump’s tone versus the 
document’s tone, and Trump was soft on Russia, but the document was not. 
Additionally, the speech was cast derisively as a (Trump self-aggrandizing) 
domestic campaign speech, and not about the document. The theme of the 
New Realm of Cyber Warfare/Social Media was framed as the document 
and Trump not specifically calling out Russia for interference in 2016 elec-
tion; Trump was wrong for this, and lacked credibility. The theme of the 
Revisionist Powers Russia and China was framed so as to generally exclude 
other threats mentioned by Trump and the document, that is, Russia for elec-
tion meddling and China for unfair trade. Additionally, they were implied to 
be not as bad a threat as Trump said. The theme of Allegations About Putin/
Trump/2016 Election was framed so as to maximize the charge that Trump 
had not focused enough on Russian election interference. The press relayed 
beyond the document’s tone that Russia was extremely dangerous, but that 
Trump diminished this. Finally, the theme of “America First” was framed 
to relay the president’s assertion that America was to be first but not alone, 
yet also conveyed strong confusion about its meaning: campaign slogan, 
doctrine, strategy, ideology, and so on. It was not defined, and was implied 
to be a selfish concept

In terms of moral foundations, the news media overwhelmingly stressed 
the Care/Harm foundation. President Trump was relayed as wanting to pro-
tect the homeland and the American people, depicting Russia and China as 
trying to hurt America, and stressing peace through strength. News reports 
did convey security threats to the United States and, in a limited way, the 
Trump idea that economic security is national security. However, Trump 
was morally depicted as hurting the country by leaving out climate change, 
as not truly caring for the United States, but hurting it by ignoring Russian 
election meddling, understating the Russian cyber threat, overstating the 
China threat, and not imposing American values on other nations as part of 
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the security document. To a much lesser degree, the news media relayed the 
Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal foundation, and here it conveyed in an ill-defined 
manner Trump’s America First concept, as well as general threats to the 
homeland. Just following this foundation was the Fairness/Cheating founda-
tion. Here Russia and China were depicted as cheating to get ahead, with 
Trump focusing on wanting fair trade with China, but this was reduced to a 
campaign theme. And, implied, making other countries pay their fair share 
was wrong.
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On December 18, 2017, President Trump delivered a formal speech1 at the 
World Economic Forum Congress Centre in Davos, Switzerland. The yearly 
event, colloquially known as DAVOS, attracts political, industry, media, 
science, and other leaders to discuss world economic strategy. Bill Clin-
ton, in 2000, was the last American president to visit the Davos event, so 
Trump’s presence was an anticipated moment, both for the very presence of 
an American president and because he had campaigned against globalism—a 
concept embraced by most at the event, which represents global elitism on 
a large scale. It was, in some sense, entering the lion’s den for Trump, not 
only because of his anti-globalist positions, but because he was expected to 
promote trade deals with America. Both American and international news 
media were attentive.

PRESIDENT TRUMP’S SPEECH

In a few instances, the speech offers something one would hear at a pep rally. 
The president is enthusiastic in giving an international declaration: America 
is open for business. “The world is witnessing the resurgence of a strong and 
prosperous America. I’m here to deliver a simple message: There has never 
been a better time to hire, to build, to invest, and to grow in the United States. 
America is open for business, and we are competitive once again.”2 In this 
cheerleading mode, he continues, “Now is the perfect time to bring your busi-
ness, your jobs, and your investments to the United States.” And much of the 
speech is designed to explain this. In a large sense, the speech conveys that 
“There has never been a better time to come to America,” and that “America 
is the place to do business.” And it shares this call to action, “So come to 

Chapter 5

The Economy
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America, where you can innovate, create, and build.” This is the idea running 
through his address, and informs all of the framing of other themes.

Framing

There are four main themes running throughout the president’s speech. By 
far the strongest is Reforms/Results. This is followed in descending order of 
stress with the New Competitive Model, the American People, and Dangers 
in the World.

Reform/Results

This theme speaks to both attempted reforms and results of Trump adminis-
tration policy changes. The president describes the steps taken during his first 
year as “extraordinary strides” to restore the American dream of “a great job, 
a safe home, and a better life for [one’s] children.” Highlighting the strong 
economic growth since taking office, he states, “Consumer confidence, busi-
ness confidence, and manufacturing confidence are the highest they have 
been in many decades.” In particular, “Small-business optimism is at an 
all-time high,” and this helped in the creation of “2.4 million jobs.” Trump 
takes time to highlight not only that unemployment numbers have decreased 
since taking office, but that “African American unemployment has reached 
the lowest rate ever recorded in the United States, and so has unemployment 
among Hispanic Americans.”

In terms of specific policy changes, he lists “fairly” enforcing laws, 
“dramatic” tax cuts “to make America competitive,” and the elimination of 
“burdensome regulations at a record pace.” In short, his administration is 
reforming the bureaucracy to make it lean, responsive, and accountable.” 
These changes are highlighted in the speech, especially a key element of 
Trump’s presidency to date, the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017,3 which, 
according to President Trump, contained the “most significant tax cuts and 
reform in American history.” Citing “massive” tax cuts for “the middle class 
and small businesses,” the president also highlights the lowering of the “cor-
porate tax rate from 35 percent, all the way down to 21 percent.” (Or tied for 
third highest rate in the world to approximately ninetieth.) In addition to tax 
reform, he highlights regulatory reform, stating that “now is the perfect time 
to bring your business, your jobs, and your investments to the United States,” 
because “we have undertaken the most extensive regulatory reduction ever 
conceived.” Highlighting this reduction, he states that the target goal was 
the elimination of two old regulations for each one new regulation, but then 
relays how his administration had “cut 22 burdensome regulations for every 1 
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new rule,”4 with the result that America is “freeing our businesses and work-
ers so they can thrive and flourish as never before,” and that creates an “envi-
ronment that attracts capital, invites investment, and rewards production.”

In addition to the specific domestic reforms, he highlights changes to 
America’s approach to international trade, specifically addressing interna-
tional concerns about his anti-globalist stance. Stressing that trade must pro-
mote “broadly shared prosperity and rewards to those who play by the rules,” 
the president continues, stating his administration will “enforce [America’s] 
trade laws and restore integrity to [America’s] trading system.” In an inter-
national setting, “fair and reciprocal trade can . . . create a system that works 
not just for the U.S. but for all nations.”

All of these reforms are, of course, intertwined with the idea of America 
being open for business: “America is roaring back, and now is the time to 
invest in the future of America.”

Competitive Model

The call for increased business with America is made within a new com-
petitive model. Rather than a zero-sum game, the president suggests that 
strong, independent nations who, along with America, will be the key “for 
a future in which everyone can prosper, and every child can grow up free 
from violence, poverty, and fear.” This was stated within the context of the 
president’s policy of “America First,” something critics of the president 
viewed with alarm. Addressing this, the president states, “But America first 
does not mean America alone. When the United States grows, so does the 
world. American prosperity has created countless jobs all around the globe, 
and the drive for excellence, creativity, and innovation in the U.S. has led to 
important discoveries that help people everywhere live more prosperous and 
far healthier lives.”

Healthy trade is promoted as a cornerstone of prosperity for the Trump 
administration, and he stresses this well in his speech, stating that, “the 
United States is prepared to negotiate mutually beneficial, bilateral trade 
agreements with all countries.” For the president, “we are all stronger when 
free, sovereign nations cooperate toward shared goals and they cooperate 
toward shared dreams.” In this sense, the competitive model involves more 
than just seeking trade and profit. It involves leaders looking out for the peo-
ple of their countries: “Each of you has the power to change hearts, transform 
lives, and shape your countries’ destinies. With this power comes an obliga-
tion, however—a duty of loyalty to the people, workers, and customers who 
have made you who you are.” These are obligations that are not exclusionary; 
they do not separate nations, but allow for the building of strong nations who 
can work together for mutual benefit. With this in mind, President Trump 
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states, together then “let us resolve to use our power, our resources, and our 
voices, not just for ourselves, but for our people—to lift their burdens, to raise 
their hopes, and to empower their dreams; to protect their families, their com-
munities, their histories, and their futures.”

American People

The important element of Trump administration reforms is not so much about 
improving the business environment as it is improving the lives of the Ameri-
can people. For example, the president calls regulation “stealth taxation,” 
saying that “unelected bureaucrats [have] imposed crushing and anti-business 
and anti-worker regulations on our citizens with no vote, no legislative 
debate, and no real accountability.” Thus, for him and his policies, the idea 
of America First is rooted in his ideals about America: “I believe in America. 
As President of the United States, I will always put America first, just like the 
leaders of other countries should put their country first also.” Putting America 
First means, “Just like we expect the leaders of other countries to protect their 
interests, as President of the United States, I will always protect the interests 
of our country, our companies, and our workers.”

The policy of America First is intertwined with the competitive model. 
The importance of this interrelationship with the economic recovery and 
expansion, as well as its relationship to America’s international agenda, is 
an idea stressed by Trump as he taps into the leadership roles and abilities 
of those in the immediate audience: “To be successful, it is not enough to 
invest in our economy. We must invest in our people. When people are 
forgotten, the world becomes fractured. Only by hearing and responding to 
the voices of the forgotten can we create a bright future that is truly shared 
by all.”

Ultimately, the president’s economic model is rooted in the American 
people: “The nation’s greatness is more than the sum of its production. A 
nation’s greatness is the sum of its citizens: the values, pride, love, devotion, 
and character of the people who call that nation home.” Success necessitates 
cooperation, and far from saying America will act alone in the world, the 
president invites other nations to “become part of this incredible future we 
are building together.”

Dangers

The president did not deliver an entirely “feel good” or pep rally–style 
speech. He made it clear that the world faces dangers to its prosperity; this 
included many of those repeatedly stressed by American presidents such as 
“rogue regimes [and] terrorism” but also “revisionist powers, those nations 
such as North Korea and Iran who seek to undermine the world order.” To 
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better combat such attempts, he asks “friends and allies to invest in their 
own defenses and to meet their financial obligations. Our common security 
requires everyone to contribute their fair share.” Additionally, he wishes to 
“unite all civilized nations in our campaign of maximum pressure to de-nuke 
the Korean Peninsula,” and to “confront Iran’s support for terrorists” and its 
push to “obtain nuclear weapons.”

But in addition to these threats from revisionist nations and terrorists, 
President Trump includes piratical trade practices that undermine free and 
equitable trade for all and insists that there can be no “free and open trade if 
some countries exploit the system at the expense of others. We support free 
trade, but it needs to be fair and it needs to be reciprocal. Because, in the 
end, unfair trade undermines us all.” And because of this, the United States 
would “no longer turn a blind eye to unfair economic practices, including 
massive intellectual property theft, industrial subsidies, and pervasive state-
led economic planning. These and other predatory behaviors are distorting 
the global markets and harming businesses and workers, not just in the U.S., 
but around the globe.”

Moral Foundations

Four moral foundations were present. One, Fairness/Cheating, is slightly 
more powerful than the others, followed by Care/Harm and Loyalty(ingroup)/
Betrayal possessing relatively the same strength. Authority/Subversion was 
minimally present.5

Fairness/Cheating

Running strongly throughout all of the speech was the idea of fair trade and 
opportunities. It is essentially unfair that “unelected bureaucrats” are impos-
ing “crushing and anti-business and anti-worker regulations on our citizens 
with no vote, no legislative debate, and no real accountability.” The push 
against this anti-trade contingent is made strongly in the speech, “We are 
reforming the bureaucracy to make it lean, responsive, and accountable. And 
we are ensuring our laws are enforced fairly.” Additionally, to counter the 
anti-business element, the Trump administration is “creating an environment 
that attracts capital, invites investment, and rewards production” in large 
part through making “domestic reforms to unleash jobs and growth.” Addi-
tionally, and speaking to both the domestic and international audience, the 
administration is “working to reform the international trading system so that 
it promotes broadly shared prosperity and rewards to those who play by the 
rules.”
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Essentially President Trump argues that both America and the world “can-
not have free and open trade if some countries [most notably Communist 
China] exploit the system at the expense of others. We support free trade, but 
it needs to be fair and it needs to be reciprocal. Because, in the end, unfair trade 
undermines us all.” Ultimately, he argues that his administration has attacked 
“unfair economic practices” and is “insisting on fair and reciprocal trade.”

Care/Harm

Harm is not heavily stressed, although it is presented as linked with bureau-
cratic red tape. President Trump asserts that “unelected bureaucrats” who 
are “all over the place” have continually made it increasingly difficult for 
businesses to prosper. Additionally, “predatory behaviors [by some countries 
and businesses] are distorting the global markets and harming businesses and 
workers, not just in the U.S., but around the globe.”

His primary moral focus appears to be on how his administration’s poli-
cies act to care for the American people, and by extension, in some ways, 
for the peoples of the world. They “advance prosperity, security, and peace,” 
and have “created 2.4 million jobs” through tax cuts “for the middle class 
and small businesses to let working families keep more of their hard-earned 
money.” The policies on energy use act to “provide affordable power to 
our citizens and businesses, and to promote energy security for our friends 
all around the world.” And linking the American policies here specifically 
to helping other countries, such as the Ukraine, the president states that no 
“country should be held hostage to a single provider of energy.”

Economic goals do not take place in a vacuum, and this is highlighted in 
the speech when the president states, “We cannot have prosperity without 
security. To make the world safer from rogue regimes, terrorism, and revi-
sionist powers, we are asking our friends and allies to invest in their own 
defenses and to meet their financial obligations.” He asks specifically for 
joint actions to “Unite all civilized nations” in confronting rogue nations 
and providing security to the world. The end result should be for “every 
child [to] grow up free from violence, poverty, and fear.” But he also makes 
clear that his first priority is protecting America, and that such protection 
includes securing the border, stating that he will “protect our nation. We 
will defend our citizens and our borders.” His policies have been enacted 
for “securing our immigration system, as a matter of both national and 
economic security.”

Loyalty(Ingroup)/Betrayal

This moral foundation in intertwined with Fairness and Care, and is linked 
strongly, in keeping with President Trump’s policy of America First, to the 
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American people. It is also linked, however, with the civilized and rule fol-
lowing nations of the world. Trump is at DAVOS to “represent the interests 
of the American people and to affirm America’s friendship and partnership 
in building a better world.” Moreover, his administration’s economic policies 
are “lifting up forgotten communities, creating exciting new opportunities, 
and helping every American find their path to the American Dream.” More-
over, his administration is “committed to developing [America’s] workforce 
[and is] lifting people from dependence to independence.”

Importantly, and explaining his idea behind his administration’s policy of 
America First, President Trump shares, “I believe in America. As President 
of the United States, I will always put America first, just like the leaders 
of other countries should put their country first also.” And here the idea of 
ingroup helps others beyond American shores: “But America first does not 
mean America alone. When the United States grows, so does the world. 
American prosperity has created countless jobs all around the globe.” In a 
particularly telling example of ingroup attention, he states, “A nation’s great-
ness is the sum of its citizens.”

Authority/Subversion

Authority does not necessarily mean authoritarian, and here we see Author-
ity being linked strongly with Loyalty(ingroup), and for Trump, it is linked 
to the people. Pointedly his foundational use of Subversion is not enjoined 
with opposition to his policies, but to “state-led economic planning.” 
Although President Trump does promote his role as leader of the American 
people—as “President of the United States, I will always protect the inter-
ests of our country, our companies, and our workers”—he includes this into 
the Loyalty(ingroup)/Authority mix and asserts it directly at the group elite 
global leaders: “Each of you has the power to change hearts, transform lives, 
and shape your countries’ destinies. With this power comes an obligation, 
however—a duty of loyalty to the people, workers, and customers who have 
made you who you are.” Additionally, the president enjoins the world lead-
ers to “use our power, our resources, and our voices, not just for ourselves, 
but for our people—to lift their burdens, to raise their hopes, and to empower 
their dreams; to protect their families, their communities, their histories, and 
their futures.”

Trump Summary

The president’s speech framed four key themes and conveyed four moral 
foundations. In terms of frames, Reforms/Results essentially relayed that 
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tax and regulation cuts were excellent for trade, the economy was roaring 
back to life, and that Trump was focusing on fair trade for all. The New 
Competitive Model relayed that America first is not America alone, that 
it is healthy for independent nations to put their people first, trading as 
equals, because a nation’s people should come first. The American People 
frame sought to convey that the purpose of reform is primarily to improve 
lives of Americans, to invest in the people; this is the concept of America 
First. The Dangers in the World frame was direct in confronting that 
which could derail prosperity: terrorism, rogue nations, revisionist powers 
 (Russia, China); moreover, this frame highlighted unfair trade practices, 
and insisted that there must be common security with all paying their 
fair share.

In terms of the moral foundations, overwhelmingly the president stressed 
the Fairness/Cheating foundation. He categorized unelected bureaucrats (the 
Bureaucracy) as inherently unfair, so his policies minimizing regulations to 
allow businesses to work more efficiently, benefiting more Americans, is 
fair. His administration is working to stop unfair trade practices to insure 
greater prosperity for all. In short, stop “unfair economic practices” and 
insist “on fair and reciprocal trade.” The next two foundations were roughly 
coequal in emphasis. In terms of the Care/Harm foundation, the president 
stressed that predatory trade practices and unelected bureaucrats are harm-
ing Americans. The actions of the administration are meant to care for and 
to protect first the American people, and tangentially for the peoples of the 
world. Better trade and better security, including the border, are a prior-
ity for the administration, but can also be had by all. To effect this, others 
must care for their people first as well, and part of this is by participating in 
mutually beneficial security arrangements. The Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal 
foundations are conveyed through Trump working to better the lives of the 
American people. The people come first, as part of his America First policy. 
Policies are in place to lift up Americans and their communities. For Trump, 
“A nation’s greatness is the sum of its citizens.” Although strongly Ameri-
can for the ingroup, Trump also enlarges America First to embrace the idea 
of “not America alone,” stating that other nations should put their people 
first, and come together to mutually beneficial arrangements for all civilized 
nations. Finally, the foundation of Authority/Subversion has subversive ele-
ments in the sense of “state-led economic planning.” Trump does speak of 
his authority as the leader of the American people, but imparts this to all the 
leaders at DAVOS, insisting that with “this power comes an obligation . . . 
a duty of loyalty to the people, workers, and customers who have made you 
who you are.” Leaders are in a position of power, of authority, to work for 
their people.
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PRESS RESPONSE

Framing

America First

The America First policy was used by Trump during his 2016 campaign, 
and has come to be the cornerstone of his foreign policy.6 Even as he refers 
to it, controversy swirls around it, so he does take the time to interweave, as 
shown above, explanations of it in his addresses. The press, when referring 
to it, usually ignore these references, and instead simply reiterate the term, 
sometimes even redefining it, at times with hostility.7 Although Trump calls 
it a policy, the press usually does not. For example, ABC related it to a cam-
paign, writing, “Trump’s ‘America First’ platform.”8 Others suggested that 
he was “making the case for [“defending” ] his ‘America First’ agenda . . . 
taking his sales pitch on the U.S. economy to the alpine ski village.”9 For 
CBS News, President Trump was “touting his ‘America First’ message.”10 No 
mention of what America first means was made. CNN focused on, “tailored 
his ‘America First’ message to the Davos crowd.”11 And also that Trump 
“pushed his ‘America First’ message abroad.”12 And that he “touted” his 
“America First” agenda.”13 NBC suggested that Trump was using the speech 
to both invite foreign investment and to “insist that his ‘America First’ vision 
doesn’t equate with isolationism.”14

Although some did relay that he “highlighted his ‘America First’ policy,” 
these moments were minimally expanded, usually only to add, “he will says 
[sic] that he will always put America first, but he says, ‘America First does not 
mean America alone.’”15 And “the president delivered a mostly mild address, 
insisting that ‘America First’ did not mean ‘America alone’ and that his 
country’s economic success was a boon to the rest of the world.”16 Some did 
expand beyond this, providing excerpts: “‘As president of the United States, 
I will always put America first, just like the leaders of other countries should 
put their countries first also,’ Trump . . . told the crowd. ‘But “America First” 
does not mean America alone,’ Trump added.”17 Along these same lines The 
New York Times wrote, “Mr. Trump reassured the world’s political and finan-
cial leaders that his ‘America First’ agenda was not a rejection of international 
cooperation. The combative nationalist gave way to the let’s-make-a-deal 
businessman, as he invited them to invest in what he called a resurgent United 
States. ‘I believe in America,’ Mr. Trump told a jampacked auditorium on the 
last day of the annual World Economic Forum in Davos. ‘As president of the 
United States, I will always put America first, just like the leaders of other 
countries should put their country first also. But America first does not mean 
America alone. When the United States grows, so does the world.’”18
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The contrast between Trump’s “combative nationalism” and business 
concerns was highlighted in a kinder manner by The Washington Post, which 
noted that he was “wrapping his ‘America first’ message of sovereignty in 
a salesman’s offer to other nations and businesses.” The article continued, 
relaying:

Trump’s keynote address to the World Economic Forum was a gentler delivery 
of his trademark economic populism and the trade protectionism on which he 
campaigned. His invitation for mutual economic advancement was an implicit 
answer to criticism that he is leading a retreat from U.S. global leadership. “I 
believe in America. As president of the United States, I will always put America 
first. Just like the leaders of other countries should put their countries first. But 
America first does not mean America alone,” Trump said.19

CNN offered its own interpretation of Trump’s America First policy while 
also mentioning the contrast with Trump’s populist message and global 
concerns: “And while the president did tout the commercial benefits of his 
‘America First’ agenda—a climate of competitive taxes and relaxed regula-
tions—he downplayed the resentments and anger that have colored his previ-
ous assessments of the global financial elite.”20

Populism/Globalism

Running throughout this frame was the sense that globalism is a good and 
that nationalism/populism is a negative. The press did note that Trump had 
“toned down his populist rhetoric. . . . ‘The speech had a very strong domes-
tic focus.’”21 And that he had “donned a salesman’s hat . . . rather than using 
the platform . . . to rail against globalization.”22 Additionally, the contrast 
between Trump as populist and the global concerns of DAVOS went well 
beyond the mainstream media (MSM) frame of America First, in some cases 
implying that Trump was responsible for division in the world: “The theme 
of this year’s summit is ‘Creating a Shared Future in a Fractured World,’ an 
acknowledgement of some of the nationalist and populist forces Trump has 
channeled in the United States and their impact on globalization.”23 Addi-
tionally, it was made to seem as if Trump was the only concern at DAVOS: 
“Trump’s presence also loomed large over the gathering ahead of the event: 
The World Economic Forum’s annual Global Risk Report analyzing long-
term worldwide risk warned that ‘charismatic strongman politics is on the 
rise across the world,’ citing Trump’s ‘America First’ platform. The report 
also argued that Trump’s fulfillment of unilateralist campaign promises 
to withdraw from the Trans-Pacific Partnership and Paris climate agree-
ment contributed to the “erosion of institutions of multilateral dialogue and 
decision-making.”24
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In some ways the press set this up. For instance, The Washington Post 
wrote, “The business elite viewed President Trump’s inauguration and 
nationalistic brand of politics with high anxiety.”25 And that participants 
had “been awaiting Trump’s remarks to the World Economic Forum with 
a sense of dread, fearing he’d use the platform to shame global elites in the 
same manner he railed against them during his populist presidential cam-
paign.”26 This contrast was routinely pushed: “Donald J. Trump the candidate 
denounced what he called ‘the false song of globalism.’ A year after taking 
office, President Trump came on Friday to tell the elites at Davos, who com-
posed the song, that maybe they could still perform in harmony.”27 However, 
this was qualified, with the implication being that Trump was opportunisti-
cally changing his “rhetoric”: “That did not mean Mr. Trump has joined the 
globalism chorus. He has spent much of the last year trying to dismantle the 
international political and economic system represented by the Davos consen-
sus. . . . But his unlikely visit to Davos was meant to be a shift in tone from 
his populist, protectionist rhetoric.”28 The Washington Post presented it this 
way, “A gentler delivery of his trademark economic populism and the trade 
protectionism on which he campaigned. His invitation for mutual economic 
advancement was an implicit answer to criticism that he is leading a retreat 
from U.S. global leadership.”29

The idea of selling America, that Trump was acting the part of salesman, 
was frequently seen: “Sounding more like the businessman he used to be than 
the outspoken populist he has become . . . [he] said he favored free trade, 
provided that abusive trade practices by other countries were curbed. But 
almost completely missing from his remarks was the sometimes confron-
tational nationalism of his election campaign and many of his tweets.”30 In 
another example, Trump was depicted as “dispensing with the blood-and-soil 
nationalism of his last major address in Europe, Trump instead framed his 
presidency as that of a deregulating, tax-cutting business titan. Many in the 
gathering of high-flying executives and financiers lapped it up.”31

Open for Business

“‘America is open for business,’ he said.”32 This frame is linked with Trump’s 
salesman pitch mentioned above. Essentially, it conveyed the more enthusi-
astic elements of Trump’s speech, but in essence did so without context or 
explanation, so Trump was basically portrayed as making a claim, but then 
his reasons for doing so are not shared with readers. Some examples:

 1. “Sounding at moments like the president of a local chamber of commerce, 
Trump declared ‘there has never been a better time to do business in 
America.’”
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 2. Trump was “telling business and political leaders the United States ‘is 
open for business. Now is the perfect time to bring your business, your 
jobs, your investments to the United States,’ he said. ‘When the United 
States grows, so does the world.’”33

 3. “‘The world is witnessing the resurgence of a strong and prosperous 
America. . . . There has never been a better time to hire, to build, to invest 
and to grow in the United States,’ he says. . . . ‘America is open for busi-
ness and we are competitive once again.’”34

Although “open for business” was strongly linked with growth in Trump’s 
speech, only a few articles mentioned some positive aspects of growth, 
although when more than just the simple claim was presented, the evidence 
was minimized:

 3. “‘America is open for business and we are competitive once again,’ 
declared Trump, touting strong gains in the stock market since his election 
and other economic gains.”35

 4. “Pointing to his administration’s successful push to cut regulations and 
enact a tax reform package, Trump told the group of foreign bankers and 
dignitaries that ‘there has never been a better time to invest, build and 
grow in the United States.’”36

Trade

The international trade system, and America’s role in it, was another major 
theme of the news media here. Essentially, this frame was the result of report-
ing Trump’s statements on trade, but also were intertwined with the Open 
for Business frame mentioned above. Trump was reported as saying that the 
“international system ‘needs to be fair . . . unfair trade undermines us all.’”37 
Trump’s idea of fairness was also relayed: “The U.S. won’t turn a ‘blind eye’ 
to unfair trade practices, Trump declared, while expressing a willingness 
to enter agreements that benefit all parties. Trump’s remarks were eagerly 
anticipated for any clues they might offer on the direction of American trade 
policy, which has taken a more combative stance in recent weeks. President 
Trump last week approved tariffs on imported solar equipment and watching 
machines, raising concerns about U.S. protectionism.”38 Additionally, “He 
insisted Friday that trade relationships must be fair and what he calls ‘recipro-
cal,’ but he did not dwell on the theme that the United States routinely gets 
the short end of the international trade stick.”39 The Trump administration 
idea of enforcement and fair trade was relayed: “‘We will enforce our trade 
laws and restore integrity to the trading system. Only by insisting on fair and 
reciprocal trade can we create a system that works not just for the U.S. but for 
all nations,’ he says, adding that the U.S. will work on ‘mutually beneficial’ 
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trade agreements including with those countries that were members of the 
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).”40

Attacking the Press

During an after-speech interview with Schwab, President Trump mentioned 
the contrast of positive press he received as a businessman with the nega-
tive press he had received both as candidate and president. Half of the news 
articles made mention of his “attack” on the press: “He could not resist a jab 
at the ‘fake’ media.”41 However, CBS news was only one of the three articles 
that mentioned this was in the question-and-answer session following the 
speech, and perhaps had the most neutral presentation of the exchange: “He 
also said that he has benefited from friendly press coverage as a business-
man, but when he became president, he realized how ‘fake’ the press can 
be.”42 ABC news also mentioned this, but added what turns out to be an 
extreme minority response: “Some attendees in the audience booed when 
he criticized media coverage of his administration in a brief question and 
answer session following his speech.”43 The New York Times also wrote that 
he “could not resist referring to ‘fake news’ outlets in a brief question-and-
answer session after his speech. ‘It wasn’t until I became a politician that I 
realized how nasty, how mean, how vicious, and how fake the press can be,’ 
he said.”44

Of note is that only a few of the over 1,000 in attendance live “booed,” 
even as some in the press played this moment up while driving the overall 
negative tone of this frame:

 1. CNN wrote, “Deriding the ‘nasty, mean, and fake’ news media, Trump 
drew boos and hisses from the crowd.”45

 2. And in a different CNN report: “Deriding the ‘nasty, mean, and fake’ 
news media, Trump drew boos and hisses from the crowd of global elites, 
a break from the otherwise polite reception he received here at the yearly 
summit for the world’s ultra-wealthy.”46

 3. And in another CNN report: “Crowd boos as Trump calls media ‘fake.’”47

 4. NBC News wrote: “He also hit a familiar anti-media note: ‘It wasn’t until 
I became a politician that I realized how nasty, how mean, how vicious 
and how fake press can be,’ he said. The comments prompted boos from 
members of the crowd.”48

 5. The Washington Post also reported in this manner, “a dig at the ‘nasty’ 
press, which drew boos from the audience.”49

 6. Also from The Washington Post, “He drew hisses and boos, as well as 
some laughter, when he told World Economic Forum founder Klaus 
Schwab that ‘it wasn’t until I became a politician that I realized how nasty, 
how mean, how vicious and how fake the press can be.’”50
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CNN specifically related an anti–climate change activist saying that only 
about 20–30 percent of attendees applauded Trump, even as the video tape 
suggests a much higher percentage and also shows numerous attendees giving 
a standing ovation.51

Trump’s actual remarks present greater insight into the intentionally nega-
tive tone of this press frame.

The other thing is, I’ve always seemed to get, for whatever reason, a dispro-
portionate amount of press or media. (Laughter.) Throughout my whole life—
somebody will explain someday why—but I’ve always gotten a lot. (Laughter.) 
And as businessman I was always treated really well by the press. The numbers 
speak and things happen, but I’ve always really had a very good press. And it 
wasn’t until I became a politician that I realized how nasty, how mean, how 
vicious, and how fake the press can be. As the cameras start going off in the 
background. (Laughter.)

So, whereas some in the media framed reception of Trump’s remarks 
 negatively, when one reads the official transcript or listens to the tape, that 
while there are a couple of boos, there is more laughter, and some applause 
as well.52

Moral Foundations

News media moral foundations fell into three groups. First, Loyalty (ingroup)/
Betrayal was the largest concentration of moral statements, far out sizing in 
emphasis the other two groups. Care/Harm and Fairness/Cheating were con-
siderably smaller, although with about coequal representation.

Loyalty(Ingroup)/Betrayal

The president was depicted as a nationalist who supports America: “I believe 
in America”53 and as relaying that America was again ascendant: “The world 
is witnessing the resurgence of a strong and prosperous America. . . . There 
has never been a better time to hire, to build, to invest and to grow in the 
United States. . . . America is open for business and we are competitive once 
again.”54 The nationalistic sentiment was highlighted here: “As president of 
the United States, I will always put America first, just like the leaders of other 
countries should put their countries first also.” Few included the extension 
to this by relaying, “‘But “America First” does not mean America alone,’ 
Trump added.”55

Although the words of the president were conveyed, the media presented 
a different sense of morality than Ingroup, actually inferring a Betrayal of 
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the global. How Trump used his policy phrase, “America First” was taken 
to task: “President Trump plans to make the case for his “America First” 
agenda.”56 And implying criticism, Trump was depicted as having “defended 
his ‘America First’ policy agenda” in his speech.57 He was relayed as tak-
ing “a less aggressive stance than some anticipated in touting his ‘America 
First’ message, saying leaders of other countries should also look after their 
nation’s interest.”58 And only because he was in the heart of globalism did he, 
hypocritically, tailor “his ‘America First’ message to the Davos crowd, and 
toned down his populist rhetoric.”59 In so doing, he was “dispensing with the 
blood-and-soil nationalism of his [previous] major address in Europe.”60 Even 
so, the America First policy was depicted as a betrayal to a news media-sup-
ported globalism. For instance, ABC News reported that globalists “analyz-
ing long-term worldwide risk warned that ‘charismatic strongman politics is 
on the rise across the world,’ citing Trump’s ‘America First’ platform.”61 Set 
up as harmful, it was thus a betrayal. The media highlighted “Trump’s con-
tinued skepticism about international arrangements that he sees as infringe-
ments on U.S. sovereignty.”62 The news media downplayed Trump’s claims 
of being for the people, impugning such claims as “faux populism,” asserting 
without evidence a growing American disapproval of Trump’s economic 
agenda. “It’s not an America First agenda, it’s a Billionaires First agenda.”63

Even though some in the news media relayed the positive aspects of the 
Trump tax reductions, “now corporations are paying bonuses and boosting 
wages for American workers,”64 the overwhelming sense was of betrayal of 
liberal moral principles: Trump acted to “implement . . . protectionist and 
isolationist economic policies.”65 Immigration was specifically brought into 
the mix by the media, and although his immigration proposal was minimally 
described as being portrayed by Trump as “in the interest of economic and 
national security,”66 the press countered this with warnings of “some wari-
ness about [his] presidential style and apprehension about his stance on 
immigration.”67 This included bringing in critics of “Trump’s move to end the 
Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, the Obama-era program protecting 
immigrants.”68 And it also included linking economics to other media-high-
lighted issues in order to show Trump as a betrayer of America: “‘I strongly 
disagree with President Trump’s reaction to the events that took place in 
Charlottesville,’ [said a critic.] ‘Constructive economic and regulatory poli-
cies are not enough and will not matter if we do not address the divisions in 
our country.’”69

Care/Harm

Although Trump was depicted as nationalistic, his message to work with 
other countries for mutual security was sometimes relayed: “Calling on other 
countries to work together in the fight against ISIS and to address North 
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Korea’s nuclear program, Trump said ‘our common security requires every-
one to contribute their fair share.’”70 Trade, which sometimes fell within this 
context, was also highlighted, particularly his specific call to fight against 
the harm caused by others’ ‘Predatory behaviors’ that are “distorting global 
markets.”71 Trump’s concerns about Communist China being a “direct threat” 
were relayed, a threat characterized by China’s “technology transfers, by 
disrespect for intellectual property rights, by commercial espionage, by all 
kinds of bad things.”72

In addition to relaying these aspects of Trump’s Care foundation (mainly 
the Harm that others could do to the United States), the media did relay some 
random aspects of Trump’s Care foundation, such as one instance of wish-
ing to work with Palestinians to “come to the table to negotiate peace with 
Israel.”73 Or, in one instance, “J.P. Morgan says it will spend $20 billion 
over five years to raise hourly pay of its workers and open new branches in 
the U.S.”74 But such instances were unusual, since the overall sense was of a 
minimization of any Caring component to the Trump rhetoric. For example, 
one article suggested that in President Reagan’s time, “working-class Ameri-
cans were struggling and beginning to give up hope.” And for “Trump . . . 
inequality had skyrocketed, working-class Americans felt abandoned and 
many despaired.” But then, it suggested, neither president really had anything 
to do with the positive economy following their policy initiatives, only that 
“maybe it’s just the jolt of change itself that counts. Maybe the economy just 
needs a good hard kick from time to time to get the engine to turn over and 
the thing going forward again.”75 And often the Care foundation was evoked 
to show Harm:

 1. “worldwide risk” because of nationalistically inclined “charismatic 
strongman politics,” of which “Trump’s ‘America First’ platform” figures 
prominently.76

 2. Trump’s “withdraw from the Trans-Pacific Partnership and Paris climate 
agreement” causing harm.77

 3. Trump as “a danger to the world.”78

Fairness/Cheating:

One area in which the media conveyed a better sense of President Trump’s 
moral foundations was in his sense of Fairness: “The international system 
‘needs to be fair . . . unfair trade undermines us all.’”79 And another instance 
commonly used is: “We support free trade, but it needs to be fair and it needs 
to be reciprocal because, in the end, unfair trade undermines us all. The United 
States will no longer turn a blind eye to unfair economic practices.”80 These 
commonly coalesced into something along these lines: “The U.S. won’t turn 
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a ‘blind eye’ to unfair trade practices, Trump declared, while expressing a 
willingness to enter agreements that benefit all parties.”81 Another variation 
of this is: “‘We will enforce our trade laws and restore integrity to the trading 
system. Only by insisting on fair and reciprocal trade can we create a system 
that works not just for the U.S. but for all nations,’ he says, adding that the 
U.S. will work on ‘mutually beneficial’ trade agreements including with those 
countries that were members of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP).”82

This sense of cooperative fairness was also shared by relaying Trump’s call 
for “other countries to work together in the fight against ISIS and to address 
North Korea’s nuclear program”:

 1. “our common security requires everyone to contribute their fair share.”83

 2. “all countries should contribute ‘their fair share’ when it comes to com-
mon security.84

 3. “He insisted Friday that trade relationships must be fair and what he calls 
‘reciprocal.’”85

 4. And a lone quote: “Stay optimistic. I think the [Trump] administration is 
fighting for fairness.”86

However, the press did not expand on Trump’s ideas, and when not convey-
ing the president’s own words, the press was generally negative, focusing on 
its perceptions of inequalities. For instance, tax cuts would “worsen inequal-
ity.”87 And Obama “addressed global challenges such as climate change and 
widening inequality,”88 but Trump did not.

Press Summary

The news media framed five key themes and conveyed three moral founda-
tions. In terms of frames, America First was undefined within the frame, with 
the news media showing confusion about its status—policy, slogan, agenda, 
and so on—even as through the framing it implied it was wrong because it 
promotes nationalism. The theme of the Populism/Globalism was framed to 
highlight globalism as a good, with nationalism and populism as negative 
forces harmful to the United States and the movement toward globalism. 
Trump was in DAVOS “selling” America, being a salesman, so hypocriti-
cally downplayed his anti-globalism. In terms of the framing of “Open for 
Business,” the press conveyed this using only Trump’s assertions, so mini-
mal evidence provided for his making the claim. He was playing the role of 
the “salesman,” related to the above. The theme of Trade did relay Trump’s 
comments that trade must be fair, and that he sought for predatory practices 
to be ended. Finally, the theme of Attacking the Press was framed as Trump 
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finding it irresistible to attack the press, and that it was a deliberate moment 
in the speech that was received with condemnation—boos.

In terms of moral foundations, the news media overwhelmingly stressed 
the Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal foundation. Although the words of the 
president were conveyed, the media presented a different sense of morality 
than the president’s ingroup, actually inferring his betrayal of the global. 
He was depicted as scaling back his nationalistic rhetoric only because he 
was in the heart of the globalist community. Thus, for the press, there was 
a clear clash between Trump’s American Ingroup Loyalty and the news 
media globalist Ingroup Loyalty, with Trump made to be betrayer, not those 
who put global interests ahead of American interests: he betrayed globalist 
ideals to “implement . . . protectionist and isolationist economic policies” 
which ultimately benefited, according the press, a privileged few instead of 
the people (of the world). The next strongest foundation was Care/Harm. 
Although some aspects of Trump’s Care foundation were relayed, stronger 
was the Harm foundation, with China and unfair trade practices harming the 
United States. But, ultimately, Trump and his policies were characterized as 
causing Harm, regardless of the empirical data on the economy. Finally, the 
Fairness/Cheating foundation did most accurately reflect Trump’s founda-
tional aspects, although not quite. The foundational “fairness” in trade was 
well conveyed by the news media, although with a stress on cooperative 
fairness through a willingness to enter into larger, multinational trade agree-
ments. Thus, not related to Loyalty to America/People (Trump), but rather 
Loyalty to the global (Press). However, when not conveying the president’s 
own words, the press was generally negative, focusing on inequalities 
such as what the news media believed about the tax cuts, and immigration 
concerns.
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The State of the Union message to Congress is a Constitutionally prescribed 
action for American presidents to perform; he must, “from time to time give 
to the Congress information on the state of the Union and recommend to 
their consideration such measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient.” 
Since George Washington’s first message, some presidents have delivered it 
orally before Congress and others have simply sent a written missive. In more 
recent times, presidents have used the opportunity, in the words of President 
Truman, as “an unexcelled means ‘for the President to tell Congress and the 
people what this country is up against and what should be done about it.’ 
[Moreover, with] its great publicity value and with its potentially mammoth 
national and international television-radio audience, the Annual Message 
has become one of the most important rhetorical instruments available to the 
President.”1 The tradition of national broadcast and regular formal addresses 
really began with Franklin Roosevelt, who addressed Congress while simul-
taneously having his message broadcast by radio.

Aside from the above, another important aspect of the address is that in 
politically fractured times, with news cycles on different items throughout 
the year, and spatting political parties and disputes taking national attention 
in different directions, that this is the one night of the year that all eyes are on 
the president and on what he says; in that sense, there is a unity of the nation 
of sorts, even if only of its attention. Although no real consensus exists about 
whether the president or the press sets the policy or value agenda here, cer-
tainly one fact is clear: only the president gives this uniquely constitutionally 
mandated address. For a moment, the nation and news are focused upon its 
contents; it is widely read and broadcast. In 1966, this rhetorical opportunity 
to focus the nation’s attention was seen for what it was, and opposition parties 
began an official response to the address.

Chapter 6

The 2019 State of the Union
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PRESIDENT TRUMP’S SPEECH

President Trump’s second State of the Union address2 attracted almost 
forty-seven million viewers and was the third longest recorded at eighty-two 
minutes.3 This does not, however, tell us much about the amount of content 
since stops for applause and introductions of guests add to the overall length 
as delivered. By word count, President Trump had 5,540 words, well below 
Obama’s average of 6,824 but above Bush’s average of 5,184.4 As a major 
political event, it was broadcast live by ABC, CBS, CNN, CNNe, FOX, FOX 
BUSINESS, FOXNC, MSNBC, NBC, PBS, TELEMUNDO, and UNIVI-
SION, not to mention scores of lesser streaming services. Print news cover-
age was nationwide.

Minimized in mainstream news coverage, with most outlets not even men-
tioning it, was the overwhelmingly positive reception the speech received 
from those who watched it. One exception to this was CBS which relayed, 
in one story only, that “seventy-six percent of Americans who tuned in to 
President Trump’s State of the Union address . . . approved of the speech. . . . 
Just 24 percent disapproved.”5 Buried in the story was important information 
that although 97 percent of Republicans approved of the speech, 82 percent 
of Independents, and even 30 percent of Democrats approved. Importantly, 
in relation to the press framing of this speech we will discuss later, “fifty-six 
percent of Americans who watched . . . feel the president’s speech will do 
more to unite the country, rather than divide it, although 36 percent don't 
think it will change things much.”6 Which means that only 8 percent of those 
watching felt the speech had a “divisive” edge to it. Moreover, the poll found 
that pluralities of Americans (70 percent or better) approved of the presi-
dent’s proposed policies in the areas of immigration, troop withdrawal from 
the Middle East, and the US-North Korean summits.7

Framing

There were six major themes addressed in the speech: Framing of Facts, 
Illegal Immigration, the Economy, National Security, Health Care, and a Call 
for Collective Political Action. Certainly, there were more topics covered, 
and arguably there could be more or fewer themes as well. These represent, 
however, what appear to be the central themes as represented in the entirety 
of the speech, including emphasis placed in both text and delivery.

Framing of Facts

All State of the Union addresses share administrative and legislative achieve-
ments, and these achievements are accompanied by supporting facts. Of note 
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is that the president’s list of facts was primarily nonpartisan, although not 
exclusively. For instance, Trump did make reference to the Republican’s 
contentious, partisan tax cut: “We passed a massive tax cut for working 
families and doubled the child tax credit.” Almost all the Democrats in atten-
dance voted against this; all Democratic presidential primary contenders have 
promised to repeal it. Two more moments stand out: “We eliminated the very 
unpopular Obamacare individual mandate penalty” and “My administration 
has cut more regulations in a short period of time than any other administra-
tion during its entire tenure.”

Yet aside from these points, most other accomplishments were framed as 
Trump administration policies acting against the neglect of presidents of both 
parties, and were listed as facts: the economic boom, 5.3 million new jobs, of 
which 600,000 were new manufacturing jobs. Rising wages for blue-collar 
workers, unemployment lower than anytime in past fifty years, with blacks 
and Americans of Hispanic and Asian descent having the lowest unemploy-
ment rate ever recorded. And “the energy revolution, with America now the 
number-one producer of oil and natural gas anywhere in the world.” Trump 
presents this as “our economy is the envy of the world, our military is the 
most powerful on Earth . . . and America . . . is again winning each and every 
day. The state of our union is strong.”

Addressing hope for bipartisan actions from Congress, the president 
remarks, “Believe it or not, we have already proven that that’s possible. In 
the last Congress, both parties came together to pass unprecedented legisla-
tion to confront the opioid crisis, a sweeping new farm bill, [and] historic 
VA reforms.” Although in a controversial manner, the president did address 
the problem of partisan action: “An economic miracle is taking place in the 
United States, and the only thing that can stop it are foolish wars, politics, or 
ridiculous partisan investigations,” adding, if “there is going to be peace and 
legislation, there cannot be war and investigation.”

Illegal Immigration

Trump spends approximately 7 percent of the speech focused on the above-
mentioned bipartisan areas and extends with, “Republicans and Democrats 
must join forces again to confront an urgent national crisis.” Among the 
most prominent of those mentioned, the president singles out “ending ille-
gal immigration and putting the ruthless coyotes, cartels, drug dealers, and 
human traffickers out of business.” Trump proposes this specifically as a 
moral issue, stating, “The lawless state of our southern border is a threat to 
the safety, security, and financial wellbeing of all America. We have a moral 
duty to create an immigration system that protects the lives and jobs of our 
citizens.” But this is not just about those seeking illegally to enter the United 
States, but also an “obligation to the millions of immigrants living here today 
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who followed the rules and respected our laws. Legal immigrants enrich our 
nation and strengthen our society in countless ways.” In this sense, he speaks 
to legal immigrants presently in the country, and the importance of control-
ling the border to their well-being and success.

He also frames allowing continued illegal immigration as “very cruel,” and 
then spends almost 10 percent of his speech detailing problems with Ameri-
ca’s southern border, of which illegal immigration is just one problem among 
many. No other issue in the speech receives such detailed treatment. Prob-
lems are legion, and framed as “wealthy politicians and donors push[ing] for 
open borders while living their lives behind walls, and gates, and guards.” He 
stresses that it is “working-class Americans” who pay the price for this with 
“reduced jobs, lower wages, overburdened schools, [overcrowded] hospitals 
. . . increased crime, and a depleted social safety net.” Additionally, “One in 
three women is sexually assaulted on the long journey north,” with smugglers 
using “migrant children . . . to exploit our laws and gain access to our country. 
Human traffickers and sex traffickers take advantage” of the border situation 
to “smuggle thousands of young girls and women into the United States and 
to sell them into prostitution and modern-day slavery.” Moreover, “innocent 
Americans are killed by lethal drugs that cross our border.” And “countless 
Americans are murdered by criminal illegal aliens” including those by the 
“savage gang, MS-13 . . . .”

Trump pushes for Congress to act immediately on a “common sense 
proposal,” moving beyond a simple wall to include “humanitarian assis-
tance, more law enforcement, drug detection, [and a] crack down on child 
smuggling.” He notes that most of the present members of Congress from 
both parties had previously, before he was president, voted for a wall. Addi-
tionally, he points out that his plan is not for a “simple concrete wall,” but 
rather a “smart, strategic, see-through steel barrier,” and that “border agents 
will determine where it is needed.” Pointing to San Diego and El Paso as 
examples, he declares: “Simply put: Walls work, and walls save lives.” 
Trump ends his immigration section with, “let’s work together, compromise, 
and reach a deal that will truly make America safe.” Obviously illegal immi-
gration is singled out for a sizable portion of the speech, but other areas are 
framed strongly as well.

The Economy

America’s economy is highlighted as a positive force, and is additionally 
framed in future terms, focusing in on trade with China, a new the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and infrastructure renewal. 
China in particular is called out for “targeting our industries and stealing 
our intellectual property….” The president calls this “the theft of American 
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jobs and wealth.” Importantly, he does not set this up as a “war” with China, 
instead explaining that he respects Communist Chinese President Xi, and 
that he does not “blame China for taking advantage” of the United States, 
but instead blames America’s “leaders and representatives for allowing this 
travesty to happen.” He argues for “a new trade deal with China,” one that 
“must include real, structural change to end unfair trade practices, reduce our 
chronic trade deficit, and protect American jobs.”

Describing NAFTA as a “catastrophe that is responsible for hurting so 
many working Americans,” the president calls for a new NAFTA, the United 
States-Mexico-Canada Agreement (the USMCA).8 He envisions the new deal 
as one that will bring “back our manufacturing jobs in even greater numbers, 
expand American agriculture, protect intellectual property, and ensure that 
more cars are proudly stamped with our four beautiful words: ‘Made in the 
USA.’”

National Security

The president links a strong military with advancing America’s security 
interests. Negotiating with North Korea, and withdrawal from the INF Treaty 
with Russia are part of this. Venezuela is singled out for special attention 
since the United States had officially recognized the government led by 
opposition leader Juan Guaido: “We stand with the Venezuelan people in 
their noble quest for freedom, and we condemn the brutality of the Maduro 
regime, whose socialist policies have turned that nation from being the 
wealthiest in South America into a state of abject poverty and despair.” And 
linking national security to a repudiation of socialism, he declares, “we are 
alarmed by the new calls to adopt socialism in our country.” Highlighting 
that “America was founded on liberty and independence, and not govern-
ment coercion, domination, and control,” he affirms, “We are born free and 
we will stay free. Tonight, we renew our resolve that America will never be 
a socialist country.”

Concerning the Middle East, the president mentions his administration’s 
recognition of Jerusalem as Israel’s capital, but primarily focuses in on Amer-
ica being involved in fighting in the Middle East for almost nineteen years 
at great cost: over 7,000 American lives, over 52,000 wounded, and over $7 
trillion spent. This not without success, though, in that the military has “lib-
erated virtually all the territory from the grip of those blood thirsty monsters 
[ISIS],” that with the final work being done with our allies it is “time to give 
our brave warriors in Syria a warm welcome home.” Additionally, the presi-
dent is focusing on bringing the troops stationed in Afghanistan home, and 
“preventing another war, which is why the US must stand up to Iran now.” 
Focusing in on the dangers Iran presents, he proclaims that the United States 
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“will not avert our eyes from a regime that chants ‘Death to America’ and 
threatens genocide against the Jewish people. We must never ignore the vile 
poison of anti-Semitism, or those who spread its venomous creed. With one 
voice, we must confront this hatred anywhere and everywhere it occurs.”

Healthcare

Healthcare is primarily framed into a future setting, although the president 
does refer to his administration’s determination to lower prescription drug 
prices: “It’s unacceptable that Americans pay vastly more than people in 
other countries for the exact same drugs, often made in the exact same place. 
This is wrong, this is unfair, and” he states in a bipartisan invitation, “together 
we will stop it.” He specifically asks “Congress to pass legislation that finally 
takes on the problem of global freeloading and delivers fairness and price 
transparency for American patients.”

A number of other healthcare-related issues are offered as potential bipar-
tisan areas of actions: HIV research, childhood cancer, nationwide paid fam-
ily leave, and, in general, lowering “the cost of healthcare” and protecting 
“patients with preexisting conditions.” Also related to healthcare but certain 
to prompt Democrat resistance, “prohibiting late abortion of children who can 
feel pain in the mother’s womb.”

Call for Collective Action

Besides the sense of all Americans wanting to win for their country, a major 
unifying element was the “majesty of America’s mission and the power of 
American pride,” which was linked with the past, notably World War II, but 
also linked with movement into the future and the identification of problems 
with the current political climate. The political climate surrounding the speech 
was addressed through framing a call for collective action. Certainly, there 
are moments of partisan accomplishments—the tax cuts, deregulation—nev-
ertheless, these are accomplishments of President Trump’s administration and 
are appropriate to mention in the speech. Although such partisan moments do 
slightly diminish the calls for unity, they are not, however, so powerful that 
they overshadow the calls for bipartisan and collective American action on a 
number of fronts. The president begins his speech with, “We meet tonight at 
a moment of unlimited potential. As we begin a new Congress, I stand here 
ready to work with you to achieve historic breakthroughs for all Americans.” 
To attempt a collective spirit, the president later brings up Americans fight-
ing for freedom in World War II, liberating concentration camps, and then 
circles back to consistent American greatness in fighting for great causes: 
“Everything that has come since—our triumph over communism, our giant 
leaps of science and discovery, our unrivaled progress towards equality and 
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justice—all of it is possible thanks to the blood and tears and courage and 
vision of the Americans who came before.”

Speaking directly to Congress he enjoins cooperation when he states, 
“Think of this Capitol. Think of this very Chamber, where lawmakers before 
you voted to end slavery, to build the railroads and the highways, and defeat 
fascism, to secure civil rights, and to face down evil empires. Here tonight, 
we have legislators from across this magnificent republic. Together, we 
represent the most extraordinary nation in all of history.” Importantly, he 
asks, “What will we do with this moment? How will we be remembered?” 
The president wishes members of Congress to look “at the opportunities 
before us. Our most thrilling achievements are still ahead. Our most exciting 
journeys still await. Our biggest victories are still to come. We have not yet 
begun to dream.” In another unifying attempt, he offers this thought: “We 
must choose whether we are defined by our differences or whether we dare to 
transcend them. We must choose whether we squander our great inheritance 
or whether we proudly declare that we are Americans.” Attempting an inspi-
rational mode, he affirms, “We do the incredible. We defy the impossible. 
We conquer the unknown.” He then proceeds to spur Congress to collective 
action:

This is the time to reignite the American imagination. This is the time to search 
for the tallest summit and set our sights on the brightest star. This is the time 
to rekindle the bonds of love and loyalty and memory that link us together as 
citizens, as neighbors, as patriots. This is our future, our fate, and our choice 
to make. I am asking you to choose greatness. No matter the trials we face, no 
matter the challenges to come, we must go forward together. We must keep 
America first in our hearts. We must keep freedom alive in our souls. And we 
must always keep faith in America’s destiny that one nation, under God, must 
be the hope and the promise, and the light and the glory, among all the nations 
of the world.

Moral Foundations

All five moral foundations are present in the president’s speech, although 
not to the same degree. By far the most prominent moral foundation was that 
of Loyalty(Ingroup)/Betrayal. This was followed by Care/Harm, with Fair-
ness/Cheating a close third. Sanctity/Degradation and Authority/Subversion, 
although present, were not strongly drawn upon like the others.

Loyalty(Ingroup)/Betrayal

Throughout the speech, President Trump used this foundational touchstone 
to infuse all his policies with purpose. He particularly stresses the “fellow 
citizens” who are “watching us now, gathered in this great chamber, hoping 
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that we will govern not as two parties but as one nation.” He presents his 
policy proposals, whether in actuality or not, as the “agenda of the Ameri-
can people.” The purpose of his policies was clearly expressed: “to defend 
American jobs and demand fair trade for American workers”; “to create an 
immigration system that is safe, lawful, modern”; “and to pursue a foreign 
policy that puts America’s interests first.” He insists his policies will make 
“our families stronger” and “communities safer.” The foundational unit of 
Loyalty is America, and he makes it clear that “America saved freedom, 
transformed science, redefined the middle class, and, when you get down to 
it, there’s nothing anywhere in the world that can compete with America.”

Illegal and legal immigration are linked with the foundation of Loyalty, and 
thus the president speaks of the need to “secure our very dangerous southern 
border” and “ending illegal immigration” as parts of this foundation. He 
expands beyond the dangers of illegal immigration to embrace legal immigra-
tion, explaining, “This includes our obligation to the millions of immigrants 
living here today who followed the rules and respected our laws. Legal immi-
grants enrich our nation and strengthen our society in countless ways.” When 
the president asks Congress “to defend our very dangerous southern border 
out of love and devotion to our fellow citizens and to our country,” he is enact-
ing the Loyalty foundation (and others as well). Showing legal immigration as 
part of an Ingroup Loyalty, Trump introduces a special guest, an ICE Officer 
brought to America as a child: “When Elvin was a boy, he and his family 
legally immigrated to the United States from the Dominican Republic.”

Repeatedly throughout the speech were small references touching upon 
this foundation: “global freeloading” on prescription drugs that impacts 
“American patients”; touching upon both nation and family, “a plan for 
nationwide paid family leave, so that every new parent has the chance to bond 
with their newborn child”; “our triumph over communism”; he believes that 
we should “declare that we are Americans”; that this “is the time to rekindle 
the bonds of love and loyalty and memory that link us together as citizens, 
as neighbors, as patriots”; that “we must go forward together”; and his belief 
that together we can forge “America’s destiny [as] one nation.”

Although most groundings to this foundation were positive, some references 
brought up attacks on such Loyalty, with “We must be united at home to defeat 
our adversaries abroad”; “violent terrorists attacked the USS Cole”; and “con-
front the world’s leading state sponsor of terror: the radical regime in Iran.”

Care/Harm

Although not quite as strong as the Loyalty foundation, the Care foundation 
nevertheless had considerable presence throughout all the president’s policy 
proposals. Unlike other foundations, however, there was a clear delineation 
between the positive and negative spheres of moral implications, between the 
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Care aspect and the Harm aspects. Americans were being harmed by reck-
less policies of both parties, so new policies to “care” for them were being 
advanced. Even past actions of the nation were linked with this foundation, as 
in World War II when America acted “to save our civilization from tyranny.”

One can see readily the more Caring side of the foundation in numerous 
areas such as the president’s proposals on healthcare reform, particularly 
those “to reduce the price of healthcare and prescription drugs” and provide 
“access to lifesaving cures,” as well as with his admonition to Congress 
to work together to make American “communities safer” and to “heal old 
wounds.” On the subject of immigration, the president could not have been 
clearer when he asserts: “This is a moral issue. The lawless state of our 
southern border is a threat to the safety, security, and financial wellbeing of 
all America. We have a moral duty to create an immigration system that pro-
tects the lives and jobs of our citizens.” Within this context, he asks Congress 
to “defend our very dangerous southern border out of love and devotion to 
our fellow citizens and to our country” and to “create an immigration system 
that is safe, lawful, [and] modern,” one that would put “the ruthless coyotes, 
cartels, drug dealers, and human traffickers out of business.” The rest of the 
policies mentioned were also linked to this foundation. The president desires 
to “reach a deal that will truly make America safe”; “work to defend our 
people’s safety”; “end unfair trade practices, reduce our chronic trade deficit, 
and protect American jobs”; “protect American security”; work for “peace on 
the Korean Peninsula.”

In terms of Harm, the president relayed the dangers of illegal immigration, 
particularly the “extremely high rates of violent crime.” He introduced a 
guest who had suffered at the hands of an illegal immigrant: “Debra Bissell. 
Just three weeks ago, Debra’s parents, Gerald and Sharon, were burglarized 
and shot to death in their Reno, Nevada home by an illegal alien.” Speaking 
to those who would not confront illegal immigration, he suggests, “Tolerance 
for illegal immigration is not compassionate; it is actually very cruel,” and 
“until we secure our border, they’re going to keep streaming right back in.”

Sprinkled throughout the speech were small references to Harm, such as 
avoiding war with North Korea, and references to Congressional Democrats: 
“If there is going to be peace and legislation, there cannot be war and inves-
tigation”; avoiding “foolish wars”; condemnation of the “brutality of the 
[Socialist] Maduro regime”; and condemnation of Iran: “We will not avert 
our eyes from a regime that chants ‘Death to America’ and threatens genocide 
against the Jewish people.”

Fairness/Cheating

Similar in size and scope to Care/Harm, the president links most of his poli-
cies to the moral foundation of Fairness. “Things” were or were not “fair.” 
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For instance, judicial nominations stalled in the Senate, some for over a year: 
“which is unfair to the nominees and very unfair to our country.” His focus on 
“groundbreaking criminal justice reform” and the introduction of guest Alice 
Johnson to highlight the “disparities and unfairness that can exist in criminal 
sentencing, and the need to remedy this total injustice.” Sentencing laws that 
“wrongly and disproportionately harmed the African American community” 
were also singled out.

Immigration was particularly framed this way, in that illegal immigration 
was inherently unfair while his plan was fair to legal immigrants: “Wealthy 
politicians and donors push for open borders while living their lives behind 
walls, and gates, and guards. Meanwhile, working-class Americans are left 
to pay the price for mass illegal migration.” However, his plan “includes our 
obligation to the millions of immigrants living here today who followed the 
rules and respected our laws.” Other polices were also linked to this founda-
tion: “end unfair trade practices”; the unacceptability of Americans paying 
“vastly more than people in other countries for the exact same drugs. . . . This 
is wrong, this is unfair”; “global freeloading” and the new trade policies that 
aim to deliver “fairness and price transparency for American patients.” Even 
in security matters, the president insists that the “United States was being 
treated very unfairly by friends of ours” and that he wanted to ensure that 
“other nations . . . pay their fair share.”

Sanctity(Purity)/Degradation

Although this foundation existed at several points in the speech, it is most 
easily identified with the issue of abortion: “Lawmakers in New York 
cheered with delight upon the passage of legislation that would allow a baby 
to be ripped from the mother’s womb moments from birth”; “the Governor 
of Virginia . . . states he would execute a baby after birth”; “Let us work 
together to build a culture that cherishes innocent life”; “And let us reaffirm 
a fundamental truth: All children—born and unborn—are made in the holy 
image of God.”

In other areas, the president relays that “tens of thousands of innocent 
Americans are killed” as a result of an unsecure southern border, and that his 
policies are working to put “sadistic traffickers . . . behind bars.” Moreover, 
“We must never ignore the vile poison of anti-Semitism, or those who spread 
its venomous creed”; that we can work to make “our faith deeper”; and “that 
one nation, under God” is still our creed.

Authority/Subversion

This foundation was not as strongly present as the other four, and was not 
present throughout the speech like the others, either. Although strongly 
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asserted here—“America was founded on liberty and independence, and not 
government coercion, domination, and control”—it existed primarily in the 
area of immigration. For instance, “the lawless state of our southern border”; 
“they have to come in legally.”

Trump Summary

The president’s speech framed six key themes and conveyed all five moral 
foundations. In terms of frames, the Framing of Facts involved how the 
president conveyed factual information about policies and statistics about 
the state of America. Some of these, particularly those pertaining to future 
polices, were stated as potential areas of agreement. Some accomplishments 
were relayed that were partisan, such as the tax cuts, but these were part of 
the list of accomplished items, and not dwelled upon. Illegal Immigration was 
framed as an expansive, urgent, moral issue; it was framed as cruel if allowed 
to continue. The frame stressed stopping illegal immigration as a moral act, 
while concomitantly protecting legal immigrants. Trump emphasized his 
wall as not concrete, but rather a euphemism for something far beyond a 
simple physical barrier. The theme of the Economy was framed to emphasize 
the positive growth since Trump taking office and its continuation into the 
future. Communist China was conveyed as a problem for the economy, and 
had taken advantage of weak American leadership. The emphasis was on 
stopping this immediately. Old trade deals that disadvantaged America must 
be eliminated and replaced with better ones. National Security as framed into 
a simple structure: strong military = American security. Importantly, security 
means freedom, not socialism. America has been too long in the Middle East, 
and Trump emphasizes bringing troops home as soon as possible. Moreover, 
national security involves confronting totalitarianism and hatred. Health-
care involves primarily the administration fighting for lower costs. It was 
emphasized that it was unfair for Americans to pay for the world’s health-
care. Healthcare, in particular, was relayed as an area for potential bipartisan 
action. Finally, the president did frame this speech as a call for Collective 
Action; he pointed out that Americans have come together before (World 
War II, fall of Communism) and can do so again.

In terms of the moral foundations, overwhelmingly the president stressed 
the Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal foundation, integrating these moral touch-
stones within the sharing of policy and also helping to contextualize other 
moral foundations. This foundation is squarely focused on America as the 
basic Loyalty unit. Both legal and illegal immigration policies are linked with 
this foundation, with legal immigration as advancing Ingroup participation, 
whereas illegal immigration and its supporters would be betraying the Ameri-
can ideal. The Care/Harm foundation was not quite as strong of a presence 
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as Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, and consisted of clearly delineated divisions 
between Care aspects and Harm aspects. Many of the president’s policies, 
such as reduction of illegal immigration, have their roots in the Harm portion 
of this foundation; without change, Americans would continue to be hurt. 
Thus, those who do nothing to stop this, and other harms, were actually being 
cruel. The Fairness/Cheating foundation was approximately the same strength 
of presence as Care/Harm, and is found linked with most of the president’s 
policies. For the president, “things” in the country were or were not “fair,” 
and actions were taken on that basis. So, for instance, illegal immigration was 
unfair to legal immigrants and American citizens, so must be stopped. The 
same existed for unfair trade practices, as well as other actions that hurt the 
American people. The Sanctity/Degradation foundation is primarily associ-
ated with the sanctity and innocence of life taken by abortion. It is also found 
throughout the speech at points, particularly with immigration and innocent 
lives lost and the sadism of traffickers across the border. Finally, the Author-
ity/Subversion foundation was minimally present, but did resonate in areas 
such as the lawless southern border and the idea that immigrants needed to 
come into the United States legally.

PRESS RESPONSE

As expected with a wide-ranging State of the Union address, the news 
media response also revealed the wide range of facts and issues.9 Sprinkled 
throughout the press response were criticisms of the speech and a negative 
mischaracterization of Trump’s approval numbers going into the speech, 
which, although never reaching the level of a frame, did contribute to the 
overall negative tone of the coverage. Criticisms of the speech included its 
content, with the press pushing an interpretation that wanted more focus on 
less controversial issues: for instance, “The president had five lines . . . on 
. . . infrastructure and 80 lines . . . on . . . immigration and a border wall. It 
should have been reversed.”10 No matter that Americans place illegal immi-
gration at the number two of noneconomic issues facing the nation.11 It was 
a “searing speech” for the press, with President Trump being characterized 
as “awkward,” and a “disrupter”12 Although all presidents highlight their 
accomplishments, the press termed President Trump’s highlights as “Brag-
gadocia”13 and “boasting.”14

In terms of approval numbers, the press felt that Trump “came into the eve-
ning at one of the weakest moments of his presidency”15 “with the approval of 
just 37 percent of the public.”16 Although some felt that “Trump has overseen 
a strong economy for two years . . . his job approval remains at historic lows 
and his personal favorability is dismal.”17 This would continue as far as the 
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press was concerned.18 In effect, he has a “sagging popularity.”19 This point 
was made again by anonymous political advisors who suggested that the start 
of 2019 was a “political loser,” and that “the president's ratings have plunged 
while Democrats and the president's potential legal problems seized head-
lines.”20 Of note, at that very date, Rasmussen’s Daily Presidential Tracking 
Poll had Trump at 48 percent approval, with Obama also at 48 percent at the 
comparable time in his presidency.21

Framing

The press reporting on the address fell into six general areas, but not with 
the same emphasis. Three themes—Women, Abortion, and Socialism—were 
present, but almost as a brief injection of press opinion rather than a full-blown 
frame. These themes were akin to a momentary snapshot within the speech, 
each framed, but of a minor nature. There were, however, three themes of 
note—Unity and Division, the “Wall”/Illegal Immigration, and the ongoing 
Mueller Investigation—that dominated the MSM coverage of the address. In 
the remainder of this section on the press responses, we turn to three minor 
themes of note: Women, Abortion, and Socialism. Following this, we look 
at the major themes of Unity and Division, the “Wall”/Illegal Immigration, 
and the ongoing Mueller Investigation.

Minor Themes

Women

Trump noted the 100th-year anniversary of Congress passing legislation 
eventually giving women the right to vote. His words were generally 
conveyed: “No one has benefited more from our thriving economy than 
women, who have filled 58 percent of the newly created jobs last year.” 
And also, “All Americans can be proud that we have more women in the 
workforce than ever before. . . . [W]e also have more women serving in 
Congress than ever before. And congratulations, that’s great.” Reporting 
on this ran from more neutral to denigrating. In terms of the more neutral, 
the president was described as giving “a shout out to the record number of 
women elected to Congress, promoting members from both sides to break 
out in “USA!” chants as female members celebrated on the floor.”22 Trump 
also “earned some rare approval from Democrats when he celebrated the 
record number of women elected to Congress in last year’s midterm elec-
tions. . . . Democratic women, wearing white to honor the suffragette move-
ment, stood and cheered, including some of Trump’s staunchest foes. . . . A 
chant of ‘U-S-A! U-S-A!’ broke out.”23
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The more neutral framing changed, however, when CNN, The Washington 
Post, and The New York Times described the moment as the president being 
“confronted by . . . dozens of female Democratic lawmakers. . . . [They] stood 
stone-faced during the overwhelming majority of Trump’s speech. . . . But 
when Trump touted gains by women in the workforce and in Congress, [they] 
began to whoop and cheer—though they appeared to be congratulating each 
other, not applauding the President.”24 Along these same lines, when “Trump 
mentioned that 58% of newly created jobs had been filled by women, female 
Democratic lawmakers . . . stood and cheered, effectively claiming the Presi-
dent’s applause line for themselves.”25 The framing of the bipartisan applause 
line as a partisan moment was ubiquitous in the reporting:

The one big Democratic applause line of the night came at Republican expense. 
As the president was extolling the economy and the new jobs it had created for 
women in particular, Democratic applause became a crescendo as they real-
ized that some of those new jobs were in the House of Representatives, where 
Democratic women had taken the place of ousted Republicans. They cheered 
and cheered. Mr. Trump then urged them to remain standing as he noted “we 
have more women serving in the Congress than ever before.” He was right, but 
the increased numbers were on the Democratic side, where women were outfit-
ted in white in tribute to the suffragists of a century ago; House Republicans saw 
a decline in their women membership in the election.26

The Washington Post devoted an entire article to argue in a hard news piece 
that, “Trump’s celebration of women during the State of the Union wasn’t 
quite as lofty as it seemed” and that any applause was “done ironically.”27

Abortion28 

This theme showed considerably less press neutrality than that dealing with 
Women above. The most neutrally framed example, and least representative of 
the overall tone, was ABC reporting that the president had referenced “embat-
tled Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam's controversial comments about third 
trimester abortions” and then followed that with Northam’s remarks without 
commentary.29 That was one article, which ABC followed up with an entire 
article on the issue, and citing those who support Virginia and New York 
abortion laws, to argue in a hard new piece that what President Trump was 
saying was wrong.30 CBS also devoted an entire article as a hard news story, 
but nevertheless offered interpretive commentary, and used as its one cited 
source pro-choice abortion provider Planned Parenthood.31 Fox News was 
similar here, although it brought in the possible overturning of Roe v. Wade.32

Others simply explained away the president’s comments, of which this 
excerpt is representative: “Trump also homed in on the issue of abortion . . . 
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as an attempt to jolt enthusiasm among his evangelical base. Trump drilled 
down, accusing Virginia Gov. Ralph Northam of saying ‘he would execute a 
baby after birth.’ Trump appeared to be referring to controversial comments 
Northam offered on a radio show in which [sic] he described the birth of a 
‘nonviable’ fetus or infant with ‘severe deformities.’”33 The article continues, 
providing Northam’s statement, “The infant would be delivered. The infant 
would be kept comfortable. The infant would be resuscitated if that's what the 
mother and the family desired. And then a discussion would ensue between 
the physicians and the mother.”34 Then came the recontextualization of 
Trump’s comment: “Northam was referring to the decision between a physi-
cian and parents about whether to resuscitate an infant in that condition. The 
governor’s office said Northam’s comments were taken out of context and 
said: ‘The governor’s comments were limited to the actions physicians would 
take in the event that a woman in those circumstances went into labor.’”35 
Some articles simply stated, however, that Trump was wrong without offer-
ing any evidence.36

Socialism

President Trump briefly but strongly described Socialism. ABC listed this 
as one of seven “Memorable Lines” from the address: “Here, in the United 
States, we are alarmed by new calls to adopt socialism in our country. Amer-
ica was founded on liberty and independence—not government coercion, 
domination and control. We are born free, and we will stay free. Tonight, we 
renew our resolve that America will never be a socialist country.”37 What was 
not mentioned by almost all who reported on this was that while Republicans 
cheered wildly, Democrats remained largely silent and stony-faced, with few 
joining Republicans in applause, and even fewer standing. The closest that 
any article came to mentioning this important information was from Fox: 
“And the House Speaker applauded briefly when Trump asserted that the U.S. 
would never become a socialist country, even as many Democrats remained 
expressionless.”38

Some outlets pushed back, reframing the president’s remarks: ABC, for 
instance, devoted an entire article to this speech line, quoting Representative 
Ocasio-Cortez as saying that it “stiffened her resolve to push socialist poli-
cies, such as her proposal to increase tax marginal rates on the very wealthy. 
‘I think it was great. I think he’s scared,’ [she] said. ‘I thought it was fabulous 
because it shows that we’ve gotten under his skin. He sees that everything is 
closing in on him. He knows that he’s losing the battle of public opinion.’” 
The article continued its positive framing of socialism, highlighting both 
Ocasio-Cortez and “Democratic Rep. Rashida Tlaib . . . both members of the 
Democratic Socialists of America, a group that's not a formal political party 
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but believes in socialism over capitalism. They support socialist-backed poli-
cies such as free public college for all and single payer health care.”39

Some sought to depict the president’s concerns about socialism as 
unfounded, and that Democrats were not embracing it: “Mr. Trump also 
sought to frame the opposition Democrats as too extreme, suggesting that 
the country was in danger of a socialist takeover.”40 The Washington Post 
made it seem that only the “squad-of-four”41 Democrats were being targeted 
by Trump’s statement, and that Democrats generally supported what he said: 
“He took a sidelong slap at Democrats—whom he often accuses of encourag-
ing socialism. . . . ‘Here, in the United States, we are alarmed by new calls to 
adopt socialism in our country,’ Trump said. ‘America was founded on liberty 
and independence. . . . Tonight, we renew our resolve that America will never 
be a socialist country.’ That brought Republicans and some Democrats to 
their feet, though not the liberal Democrats Trump probably had in mind.”42

This is an important historic moment since it was the first time the term 
“socialism” was used in a State of the Union address, and thus is a monu-
mental laying down of the gauntlet. Instead of explaining it as such, the news 
media explained it away as an “eye-rolling” moment: “In the audience were 
some of the top contenders vying for a chance to face off against Trump in 
2020, and their campaigns quickly turned the candidates’ eyerolling and 
headshaking into fundraising and social media fodder. He seemed to target 
some of them by saying he was ‘alarmed’ by new calls to adopt socialism.”43

Major Themes

Division, Not Unity

Overwhelmingly, the dominant frame advanced by the press was one of divi-
sion in the Legislature and the country, with President Trump speaking in 
front of a deeply divided Congress with partisans on both sides. This division 
was attributed completely to President Trump: “Trump opened and closed 
his remarks with pleas for unity, an unusual message for a president who 
relishes political combat. But he offered little in the way concessions, sug-
gesting instead that unity means opponents come to his position. ‘We must go 
forward together. We must keep America first in our hearts,’ he concluded, 
referencing his controversial campaign slogan.”44 The press made it clear, 
“Compromise means everyone needs to line up behind him and embrace 
some of the most polarizing goals of his presidency at home and abroad. The 
calls for unity appeared oddly dissonant from the President’s fervent appeals 
to his base on immigration, abortion and a vow to make sure America never 
becomes a ‘socialist country.’”45

Others continued along the same lines: “President Trump delivered a 
message of bipartisan unity . . . in the new era of divided government, but 
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signaled that he would continue to wage war for the hardline” policies he 
endorses.46 Some termed this “conciliation and confrontation,”47 with the 
“speech veer[ing] between calls for unity and bipartisan cooperation and 
Republican red meat on abortion, immigration, taxes, deregulation and anti-
communism.”48 The Washington Post pushed this even further, writing that 
“President Trump confronted a split Congress . . . delivering a dissonant State 
of the Union address, interspersing uplifting paeans to bipartisan compromise 
with chilling depictions of murder and ruin.”49 Ultimately, for the press, the 
state of division was all President Trump’s fault: “The president’s call for 
compromise and comity struck many as particularly hollow after two years 
of angry tweets, recriminations and personal attacks that continued almost up 
until the speech. Democrats just weren’t buying it.”50

Part of this was attributed to the recent government shutdown, which 
was also completely attributed to President Trump, who remains “unrepen-
tant and defiant. And while he says he’s open to compromise and national 
unity—it must be on his terms.”51 Additionally, his “calls for conciliation—
which did not address his role in inflaming partisan divisions—were met 
with mostly stone-faced silence from Democrats, who bitterly oppose most 
of his agenda and whose memories are still fresh with the 35-day govern-
ment shutdown.”52

The press mentioned frequently the partial Federal government shut-
down53 in what is one of the two most powerful frames in coverage—Divi-
sion/Unity and Illegal Immigration. In terms of the shut down and division, 
“President Donald Trump . . . gave his second State of the Union address 
. . . one week after he originally was invited to deliver it but didn't because 
of the longest-ever government shutdown.”54 The shutdown was, however, 
President Trump’s fault, with, for instance, “air traffic controllers who 
went unpaid during the government shutdown” being highlighted.55 And 
with “the longest government shutdown in U.S. history over and another 
potential one around the corner, Trump will need to try to bring both par-
ties in Congress together before funding runs out again.”56 But this is made 
to seem impossible with the press framing the entire situation as divisive, 
with Trump offering little. CNN in particular offers a centered look at 
the framing by the press on division, arguing that the president’s speech 
floundered,

with appeals to bipartisanship giving way to divisive policy pitches and stern 
warnings aimed at discouraging Democratic investigations into his administra-
tion. “An economic miracle is taking place in the United States—and the only 
thing that can stop it are foolish wars, politics or ridiculous partisan investiga-
tions,” Trump said, as Pelosi visibly scoffed behind him. Even most Republi-
cans sat silent. “If there is going to be peace and legislation, there cannot be war 
and investigation. It just doesn't work that way!”57
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Much stress was put on the fact that the president mentioned his signature 
call for a wall in his address. For instance, NBC highlighted Xavier Becerra’s 
Spanish-language rebuttal: “‘Who would believe that the state of our union 
would be driven by President Trump’s obsession to build a wall that no 
experts want?’ Becerra said, noting that Trump in his address did not repeat 
his campaign promise that Mexico would pay for the wall. ‘How can it be 
that the state of our young, rich and strong nation is now disorder, tension, 
hostility?’ he added.”58 Others also emphasized that Trump “used the speech 
to continue his push the divisive issue that was at the center of the shutdown 
impasse—a border wall with Mexico.”59

Two areas in particular were focused on when framing the president as 
divisive: the shutdown, but primarily “the wall.” And by asking still for the 
wall, the president was framed as engaging in “confrontation” and, at the 
same time, hypocritically presenting “himself as a leader who could work 
across party lines even as he pressed lawmakers to build a wall along the 
nation’s southwestern border that leaders of the newly empowered congres-
sional Democrats have adamantly rejected.”60 For The Washington Post it 
was even worse, since the president’s “speech came at one of the most acri-
monious moments of his presidency. Both parties are deeply divided over 
his demand to construct a border wall—and leaders still are reeling from the 
partial government shutdown that ended late last month, which at 35 days was 
the longest in U.S. history.”61

As the above examples indicate, although quotes are in place, there are few 
instances provided by the press of the numerous areas in the speech that offer 
opportunities for bipartisan efforts. Some, although mentioning the presi-
dent’s “pledge to work together on prescription drug prices, infrastructure 
and fighting cancer and HIV/AIDS,” asserted that “Trump offered few signs 
of flexibility on the political disputes that tear at national unity.”62 There was 
little in the way of press framing to suggest that compromise was actually a 
possibility or even a true element of the speech. However, Democrat actions 
were offered in contrast, and offered without comment or rebuttal as correct: 
“Democrats have promised they will use new investigative powers to probe 
everything from Trump’s tax returns to his policy decisions to members of his 
Cabinet. Special counsel Robert Mueller is also still pursuing his investiga-
tion stemming from Russian interference in the 2016 election.”63 Whereas the 
President is “once again” going back to divisive issues, Democrats are simply 
“doing their job.”64

Wall and Illegal Immigration

As seen above, a substantial part of the division the press frames is linked to 
President Trump’s campaign promise to secure the southern border, of which 
building a wall is a central component. For the press, it is this insistence of 
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honoring this pledge that is causing division, rather than Democrats’ unyield-
ing opposition to any compromise. CNN, for instance, pointedly wrote, “He 
deliberately stoked fresh tensions with Democrats over his border wall, using 
rhetoric that may make it more difficult to forge a compromise to defuse a 
standoff that is threatening to cause a second government shutdown.”65 Very 
often a deliberate motive was ascribed to the president here: “The president 
knows full well that the immigration issue as he presents and champions it 
will only divide America even more and appeal only to a subset of Ameri-
cans.”66 And, “the President once again sought to portray the situation on 
the southern border as an ‘urgent national crisis’ that he said threatened the 
security of ‘all of America.’ He renewed his demand for a border wall in a 
lengthy and severe section of his speech devoted to immigration. Despite the 
partisan jabs, Trump sought to portray his agenda—one frequently defined by 
deeply divisive policies—as a nonpartisan venture.”67

Moreover, the press refused to accurately portray the wall, calling it “the 
divisive issue that was at the center of the shutdown impasse”68 and continu-
ing to describe it as only a concrete barrier: a “‘big, beautiful’ concrete wall 
[that] Trump promised voters.”69 ABC News presented a commonly reported 
aspect of the address, the brief mention of the wall, instead of reporting on 
the overall package of illegal immigration reduction proposals: “The presi-
dent did not take the politically inflammatory step of declaring a ‘national 
emergency’ to bypass Congress and get his border wall built. He called the 
situation on the border an ‘urgent national crisis,’ though he outlined no new 
path to avoid a second shutdown in his quest for a wall—beyond saying that 
it will go up.”70 The idea floated by President Trump before the speech, that 
he would consider declaring a national emergency to help build the wall, 
was also part of this framing: “During the speech, the president stopped 
short of declaring a national emergency to obtain funds to build a wall. . . . 
‘In the past, most of the people in this room voted for a wall, but the proper 
wall never got built. I will get it built,’ he said prompting applause from 
Republicans. However, he did not directly threaten another government 
shutdown.”71

A few articles did share the president’s words beyond a brief snippet:

The president . . . sought to paint undocumented immigrants who cross the 
southern border, often seeking asylum, as an invading force prone to violent 
crime. ‘As we speak, large, organized caravans are on the march to the United 
States,’ Trump said, adding that he ‘just heard’ that Mexican cities were trying 
to rid their communities of migrants by directing truckloads of them to areas 
along the border where there is little protection. ‘This is a moral issue,’ Trump 
said. ‘The lawless state of our southern border is a threat to the safety, security 
and financial wellbeing of all Americans.’ He added, ‘Tolerance for illegal 
immigration is not compassionate. It is actually very cruel.’72
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But then such quotes were undercut by the press with, as we will see in the 
conclusion, unproven, arguable, and even incorrect assertions: “Illegal border 
crossings are down significantly from their historic peaks, and some research 
indicates that undocumented immigrants commit crimes at lower rates than 
U.S. citizens do. Still, Trump has claimed that only a border wall would be 
effective in keeping out the migrants, many of whom are families with chil-
dren.”73 Although not in every frame associated with this speech, only Fox 
News offered a more inclusive framing of the president’s stand on the wall: 
“The president called for unity—but at the same time, did not back down 
from his insistence that Congress fund border security measures including a 
border wall.”74 Thus, instead of being divisive, the president was not backing 
down from trying to obtain what he promised during his campaign. More-
over, Fox was almost alone in highlighting the important distinction between 
a concrete wall and a “smart wall,” quoting the president wanting to “‘work 
together, compromise and reach a deal that will truly make America safe.’ 
[This] includes ‘humanitarian assistance, more law enforcement, drug detec-
tion,’ a way to close ‘loopholes that enable child smuggling,’ and ‘plans for 
a new physical barrier or wall.’ ‘This is a smart, strategic, see-through steel 
barrier—not just a simple concrete wall,’ he explained.”75 Besides Fox News, 
there was only a brief mention by a Washington Post reporter who called 
attention to the context of the president’s comments on the wall: “While the 
president emphasized the wall in a substantial section of his speech, he didn’t 
talk about it in terms of an ultimatum. Instead, he pitched it as something 
he wanted.”76

Mueller Investigation

Amid the then ongoing Mueller investigation and Democrats’ call for exten-
sive congressional investigations of President Trump, the president briefly 
appealed for a renewed focus on governing, not investigations. The press 
latched onto this small portion of his speech (approximately .004 percent) 
and presented a pervasive, strong, and consistent frame of the investigations. 
A common refrain was that President Trump had declared: “‘An economic 
miracle is taking place in the United States—and the only thing that can stop 
it are foolish wars, politics or ridiculous partisan investigations,’ the president 
said. ‘If there is going to be peace and legislation, there cannot be war and 
investigation. It just doesn't work that way!’”77 This would be followed with 
statements that “Trump did not mention special counsel Robert Mueller’s 
ongoing probe into Russian interference in the 2016 presidential election, but 
some Congressional Democrats saw the comment as an attempt to undermine 
Mueller's probe.”78 For the press, the president’s statement was a “warning,” 
a “threat.”
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In some cases, the president’s comments about partisan investigations were 
linked with Richard Nixon and Watergate, with The Washington Post even 
devoting an entire story to this analogy.79 For instance:

The President responded with a threat, warning that a flurry of investigations 
against him and even the congressional oversight he never faced from the 
Republican House could derail economic growth and threaten the best job cre-
ation in decades. In an echo of President Richard Nixon who declared in 1974, 
that “one year of Watergate is enough,” Trump warned: “If there is going to be 
peace and legislation, there cannot be war and investigation.” Lawmakers in the 
House of Representatives offered an eloquent picture of how his speech was 
likely to be received in the country.”80

And a litany of quotes taken from congressional Democrats’ Tweets were 
provided as partial evidence for the country’s response:

 1. “The President should not be attempting to undermine the Special Coun-
sel's investigation during the #SOTU.”

 2. “Mueller’s investigation must be allowed to continue without obstruction.”
 3. “Not partisan investigations. It’s #Mueller, a Republican, the southern dis-

trict of New York, Republican, [and eastern] district of Virginia, Repub-
lican. #TrumpRussia #TrumpLies.”

 4. “Protecting the Mueller investigation is a bipartisan issue. We will protect 
the investigation so truth can come to light.”

 5. “There’s nothing ridiculous about investigating crimes, Mr. President. 
No one, not even you, is above the law. Mueller’s investigation must be 
completed with without obstruction.”81 

Although NBC News mentioned the small phrase as stating the president 
“decried ‘ridiculous partisan investigations,’ possibly a reference to special 
counsel Robert Mueller,” it, like the others, did not mention Democratic 
promises to unleash a torrent of investigations on the president; thus, through 
omission, the press mitigates their role in the divisive nature of DC as 
explained above.82

The press also framed this area as “Mr. Trump himself recognized their 
ascension with his plea for Democrats not to pursue investigations of his 
administration. There was zero chance of them complying with that request. 
‘We are not here to play,’ Representative Mary Gay Scanlon . . . said. . . . 
‘We are here to be serious.’”83 The press made it seem as if all Democrats 
were in unison here, quoting one and then saying that person “spoke for many 
of his colleagues when he called it ‘totally outrageous’ for the president to 
use his nationally televised speech to try to undermine the special counsel’s 
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investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 election and multiple 
inquiries that Democrats are now beginning into the Trump administration.”84

Moral Foundations

The press overwhelmingly grounded its moral appeals in the Care/Harm 
Foundation. This was followed by a considerably weaker Loyalty(ingroup)/
Betrayal foundation, and an even weaker Fairness/Cheating foundation. Both 
the Authority/Subversion and Sanctity(purity)/Degradation foundations were 
present, but only minimally so, and in extremely limited circumstances.

Care/Harm

Only a minimal amount of the Care foundation upon which President Trump 
based his speech were relayed, perhaps most by this phrase: “If there is 
going to be peace and legislation, there cannot be war and investigation.”85 
Additionally, his mentioning of the abortion issue conveyed this founda-
tion as well: “To defend the dignity of every person, I am asking Congress 
to pass legislation to prohibit the late-term abortion of children who can 
feel pain in the mother’s womb.”86 Except for FOX News, there was a 
sense of diminishment, disagreement, or derision provided with the quotes. 
Trump was described minimally as trying to avert war through engaging 
in “‘bold new diplomacy [with his] historic push for peace on the Korean 
Peninsula,”87 and his assertion that if he “had not been elected President of 
the United States, we would right now, in [his] opinion, be in a major war 
with North Korea,”88 was essentially described as touting.89 And his focus 
on bringing troops home after eighteen years of war—“It is time to give our 
brave warriors in Syria a warm welcome home”—and working to “destroy 
the remnants of ISIS” was met with protestations that ISIS was essentially 
winning and he erroneously states that the “Taliban had been forced to bar-
gain for peace.”90

And of course, his description of “the situation on the southern border 
as an ‘urgent national crisis’ that he said threatened the security of ‘all of 
America’”91 was relayed, as was, in a considerably more limited sense, his 
description of it as a “a moral issue”: “‘The lawless state of our southern 
border is a threat to the safety, security and financial wellbeing of all Ameri-
cans.’ He added, ‘Tolerance for illegal immigration is not compassionate. It 
is actually very cruel.’”92 As will be seen, the overwhelming response of the 
press was to minimize and undercut these claims, except for Fox News which 
provided counterclaims but also more detail than the others by sharing that, 
“‘walls work and walls save lives,’ Trump said. . . . ‘So let’s work together, 
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compromise and reach a deal that will truly make America safe.’”93 “I am 
asking you to defend our very dangerous southern border out of love and 
devotion to our fellow citizens and to our country.”94

Even as some of what the president said was relayed, and interpreted as 
shown above, overall the press conveyed its interpretations of the president’s 
statements, not the president’s statements in their own force. So, in the presi-
dent’s speech he might have conveyed a Care foundation, but after recon-
textualization by the press, it became a Harm foundation, with the president 
depicted as harming America. Even as most all conveyed his important foun-
dation line of “If there is going to be peace and legislation, there cannot be 
war and investigation,”95 they undercut this by describing it as almost wishful 
thinking, by describing the president as “wanting” to be a leader who brought 
“peace,” but who never will.96 Instead, he was the leader who caused “bitter 
wounds.”97 And one who responds with an “unmistakable threat to the new 
Democratic House majority over impending oversight investigations into . . . 
alleged corruption in the administration.”98

It was the issue of immigration that saw the largest share of Care/Harm 
foundational examples. Speaking of Trump’s relaying the effectiveness 
of walls, the press characterized the success of the border wall in the San 
Diego area as Harmful: “House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, [for example,] has 
called such a wall an ‘immorality.’”99 Specifically, “The hardened border 
. . . pushed migrants to remote areas that are more dangerous [for them to 
cross]”100; therefore, how could Trump “continue to wage war for the hardline 
immigration policies,”101 such as choosing “to cage children and tear families 
apart.”102

Other issues were covered as well, with the same use of the Care/Harm part 
of the foundation—Democrats Care, Trump Harms:

 1. “‘President Trump must now take concrete steps to work with Democrats 
to strengthen the health and economic security of families across Amer-
ica,’ Ms. Pelosi said.”103

 2. Democrats are portrayed as “Protecting the Mueller investigation. . . . 
[They] will protect the investigation so truth can come to light.”104

 3. Speaking of the president’s comments decrying recent abortion expan-
sions through birth championed by Democrats,105 “The infant would be 
delivered. The infant would be kept comfortable. The infant would be 
resuscitated if that's what the mother and the family desired. And then a 
discussion would ensue between the physicians and the mother.”106

 4. “Shame on the president for using the State of the Union to vilify people 
who have abortions and the providers who care for them.”107

 5. “Stacey Abrams showed the President what real leadership was last night. 
She was thoughtful, caring, whereas he was not.”108
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 6. “Trump made no mention of North Korea'’ human rights abuses or other 
atrocities.”109

 7. “Trump did not mention any steps to counter the nation’s gun violence.”110

 8. “Trump sought to place the health care of Americans on center stage dur-
ing his State of the Union address last night. But as on other issues, his 
record is decidedly mixed.”111

Loyalty(Ingroup)/Betrayal

The grounding in Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal was at the level of the nation 
for President Trump, and the press, although downplaying many of the 
president’s references in this area, did relay some of his emphasis: “This is 
the time to rekindle the bonds of love and loyalty and memory that link us 
together as citizens, as neighbors, as patriots.”112 And, “‘We meet tonight at 
a moment of unlimited potential,’ he said at the outset, telling Congress that 
Americans hoped ‘we will govern not as two parties, but as one nation.’”113 
Be this as it may, overwhelmingly the press acted to undercut the president’s 
use of this moral foundation, mostly around the idea of unity, both in the 
House chamber and the nation at large. For examples:

 1. The speech was doomed to fail because President Trump was speaking 
before a highly “divided Congress . . . appealing to lawmakers’ sense of 
unity at a moment of deepening partisan spite.”114

 2. “On Tuesday, the president renewed calls for unity: ‘The decision is ours 
to make.’ Slightly past the midpoint of Trump’s first term in office, it has 
become clear that the Trump era will likely not be remembered for such 
sentiments.”115

 3. And he “did not address his role in inflaming partisan divisions.”116

 4. Some went so far as to read the president’s mind: “he believes his success 
will be determined by division instead of unity.”117

So, it was reported in passing by some that the president had “delivered 
a message of bipartisan unity”118 and that perhaps there was even a “brief 
moment of unity.”119 It was then reframed as follows: the “President’s track 
record indicates the luster of unity is unlikely to last.”120 Having framed 
Trump’s own policy initiatives as divisive and doomed to failure, the press 
was able to report that “Trump did make an apparently genuine effort to bring 
Americans together. He tried to combine key themes from his 2016 campaign 
into a patriotic creed behind which everyone could unite.”121 In essence, 
making the claim of unity ring hollow. Unity instead depended on bringing 
in nothing that could offend Democrats: “The speech veered between calls 
for unity and bipartisan cooperation and Republican red meat on abortion, 
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immigration, taxes, deregulation and anticommunism.”122 And in the same 
vein, “Pelosi maintained an even countenance as Trump ran through both 
odes to partisan unity and red meat lines such as ‘walls save lives’ that were 
calibrated to needle Democrats.”123

Of note is that all the disunity was the president’s fault, that the “appar-
ently unbridgeable ideological divides that hold Washington hostage and 
stifle a latent yearning for national unity”124 were so because of him. And this 
because “Trump offered few signs of flexibility on the political disputes that 
tear at national unity.”125 Moreover, through the “White House spin about 
how the President meant to unify a divided nation, he sent a clear message: 
Compromise means everyone needs to line up behind him.”126 Further tar-
geting the president, the press depicted Democrats as having “scorned the 
idea of unity from a president who has practiced the politics of division.”127 
Reporting using Loyalty(ingroup) foundations overwhelmingly cast Presi-
dent Trump as outside the American Ingroup:

 1. “Trump’s address was ‘political, divisive, calculating, even nasty at 
times.’”128

 2. “you can’t talk about comity and working together and give a speech that 
is so divisive.”129

 3. “His calls for unity were undermined by the most divisive agenda in mod-
ern history.”130

 4. “Separating families does not unify our nation.”131

 5. “Taking away people’s health care does not unify us. Blocking access to 
the ballot box does not unify us. Shutting down the government does not 
unify us. Building walls does not unify us.”132

 6. “It seems every year the president wakes up and discovers the desire 
for unity on the morning of the State of the Union, then the president 
spends the other 364 days of the year dividing us, and sowing a state of 
disunion.”133

 7. “He is so disingenuous that when he starts talking about unity it is almost 
laughable.”134

 8. “It’s hard to listen to a man with such a demonstrated inability to tell the 
truth—or even keep his word with members of either party—try to sell 
us on the idea that he’s now ready for bipartisanship and unity, that he’s 
poised to bring us together.”135

Fairness/Cheating

There was little evidence of the foundation of Fairness/Cheating, although 
when present, it was mainly associated with the president’s focus on “fairer 
drug pricing.”136 For instance: “Trump highlights health agenda with vow to 
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lower ‘unfair’ drug prices.”137 NBC News actually provided a lengthy quote 
from this section of the address: “It is unacceptable that Americans pay vastly 
more than people in other countries for the exact same drugs. . . . This is 
wrong, this is unfair, and together we will stop it. I am asking the Congress 
to pass legislation that finally takes on the problem of global freeloading and 
delivers fairness and price transparency for American patients.”138 This brief 
focus on fairness was impinged upon by another focus on the shutdown, 
sometimes described as “‘a stunt engineered by the president of the United 
States, one that defied every tenet of fairness and abandoned not just our 
people—but our values.’”139 Thus, what fairness was ascribed to the president 
was undercut by press perceptions of fairness.

Authority/Subversion

This foundation was seen primarily in President Trump’s confrontation 
with Socialist policies being supported or advanced by some Democrats in 
Congress. He was quoted as saying, “America was founded on liberty and 
independence—not government coercion, domination and control.”140 Also 
some minor mentions concerning illegal immigration with respect to border 
security: “‘America is committed to ending illegal immigration and putting 
the ruthless coyotes, cartels, drug dealers and human traffickers out of busi-
ness,’ Trump said, framing border security as a ‘moral issue.’”141

However, in similar vein with the others, this foundation’s impact was 
minimized in reporting; for instance, when the press reported, “Trump says 
the state of the southern border is ‘lawless,’ threatening the security of all 
Americans,”142 it would then, as shown in examples above, explain away or 
argue against it being “lawless.” Keep in mind that in the Care/Harm area 
when “lawless” is mentioned, then that is also here in authority: “issued 
another dark warning about the dangers of illegal immigration at the ‘lawless’ 
southern border . . . .”143

Additional examples of the press foundational use are randomly scattering 
throughout the reporting.

 1. A sense of “obstruction” of justice being used strongly by the press: “Rob-
ert Mueller finding impeachable offenses related to [Trump’s] campaign’s 
connections to Russia or obstruction of justice. . . .”144

 2. And contentions that “Mr. Trump himself recognized their [the investiga-
tions] ascension with his plea for Democrats not to pursue investigations 
of his administration. There was zero chance of them complying with that 
request.”145

 3. “[L]awmakers [at State of the Union addresses are usually] uneasy about 
skipping the ovations for fear of being caught on camera not applaud-
ing some patriotic or uplifting moment and seeming disrespectful or 
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churlish. . . . But Democrats on Tuesday had no qualms at all about failing 
to applaud Donald Trump.”146

 4. And Nancy Pelosi being described matriarchically: “She’s the mother of 
the country.”147

Sanctity(Purity)/Degradation

Very little of this foundation existed in press reports. When found, it was 
within discussion about abortion stemming from the president’s direct 
reference to it in his speech: “‘Let us work together to build a culture that 
cherishes innocent life’. . . . ‘Let us reaffirm a fundamental truth: all chil-
dren—born and unborn—are made in the holy image of God,’ he added.”148 
For the press, though, the abortion discussion revolved around new laws 
in New York and those proposed in Virginia that were done to protect the 
“life” of the mother. Trump was thus depicted as “degrading” the sanctity 
of the mother.

Press Summary

The news media framed five key themes and conveyed three moral founda-
tions (with two minimally represented). In terms of frames, Unity and Divi-
sion was the most prevalent and the strongest by far. President Trump was 
framed as insincere, unwilling to compromise with Democrats, and pushing 
only polarizing policies to intentionally create division. The partial govern-
ment shutdown was traumatic and completely Trump’s fault. Immigration 
reform for Trump is only about building a divisive physical wall. The fram-
ing of Illegal Immigration was overwhelmingly focused on a concrete wall, 
a physical barrier, and how ineffective it would be. Immigration reform for 
Trump was thus reduced to only being about building “the wall,” with this 
framing making other Trump immigration concerns less salient. The Mueller 
Investigation was exclusive to the press and was framed as almost a noble 
Democrat goal with Trump threatening Democrats in the address. Moreover, 
Trump was depicted as confused about the role of Congress, with the entire 
situation similar to Nixon and Watergate. In terms of the minor themes, 
congressional Women (Democrats) were framed as defiant and celebrating 
success at Trump’s expense. Abortion was framed as Democrats being sup-
porting of women and Trump as wrong. Socialism was framed as a limited, 
nonissue, in that Democrats were not embracing Socialism, that only the 
“gang of four” were socialist.

In terms of moral foundations, the news media overwhelmingly stressed 
the Care/Harm foundation. Pervasive and strong, it resonated throughout the 
press response; this was followed by a considerably less strong presence of 
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Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, which in turn was followed by an even weaker 
presence of Fairness/Cheating. Authority/Subversion and Sanctity/Degrada-
tion were almost nonexistent, and were present as a response to Trump’s 
speech. In terms of the Care/Harm foundation, some of Trump’s founda-
tional assertions were relayed, but in such a way as to minimize the Care 
portion; in short, Trump was depicted as wrong in wanting to bring troops 
home from Syria, for instance. Although his Care foundation with regard to 
immigration was hesitatingly shared, it too, like the others, was minimized. 
The overwhelming response of the press was to minimize and undercut these 
claims. In the speech Trump might have conveyed a Care foundation, but 
after recontextualization by the press, it was not a Caring foundation con-
veyed, but rather a Harm foundation, with the president as harming America. 
Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal was at the level of the Nation for Trump, and the 
press did relay this to some degree; however, at almost every turn the press 
acted to undercut this foundation, primarily using the notion of unity/division 
to do so. Instead of focusing on Trump’s calls for unity, the press focused on 
division, points of disagreement, and laid all this at the feet of the president. 
Trump was inflexible, not Democrats, and as such was betraying America. Of 
note is that as the press was so focused on division that the country did not 
feel the speech divisive at all. Many of the proposed policies that the press 
was decrying were actually popular with a majority of Americans; with only 
8 percent viewing the speech as divisive, as mentioned earlier. The Fairness/
Cheating foundation was minimally conveyed, and almost entirely by the 
notion of unfair drug prices that the president stressed he was attempting to 
fix. The press, although relaying this, undercut the moral weighting of the 
president by arguing against what Trump said, and by pushing the partial gov-
ernment shutdown as “unfair.” Since the shutdown was blamed on Trump, 
the unfair nature was ascribed to him. Authority/Subversion was even less 
conveyed, and almost entirely the areas of Socialism and Illegal Immigra-
tion. The press undercut the moral weighting of the president by minimizing 
or arguing against what he said. The essential moral argument pushed was 
that the president lacked Authority and was betraying Americans. Sanctity/
Degradation existed to paint Trump as appealing to hard-core pro-lifers and 
degrading the life of mothers. It was a minimally present in overall coverage, 
however.
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Anyone who even marginally follows politics knows that immigration has 
been a contentious issue throughout both Trump’s candidacy and presi-
dency. It began in earnest with his initial campaign announcement on June 
16, 2015: “They’re [Mexico] sending people that have lots of problems, and 
they’re bringing those problems with [them]. They’re bringing drugs, they’re 
bringing crime, they’re rapists . . .” and most in the mainstream news media 
(MSM) stopped listening and starting reporting there. The rest of that ignored 
paragraph, like parts of the speech before, went like this: “and some, I assume 
are good people, but I speak to border guards and they tell us what we’re 
getting. And it only makes common sense. They’re sending us not the right 
people. It’s coming from more than Mexico. It’s coming from all over South 
and Latin America, and it’s coming probably . . . from the Middle East.”1 
The MSM, Democrat opponents, and left-leaning Twittersphere became fix-
ated on “They’re bringing drugs, they’re bringing crime, they’re rapists,” and 
accusations of Trump’s “racism” and “xenophobia” from those quarters have 
strongly continued unabated since.2

President Trump’s initial attempts to modify border crossings, place a 
temporary ban on visa entries from terrorist compromised countries, and to 
build his promised wall were all met with extremely negative MSM cover-
age and also oppositional legal actions, much of which went initially against 
the Trump administration in lower courts only to end up at the Supreme 
Court where the Trump administration has prevailed about two-thirds of the 
time.3 Regardless of the outcomes, immigration issues, even when echoing 
or extending those of the Obama administration, have become a lightening 
rod for criticism and negative press coverage of Trump and his administra-
tion. And yet, immigration is a well-known problem, one in desperate need of 
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reform, an issue that no presidential administration since Johnson’s in 1965 
has addressed with any real success.

PRESIDENT TRUMP’S SPEECH

On May 16, 2019, President Trump announced through a formal speech his 
plan for comprehensive legal immigration reform.4 Trump framed the overall 
plan as a “fair, modern, and lawful system of immigration,” stressing that 
“it’s about time” that such an overhaul is made. For President Trump, the plan 
“proposal fulfills our sacred duty to those living here today, while ensuring 
America remains a welcoming country to immigrants joining us tomorrow. 
And we want immigrants coming in. We cherish the open door that we want 
to create for our country, but a big proportion of those immigrants must come 
in through merit and skill.” Ultimately, for the Trump administration, the plan 
is “just common sense,” and it is pushed as “pro-American, pro-immigrant, 
and pro-worker.” Importantly, with the nationwide abundance of talk about 
“illegal immigration,” including his own, Trump only uses that term once in 
his speech.

Framing

There are four main themes in the president’s speech, each distinctively 
framed: Legal Immigration, Purpose of the Plan, Physical Infrastructure, and 
Legal Issues.

Legal Immigration: Framing Merit

This was the heart of the speech, and President Trump frames the present sys-
tem of legal immigration simply: it “is totally dysfunctional. . . . America’s 
last major overhaul of our legal admissions policy was 54 years ago.” In its 
place he wishes to see something “fair, transparent, and promot[ing] equal-
ity and opportunity for all.” Importantly, the “plan makes no change to the 
number of green cards allocated each year. But instead of admitting people 
through random chance, we will establish simple, universal criteria for admis-
sion to the United States. No matter where in the world you’re born, no matter 
who your relatives are, if you want to become an American citizen, it will be 
clear exactly what standard we ask you to achieve.” Trump feels “merit” is 
the key, and thus the new plan.

Highlighting broken features of current law, the president offers this edu-
cational component: “66 percent of legal immigrants come here on the basis 
of random chance. They’re admitted solely because they have a relative in 
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the United States. And it doesn’t really matter who that relative is. Another 
21 percent of immigrants are issued either by random lottery, or because they 
are fortunate enough to be selected for humanitarian relief.” He frames this 
as a problem, one fundamentally at odds with certain American values: “Ran-
dom selection is contrary to American values and blocks out many qualified 
potential immigrants from around the world who have much to contribute.” 
Ultimately, his plan is designed to “create a clear path for top talent,” and this 
is linked with other Western countries such as Canada.

The randomness of the current admission system brings in those with 
or without skill sets, and that these “senseless rules of the current system” 
prevent the US government from giving preference to highly desirable voca-
tions: “We’re not able to give preference to a doctor, a researcher, a student 
who graduated number one in his class from the finest colleges in the world.” 
Instead, “the annual green card flow is mostly low-wage and low-skilled. 
Newcomers compete for jobs against the most vulnerable Americans and put 
pressure on our social safety net and generous welfare programs.” This policy 
has counterproductive results, and even though wages “are rising . . . our cur-
rent immigration system works at cross-purposes, placing downward pressure 
on wages for the working class, which is what we don’t want to do.” Continu-
ing an educational component, the president states that only “12 percent of 
legal immigrants are selected based on skill or based on merit. In countries 
like Canada, Australia, and New Zealand—and others—that number is closer 
to 60 and even 70 and 75 percent, in some cases.”

To make necessary changes, then, the plan seeks to “increase the propor-
tion of highly skilled immigration from 12 percent to 57 percent,” and the 
president would like to see that “go higher.” Stressing again the standardized 
nature of this plan, he adds, “This will bring us in line with other countries 
and make us globally competitive.” The plan does not do away with family 
preferences, only truncates them, so spouses and children are still prioritized: 
“They go right to the front of the line . . . where they should be.”

Certainly, the president must contend with the characterization from some 
quarters (Democrats, the press, etc.) that he is anti-immigrant. So, making a 
link with recent immigrants, and perhaps speaking to allegations of his anti-
immigrant stance, Trump adds, “The millions of legal immigrants who have 
come to America over the past half century are now cherished members of 
our national family. [It is] in their interest, and their children’s interest, to 
adopt a green card system that promotes a rising standard of living for all of 
our citizens.”

Purpose of the Plan

Presidential initiatives are often bold, and Trump’s plan here is no excep-
tion. The plan is put forth as one to “transform America’s immigration 
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system into the pride of our nation and the envy of the modern world.” 
Even more aspirational is the plan’s envisioned purpose of building upon 
America’s “rich history of immigration, while strengthening the bonds of 
citizenship that bind us together as a national family.” To contextualize 
the political situation, and single out Congressional Democrats, Trump 
states, “Democrats are proposing open borders, lower wages, and, frankly, 
lawless chaos. We are proposing an immigration plan that puts the jobs, 
wages, and safety of American workers first.” As part of contextualizing 
this policy initiative, the speech taps into a “time” element when it char-
acterizes the administration’s policy as “our strong, fair, and pro-America 
immigration policy. It’s time to restore our national unity and reaffirm 
our national purpose. It is time to rebuild our country for all Americans.” 
It then calls for unifying around a common purpose: “Together, we will 
create an immigration system to make America safer, and stronger, and 
greater than ever before.” Ultimately, the plan is designed to “promote 
integration, assimilation, and national unity,” while promoting a culture 
that “respects, and even strengthens, our culture, our traditions, and our 
values.”

Physical Infrastructure: Focus on Security Through Technology

President Trump does seek common ground on border security, offering that 
“everyone agrees that the physical infrastructure on the border and the ports 
of entry [are] gravely underfunded and woefully inadequate.” Pointing out 
current practices, he continues, stating that crossing points “scan only a small 
fraction of the vehicles, goods, and all of the other things coming across, 
including people. And, sadly, the drugs pour across our border.” Alleviating 
such problems comes through infrastructure change, notably, investing in 
“technology to better scan everything coming through [and] curbing the flow 
of drugs and contraband, while speeding up legal trade and commerce.” This 
will in part by accomplished by setting up a “permanent and self-sustaining 
border security trust fund.”

Part of this infrastructure update and expansion includes continuing con-
struction of the walls already on the border; however, “the wall,” is posi-
tioned not as part of this particular plan, but of something already in process: 
“Importantly, we’re already building the wall, and we should have close to 
400 miles built by the end of next year, and probably even more than that. 
It’s going up very rapidly.” In this sense, the wall is not included as a solu-
tion to all problems, but rather a small component of the actions addressing 
a litany of problems at the border, and a solution already in the process of 
being enacted.
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Legal Issues: Framing Incentives

The president relies on expert testimony of sorts to focus on removal of 
incentives for smuggling women and children. He states that law enforce-
ment personnel see the smuggling, but that the American people do not 
hear about it. Stating that current “law and federal court rulings encourage 
criminal organizations to smuggle children across the border,” the president 
shares that the “tragic result is that 65 percent of all border-crossers this 
year were either minors or adults traveling with minors.” Addressing this 
issue, and addressing a policy of family separation started with the Obama 
administration but made contentious under his own administration, the 
new plan “will change the law to stop the flood of child smuggling and to 
humanely reunite unaccompanied children with their families back home—
and rapidly.”

Specifically addressing concerns of false asylum claims, he adds that 
“legitimate asylum seekers are being displaced by those lodging frivolous 
claims . . . to gain admission into our country,” and then shows how this 
harms more than just those honestly seeking asylum in that those abusing 
it are “also strain[ing] our public school systems, our hospitals, and local 
shelters, using funds that we should, and that have to, go to elderly veterans, 
at-risk youth, Americans in poverty, and those in genuine need of protection. 
We’re using the funds that should be going to them. And that shouldn’t hap-
pen.” Asking for support for the plan, the president specifies that the plan 
“expedites relief for legitimate asylum seekers by screening out the meritless 
claims” and also “closes loopholes in federal law to make clear that gang 
members and criminals are inadmissible.”

Moral Foundations

President Trump’s speech touches upon all five moral foundations, but not 
with equal emphasis. Overwhelmingly, we find Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal as 
the primary foundation in this speech. This is followed by Care/Harm, Fair-
ness/Cheating, Sanctity/Degradation, and Authority/Subversion in decreasing 
order of presence.

Loyalty(Ingroup)/Betrayal

The strongest and most pervasive moral foundation was that of 
Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal. The president spoke of creating a “fair, modern, 
and lawful system of immigration,” one that would be the “pride of our 
nation,” in addition to “strengthening the bonds of citizenship that bind us 
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together as a national family”; the plan would capitalize on the fact that “we 
have forged one people and one nation under God.” The plan was charac-
terized as “pro-immigrant,” one that “stops illegal immigration.” Further 
heightening the link with loyalty/ingroups was the idea that the plan, although 
acting to stop unlimited chain migration, would still “prioritize the immedi-
ate family of new Americans—spouses and children.” The stress on family 
was repeated by the president’s plan in that new immigrant citizens are now 
“cherished members of our national family.”

Part of the plan’s name even stressed Ingroup Loyalty, “the Build America 
visa.” The main idea was to “promote integration, assimilation, and national 
unity, [thus] future immigrants will be required to learn English and to pass a 
civics exam prior to admission.” “We give them a history, a heritage, a home, 
and a future of limitless possibilities and potential.” It was characterized as a 
“pro-America immigration policy,” one that restores “our national unity and 
reaffirm our national purpose.”

Care/Harm

After Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, the next most intense foundation was Care/
Harm. Of note is that it was evenly split between just those two poles, with 
the president making half of his case for the Harm the present system is doing 
and the other half relying on how the new system would exhibit Caring quali-
ties. In terms of Harm, the “Democrats are proposing open borders, lower 
wages, and . . . lawless chaos.” There are problems at the border, including 
drugs and human trafficking. Additionally, rampant asylum abuse strains the 
entire system, as does the widespread instances of illegal immigration. Trump 
points out that “foreign workers are coming in and they’re taking the jobs that 
would normally go to American workers.”

In terms of Care, the new plan would put “the jobs, wages, and safety of 
American workers first” and “fully secures the border” while it also “pro-
tects American wages.” Thus, it puts “security and wages first,” through 
a “merit-based, high-security plan.” The idea is to make the border “100 
percent operationally secure”; “humanely reunite unaccompanied children 
with their families back home” while also “affording protection to those 
fleeing government persecutions”—all of this within a context of keeping 
out dangerous felons, gang members, and so on. According to the plan, the 
current policy is not obtaining the best and brightest from around world, 
whereas the new plan would, and is also in the interest of new immigrant 
citizens: “it is . . . in their interest, and their children’s interest, to adopt a 
green card system that promotes a rising standard of living for all of our 
citizens.”
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Fairness/Cheating

The main negative expressed in this foundation is that the random selection of 
the current policy is “inherently unfair.” It “discriminate[s] against brilliance.” 
Moreover, those who immigrate illegally are essentially line breaking, cheat-
ing; thus, another inherently unfair practice. Cheating is also implied by those 
gaming the present system through which “legitimate asylum seekers are being 
displaced by those lodging frivolous claims.” The new policy will “create a 
fair, modern, and lawful system of immigration.” For Trump, “The system 
will finally be fair, transparent, and promote equality and opportunity for all.”

Part of the inherent Fairness is based on the idea that it will be “merit-
based” not based on familial connections and line jumping. The plan will 
“establish simple, universal criteria for admission to the United States. 
Ultimately, the administration characterizes it as a “fair, and pro-America 
immigration policy.”

Sanctity/Degradation

Although in only a few instances, the new policy is firmly placed within the 
tradition of linking government actions with a higher purpose, a higher duty 
than to one’s political party. Referring to both the founding of the nation and 
to legal immigrants, Trump states that “we have forged one people and one 
nation under God.” And importantly, the plan is characterized in such a way 
that it enlarges its purpose: “Our proposal fulfills our sacred duty to those 
living here today.”

Authority/Subversion

This foundation, although present, was minimally touched upon: “we pledge 
allegiance to the same, great American flag” and the policy is one that 
“strengthens, our culture, our traditions, and our values.” Although minimally 
touched upon, its presence in such a short speech does act to underpin the 
policy proposed, particularly with the focus on legal immigration.

Trump Summary

The Trump speech framed seven key themes and conveyed on all five moral 
foundations. In terms of frames, Legal Immigration was dominant. The pres-
ent system was characterized as old and broken, and entry relied primarily on 
luck of the draw and who you knew. The old system, because of its random-
ness, did not represent well American values. New system would be merit 
and skill based, and thus fairer to low-income Americans and current legal 
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immigrants. The Purpose of the Plan was framed as an update to the legal 
immigration system, one that would focus on a common purpose, strengthen 
bonds of citizenship, and promote American unity. Framing of the Physical 
Infrastructure had to do with sharing potential points of bipartisanship, as well 
as stressing that this was more than the continuation of adding on to existing 
walls, but also the investment in security through technological innovations. 
Finally, Legal Issues were framed to accentuate the immediate need to change 
the laws so they no longer facilitated child and human smuggling. Moreover, 
false asylum claims were overwhelming the system, and Americans needed 
protection from criminals and abusers of the system.

Of the three moral foundations, Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal was the stron-
gest and most pervasive. Strengthening “the bonds of citizenship that bind 
us together as a national family” through the creation of a new system of 
immigration that promotes national unity was stressed. Thus, the new system 
is pro-immigrant (Loyalty) and anti-illegal immigrant (Betrayal). The plan 
acts to protect immediate family members, and provides history, heritage, 
and a home. The Care/Harm foundation was evenly split, with the present 
system being harmful to immigrants, to citizens, and to national unity; the 
new system would care for legal immigrants, citizens, and promote national 
unity. The Fairness/Cheating foundation stressed both aspects of this founda-
tion. Those coming in illegally, or making false asylum claims are cheating; 
the present system’s randomness of selection is inherently unfair. Eliminating 
these issues, and focusing on merit-based immigration is fair. The Sanctity/
Degradation foundation supports Trump’s linking immigration reform to One 
Nation Under God, so it becomes a “sacred” duty. Finally, Authority/Subver-
sion involved pledging allegiance to the Flag, and working to strengthening 
traditions and values.

PRESS RESPONSE

Although a contentious issue, the overall press response was restrained in 
terms of sheer numbers.5 The main themes expressed in the news stories 
are, in order of strength: Criticism of Plan Specifics, The 2020 Election, and 
What’s Missing From the Plan.

Framing

Criticisms of Plan Specifics

This was by far the most powerful frame in the press response, with the actual 
coverage about the specifics of the Trump administration’s plan ranging from 
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rather detailed to almost nothing. For instance, one article only mentioned the 
specifics of the plan in a quote by a Tea Party activist: “Ending the visa lot-
tery system and increasing merit-based immigration practices are two good 
steps in the effort to realign America’s immigration system with our own 
national priorities, but they’re not nearly enough.”6 A more detailed article 
stated that the proposal would “create a system that favors applicants who 
are highly skilled, well-educated and speak English, as well as have potential 
employment over family-based immigration.”7 Some important contextual-
izing information was provided in this article as well. Sharing White House 
estimates, this article conveyed that “12 percent of people who obtain green 
cards and citizenship do so based on ‘employment and skill,’ while 66 per-
cent enter via family-based connections and 22 percent through humanitarian 
visas and the diversity lottery. Under the new proposal, employment and skill 
would increase to 57 percent, 33 percent for family-based and 10 percent 
for everything else.”8 Finally, the newly created visa program is mentioned: 
“The merit-based system proposal is centered around what would be called 
the ‘Build America’ visa. It recognizes three categories: extraordinary talent, 
professional and specialized vocations, and exceptional students.”9

However, the above are the exceptions, with the majority of articles 
contextualizing specifics within a frame of criticism. Both The Washington 
Post and The New York Times, for instance, erroneously stated that the plan 
would eliminate spouses and children of immigrants from being allowed 
into the country.10 For instance, The New York Times wrote: “Democrats and 
immigration advocates have long opposed many of the proposals outlined by 
Mr. Trump, like scaling back the family-based immigration system, which 
allows immigrants to bring their spouses and children to live with them, and 
. . .”11 Although true that family-based migration would be cut (from roughly 
66 percent currently to about 33 percent), this is primarily targeted toward 
eliminating chain migration. The parent category would be curtailed, but not 
entirely eliminated, and spouses and children are prioritized. On this point 
The Washington Post wrote, “Because Trump does not intend to increase 
the number of green cards issued per year, that would mean that the parent 
category would be significantly cut if not eliminated.”12 The New York Times 
quoted those particularly opposed to the president’s plan as saying, “It was 
no surprise that Trump is seeking to devastate family reunifications. ‘That 
is the consistent theme of this administration. . . . Yet, Melania [Trump] has 
benefited from the immigration system; his in-laws are here because of the 
immigration system. He demonizes immigrants when he is benefiting and 
profiting from undocumented workers at his golf club.’”13

In particular, with the plan put into a context of the 2020 election (dis-
cussed below) instead of into a context of a starting point of immigration 
reform, the criticisms of the press are better understood. For instance, “But 
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as the details trickled out, so did the questions. How would the administration 
address the massive influx of refugees at the border? What would happen to 
young immigrants living in the U.S. since childhood known as ‘DREAmers’ 
as well as millions more who have spent decades working in this country? 
And while Trump’s plan called to improve border security in general, was 
the president ready to let go of that ‘big, beautiful wall’ he promised on the 
campaign?”14

The most frequently quoted source for criticism of the proposals came 
from House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. The Speaker was relayed repeatedly as 
objecting “to the use of the word ‘merit’ when it comes to immigration selec-
tion, calling it ‘condescending.’ ‘Are they saying family is without merit? 
Are they saying most of the people who have ever come to the United States 
in the history of our country are without merit because they don’t have an 
engineering degree?’”15 She continues, “This dead-on-arrival plan is not a 
remotely serious proposal.”16

Quotes from numerous critics were provided, conveying a sense of wide-
spread criticism, even as the plan itself fell safely into the majority opinion 
of Americans:

 1. “Maria Teresa Kumar, president and CEO of Voto Latino, said the plan 
is ‘an illusion’ that gives Trump space to ‘own the airwaves’ on immigra-
tion while side-stepping serious problems. ‘We have created the cruelest 
modern-day policy against children,’ she said of the situation at the bor-
der. ‘There is no urgency in this plan.’”17

 2. The proposed civics test was described as “at best unnecessary and could 
screen out some very skilled, ambitious immigrants who are ready to be 
productive in America, whatever the test says. . . .”18

 3. And since it did not address DREAMers, it was “a nonstarter with Demo-
crats in Congress.”19

 4. Left-leaning Amnesty International was quoted as calling the plan “an 
outrageous attempt to shut doors to everyone but the most wealthy and 
privileged individuals, circumventing human rights and legal obligations 
toward asylum-seekers.”

 5. The discredited Southern Poverty Law Center20 was quoted as calling the 
plan “profoundly anti-American” and said the “English-language require-
ment is deeply at odds with our nation’s values and diversity.”21

 6. For The New York Times, the plan was about “bashing Democrats as advo-
cates of ‘open boarders, lower wages and, frankly, lawless chaos. . . .’”22

 7. The New York Times also made the argument that since you cannot send 
illegal unaccompanied children back because they left poor conditions, 
that the plan is essentially immoral and you might as well allow the par-
ents of the children into the country.23
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2020 Election

This frame intertwined with the other frames, providing important context for 
understanding, from the press’s point of view, the new immigration policy. 
Although a year and a half away, the press strongly framed all coverage of 
the event, even the other frames, as an election issue. Speaking of the plan, 
the press asks, “Can it pass before the 2020 presidential election?” Injecting 
this goal into the mix, the press questioned President Trump on the issues, 
to which he was relayed as saying, “If for some reason Democrats don’t go 
along with his plan, it will pass after Democrats [sic] win back the House 
in 2020, teeing up another reason for the president’s supporters to come out 
to the polls next November.”24 Another example shows the strength of this 
framing: “The president also framed the immigration debate in terms of his 
reelection campaign, threatening that if Democrats refused to support what 
he called his ‘merit-based, high-security plan,’ he would pass it ‘immediately 
after the election, when we take back the House, keep the Senate and, of 
course, hold the presidency.’”25

NBC News devoted an entire article to frame the policy announcement as 
an attempt to “play for the middle . . . with [a] legal immigration focus.”26 
They, along with other news sources, suggested that the president was 
“choosing a thin slice of popular turf on which to make his stand. It’s a rare 
Trump play for the middle. Ultimately, Trump’s new plan is mostly a change 
in his rhetorical focus — from illegal immigration to overhauling the nation’s 
legal immigration system.”27 Although the plan was specifically developed 
to stress areas of potential bipartisanship, the press presented it as an either/
or consideration for the 2020 election: Trump must either deal with both 
illegal and legal immigration issues at the same time or deal with nothing. 
The plan had been placed into a context of “too narrow,” with the press fol-
lowing this by quoting Democrats responding that it was not comprehensive 
enough: “And that’s why Democrats rushed Thursday to put a wider lens on 
his overall policies.”28 This Democrat-led effort was presented as dangerous 
to Trump’s policy priorities, since “there may be some risk for Trump in his 
omissions, as activists on both sides of the immigration debate called him out 
for not prioritizing matters they see as crises.”29 Thus, no starting point, and 
the middle ground is dangerous.

CNN was perhaps the most pointed in placing a partisan interpretation on 
the policy proposal, writing that Trump was hoping “for political victories 
to showcase to voters in the 2020 election. The President is a shrewd politi-
cal operator. It’s always possible that he’s deluding himself—but not likely. 
So the most plausible interpretation . . . is that it’s trying to maximize the 
political capital he can wring out of each initiative — a sure sign that an elec-
tion is just 18 months away and approaching fast.”30 And, even as it seems 
likely, without evidence The New York Times speculated, “Mr. Trump’s latest 
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immigration proposal was drafted by [advisors] who spent months working 
on a plan that would double as a central plank of Mr. Trump’s 2020 cam-
paign.”31 Offering no support, The Washington Post simply quoted an immi-
gration rights activist who “dismissed Trump’s plan as a campaign ploy.”32

What’s Missing

Closely linked with the Criticisms of Plan Specifics frame was inclusion 
of the idea that the plan was deficient because it did not contain items that 
the media thought it should; in short, a What’s Missing frame. This frame 
intentionally omits the idea pushed by the administration that the plan was 
a starting point for discussion where it thought there might be opportunities 
for bipartisanship. The media pointed out that although the “plan does try 
to curb illegal immigration by building more wall and modernizing ports of 
entry, it does not tackle the issue of undocumented immigrants already in the 
United States.”33 Additionally, and importantly pointed out by most of the 
media outlets, “It does not discuss what to do with temporary workers and it 
does not handle finding a pathway to citizenship for the so-called ‘DREAM-
ers’ or those temporarily covered by Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, 
DACA, an ongoing priority for Democrats and swing-state Republicans.”34 
The assumption being that a pathway for citizenship must be found.

Others pointed out that it “avoids hot-button issues like the growing back-
log of asylum-seekers and the status of so-called Dreamers and is almost 
certainly dead on arrival in Congress.”35 A few news organizations mentioned 
concerns of nonleft-leaning activists: “There may be some risk for Trump 
in his omissions, as activists on both sides of the immigration debate called 
him out for not prioritizing matters they see as crises—such as the surge of 
migrants to the U.S.-Mexico border on the political right and the undeter-
mined status of the so-called DREAMers on the left.”36 However, it was the 
concerns of Democrats and liberal activists that were highlighted as making 
the plan untenable, summed up in this statement by House Speaker Nancy 
Pelosi, mentioned above: “This dead-on-arrival plan is not a remotely serious 
proposal.”37 This was in large part ascribed to the fact that “Trump’s plan 
doesn’t address millions of undocumented immigrants who are currently in 
the country, including the so-called DREAMers who were brought to the U.S. 
as children, or the treatment of minors and their families at the U.S.-Mexico 
border.”38 This type of criticism repeated itself often, just in slightly different 
phrasing: “Trump’s plan does not address the status of immigrants brought 
to the U.S. illegally as children and thus is a nonstarter with Democrats in 
Congress.”39 It was thus, “dead-on-arrival.”40 The media went so far as to 
cherry-pick a quote from Democrat Senator Kamala Harris, who asserted 
that the plan “was rooted in an alternative reality that does not exist. ‘I will 
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tell you that I found the announcement today to be shortsighted. I found it to 
be an indication of an intention to not be relevant for the largest of number 
of people.’”41

The DREAMers were particularly focused upon: CNN quoted Democrat 
Senate Minority Leader Schumer as saying that a “plan that did not address 
protections for the so-called Dreamers, the roughly 700,000 young, undocu-
mented immigrants brought to the United States as children or the 11 million 
undocumented immigrants currently living in the United States was a non-
starter. ‘It ain’t happening,’ he said.”42 The Washington Post asserted that the 
plan “sidesteps some major components of the nation’s immigration system 
that can be far more complex and controversial to resolve, such as the fate of 
the estimated 11 million immigrants without legal status and visas for tempo-
rary, low-skilled workers issues that have divided the Republican Party and 
pit the business community against labor unions.”43

Moral Foundations

In part due to the topic of the coverage—immigration—the news media’s 
largest moral foundation was Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, followed by rela-
tively coequal uses of Authority/Subversion, Care/Harm, and, finally, mini-
mal use of Fairness/Cheating.

Loyalty(Ingroup)/Betrayal

Although most pronounced for both the Trump administration and the news 
media, the moral foundation the press relayed was decidedly negative. Some 
sense of the Trump administration foundation was provided, though, yet gen-
erally in a weakened sense, with no single sense of Ingroup Loyalty relayed: 
“‘Our proposal is pro-America, pro-immigrant and pro-worker.’”44 Addition-
ally, the plan would “unify families,”45 and allow in those “who will love 
and respect our country.”46 Minimally reported was Trump’s hope that the 
“measures . . . would reinforce American values [and create] an immigration 
system that respects and even strengthens our culture, our traditions and our 
values.”47 Left out of the reporting was that the White House stressed that 
“What we tried to do is pick the places where we can unite.”48

For the news media, there was a betrayal of the Ingroup. President Trump’s 
record of immigration was relayed negatively, in that he allowed “lengthy 
detention of families at the border.”49 Through quotes his shift from chain 
migration to merit-based migration was depicted as an attack on the “fam-
ily”: “Are they saying family is without merit?”50 For the press, “Trump’s 
proposal would create a system that favors applicants who are highly skilled, 
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well-educated and speak English, as well as have potential employment over 
family-based immigration.”51 In this sense, it would attack families since it 
would “cut deeply into family-based [chain] migration.”52 Because of this, 
“What the president is proposing is a xenophobic, anti-immigrant agenda that 
if applied to previous generations would have barred millions of European 
and Asian immigrants from contributing to our country.”53 This type of foun-
dational contextualization continued throughout the coverage:

 1. “Trump is seeking to devastate family reunifications.”54

 2. He is “gutting our asylum and refugee protections.”55

 3. The plan is “virulently antiimmigrant.”56

 4. It is a “‘political document that is antiimmigration reform . . .’ [it simply 
repackages] ‘the same partisan, radical antiimmigrant policies . . .’”57

 5. This “proposal to restrict family immigration undermines American 
values.”58

 6. “Democrats and immigration advocates have long opposed many of the 
proposals outlined by Mr. Trump, like scaling back the family-based 
immigration system, which allows immigrants to bring their spouses and 
children to live with them.”59

Keep in mind that the proposed plan prioritized spouses and children.
They also attempted to downplay the president’s concern with community 

safety, in that although he claims that “undocumented immigrants has caused 
a spike in crime, recent studies have shown no link between communities with 
increased undocumented immigrant populations and crime.”60 Too, the MSM 
use of “undocumented migrants”61 or “undocumented immigrants” functions 
as repudiation of the president’s use of “illegal immigrant,” and thus acts to 
counter his term’s link to a positive conception of Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, 
whereas the media’s use attempts to shift the notion from nation to global and 
nation to immigrant expanded family. This shift also involves the foundation 
of Authority/Subversion.

Authority/Subversion

The administration was depicted as stressing that the plan “is designed to 
become law,”62 and differentiated between illegal and legal immigration. The 
plan was designed to “create a ‘fair, modern and lawful system of immigra-
tion.’”63 However, much stress was placed on the absence of policy initiatives 
dealing with illegal immigration, as such the administration being unable 
“legally to detain families” past twenty days.64 The new plan “would by 
law allow”65 longer detentions. Trump’s assertion that if not passed, “illegal 
immigration and the crisis at our border will remain the issue at the forefront 
of the 2020 election” was partially conveyed.66 However, little stressed was 
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the president’s moral assertion that “Democrats are proposing open borders, 
lower wages and frankly, lawless chaos.”67

The press did relay to some extent the tension between illegal and legal, 
but almost exclusively in the context of dealing with the group known as 
DREAMers: the “plan does not address the status of immigrants brought 
to the U.S. illegally as children and thus is a nonstarter with Democrats in 
Congress.”68 Within this context the administration’s change of focus “from 
illegal immigration to overhauling the nation’s legal immigration system”69 
was noted, but to highlight its noncomprehensive nature, thus ensuring its 
“non-starter” status. Additionally, some criticism was brought in assert-
ing the president was overstepping or abusing his authority: the plan was a 
“despicable abdication of moral authority,”70 and his contemplation of using 
the “Insurrection Act, an arcane law that allows the president to employ the 
military to combat lawlessness or rebellion, to remove illegal immigrants, 
was another example of the same abuse.”71

Care/Harm

The moral underpinning of Care was conveyed by numerous quotes from 
the president. Thus, the plan, according to the president, “puts the jobs, 
wages and safety of American workers first,”72 “fully secures the border,” 
and “establishes a new legal immigration system that protects American 
wages.’”73 Additionally, the White House considered it a “merit based, high-
security plan.”74 Minimally reported by the MSM was the presidential con-
ception that “putting in place measures to only allow high-qualified people 
to enter will help build a skilled workforce while not threatening Americans 
with blue-collar jobs”75 and the importance of “protecting wages, attracting 
talent and unifying families.”76

In contrast, the news media’s conception of Care involved attempting 
to deflate President Trump’s claims: Although the president claims that 
“undocumented immigrants has caused a spike in crime, recent studies have 
shown no link between communities with increased undocumented immi-
grant populations and crime.”77 Additionally, they acted to show the president 
as Harming people:

 1. “His plans . . . would simply prolong his war on immigrants.”78

 2. “We have created the cruelest modern-day policy against children.”79

 3. “It could be a barrier to very productive immigrants becoming a part of 
American Society.”80

Fairness/Cheating

Although strongly asserted by President Trump, the press only lightly 
reported the administration position that “his proposal would create a ‘fair, 
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modern and lawful system of immigration’”81 The single most quoted line 
was some form of the president’s “we discriminate against brilliance.”82 The 
press highlighted instead what it considered the unfair (or cheating) nature of 
the proposal:

 1. “President Trump’s proposed immigration plan is . . . outrageous . . . cir-
cumventing human rights and legal obligations toward asylum-seekers.”83

 2. The plan is “profoundly anti-American.”84

 3. President Trump “demonizes immigrants when he is benefiting and profit-
ing from undocumented workers at his golf club.”85

Press Summary

The news media framed four key themes and conveyed four moral foun-
dations. In terms of frames, Criticism of Plan Specifics was the dominant 
frame. Here we have the press opposing the plan, even to the point of inac-
curately characterizing it. So, for instance, the press stated, erroneously, 
that immediate family members will be denied entry, complained that the 
plan, which focuses on legal immigration, did not address illegal immigra-
tions, omitted that the plan was a place to start negotiations, intoned that the 
president should not persist in wanting a wall, pushed the use of “merit” as 
a consideration as demeaning, and asserted that criticism of the plan was 
widespread. In terms of the 2020 Election frame, the press stressed that the 
plan was only an election ploy and not a serious proposal. Thus, the plan as 
a starting point was ignored in favor of imposition of a 2020 frame. Thus, in 
terms of what is missing from the speech, the context of a “starting point,” 
stressed by Trump, is lost. So, either no context is provided for understand-
ing the speech and subsequent criticisms, or it was put into the context of the 
upcoming 2020 election. In terms of the What’s Missing frame, the list was 
strongly pushed: doesn’t address “undocumented migrants” in the United 
States already; doesn’t find pathway to citizenship for “DREAMers”; doesn’t 
address DACA; complained that a citizenship pathway was not found for all; 
did not fix asylum backlog.

In terms of moral foundations, the MSM overwhelmingly stressed the 
Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal foundation at the level of both the family and 
the world. The family unit was paramount, but only immigrant families, not 
those composed of US citizens; Loyalty to the United States did not exist. 
Trump’s focus on merit was relayed as a Betrayal of the family, even as the 
plan specifically called for keeping the basic family unit of parents and chil-
dren together. Authority/Subversion conveyed the president’s shift in focus 
from illegal to legal immigration concerns, but also with excluding the legal 
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status of DREAMers. The president was depicted as misusing or ignoring 
his Authority. The president’s conception of Care/Harm was conveyed, and 
through his quotes elements of Caring for the nation and legal immigrants 
existed in press reports. However, building a skilled workforce, protecting 
wages, and unifying families were essentially ignored. The press foundational 
aspects acted to counter Trump’s claims, actually arguing against his notion 
of Care as something unnecessary or even harmful for illegal immigrants, 
for families, and for children. Fairness/Cheating was relayed not through 
Trump’s explanation of how the new system would be fair and eliminate 
“cheating,” but rather through the press’s conception of how it would be 
unfair to both legal and illegal immigrants.
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That President Trump believes the mainstream news media tries to harm 
him is no secret. He makes his views well known through repeated public 
statements on the issue, “tweeting,” for instance, “The FAKE NEWS media 
(failing @nytimes, @NBCNews, @ABC, @CBS, @CNN) is not my enemy, 
it is the enemy of the American People!”1 All presidents have privately 
complained, with research data showing Republican presidents have more to 
complain about than their Democrat peers, yet Trump is the first to single out 
the press for such public and severe denunciations.2 As we saw in chapter 2, 
Trump has received extensive and overwhelmingly negative press coverage, 
and this antagonistic relationship continues with, for instance, his ordering 
Federal agencies in October 2019 to cancel subscriptions to The Washington 
Post and The New York Times.3

But are such presidential characterizations and actions warranted? Cer-
tainly the Trump administration thinks so, with, for instance, then White 
House chief strategist Steve Bannon reportedly saying on February 15, 2017, 
this about mainstream media (MSM) journalists in a presidential press line: 
“the opposition party, all lined up.”4 Some in the MSM think there are prob-
lems as well, although usually such acknowledgments come from outside the 
MSM. For example, Piers Morgan, no friend of the Trump administration, 
stated that it is “a largely liberal media that’s lost all sense of impartiality 
over Trump and just rants hysterically about him 24/7 because (a) it makes 
them feel good and (b) it makes them big money.”5 There is also evidence 
that some news organizations are intentionally skewing the news to nega-
tively impact the president. For instance, serious allegations have emerged 
that CNN president and CEO Jeffrey Zucker is “carrying out [a] ‘personal 
vendetta’ against Trump” and that the network has “anti-GOP bias.”6 And 
with MSM coverage of the fall 2019 House impeachment inquiry reaching 

Chapter 8

Concluding Thoughts on Framing, 
Moral Foundations, the Press, 

and the American Republic
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a 96 percent–negative coverage of Trump,7 one could see how the president 
and Bannon feel the way they do, or why Trump “tweeted” this following the 
report of the negative coverage: “There has never been a time in the history 
of our Country that the Media was so Fraudulent, Fake, or Corrupt!”8 He is 
not alone in his assessment, either. Almost three in four Americans agree 
with some of his charges, with 72 percent saying that traditional news outlets 
knowingly report fake or misleading news.9 Yet, how does this perception of 
negative coverage manifest itself in our case studies? To answer this, let us 
turn to answering the questions posed in chapters 2 and 3. In the pages that 
follow, we look first at the results of the framing portion of our case stud-
ies, then turn to the moral foundations portion, with this followed by general 
observations of news media bias discovered through the case studies. The 
chapter concludes with some general observations about news media ethics 
and how biased reportorial practices impact the American Republic.

FRAMING

Researchers in news framing have long known that the news media framing 
process begins “in the universe of shared culture and on the basis of socially 
defined roles.”10 Thus, the liberal world in which journalists live is the incu-
bation ground for their reportorial output, which clearly showed in how they 
framed the speeches given by the president. In this section, I provide a table 
of the frames of the president and the frames of the news media for each case 
study and summarize the differences, concluding this section with observa-
tions about the framing process.

Framing and National Security

Clearly seen in table 8.1 is the almost total disjunction between what the 
president said and what the news media reported. In only one theme was 
there overlap—Present American Actions: America First. Although both the 
president and the news media framed this theme, here again the frames could 
not be more different, with the president highlighting his idea of putting 
the good of the American people before all others, and the press expressing 
confusion about its meaning and disparaging the concept. Only in the small 
area related to trade, “America First, but not alone,” did elements of the 
frame overlap. In all other areas, the important themes and their framing by 
the president were not conveyed, with the news media instead pushing its 
own agenda.

The response of the news media here also demonstrates the power of 
already-established frames. At the time of the National Security speech, the 
Mueller investigation was in full swing, and the press was reporting on it 
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Table 8.1 National Security

Themes President’s Frame MSM Frame

Past actions of 
American leaders

Leaders of both parties 
hurt the people with bad 
policies

N/A

Present American 
actions: America 
First

Americans’ interests should 
come first in all policy 
decisions foreign and 
domestic

America First, but not alone

Confusion about meaning: 
campaign slogan, doctrine, 
strategy, ideology, etc.

Not defined
Selfish concept
America First, but not alone

National security 
strategy

Five fundamental truths; four 
pillars; focus on national 
interest, not global

N/A

Border security Secure nation: border, cyber
Stop terrorist threats

N/A

Economic security Highlight economic vitality: 
cut taxes and regulations

Necessary for national 
security

N/A

National defense Invest in military; peace 
through strength

N/A

American influence Advance interests and values 
globally but starts at home

N/A

Speech versus 
document

N/A Trump tone and document 
tone different; Trump soft on 
Russia, document not

Domestic campaign speech
Speech about Trump, not 

document—Trump wrong
Cyber warfare N/A Document and Trump not 

specifically call out Russia for 
interference in 2016 election

Trump wrong for this; lacks 
credibility

Revisionist powers N/A Russia and China focused on 
exclusively, but only for 
election meddling and unfair 
trade, respectively

Implied not as bad a threat as 
Trump says

Putin/Trump/2016 
election

N/A Trump not focus enough on 
Russia election interference

Russia extremely important, 
Trump diminishes this

Source: Author.
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every day. The idea of a then potential Trump/Russian election collusion 
was continually reported, and we see here its injection into reporting about 
Trump’s speech. Overall, Trump was framed as not being hard enough on 
Russia for election meddling, and essentially giving a campaign speech.

Framing and the Economy

Clearly seen in table 8.2 is the total disjunction between what the president 
said and what the news media reported. Although certainly elements of the 
president’s speech were conveyed, the important themes and the framing 
of those themes were not. The news media instead focused on its priorities, 
notably attacking the president for his use of America First and for “selling” 
America. Trump’s patriotic-style nationalism was met with the news media’s 
embrace of globalism. They also spent a good deal of effort in particular to 
call out a minor moment, really a sentence only, when Trump responded to 
a question by sharing his surprise at how “mean” the press could be. Their 
intentional misframing of this brief exchange was pushed seemingly to hurt 
Trump.

Framing and the State of the Union

Clearly seen in table 8.3 is the almost total disjunction between what the 
president said and what the news media reported. Overlap existed in only one 
theme—Illegal Immigration. This theme was framed differently by Trump 
and the news media, with the president framing it as an urgent moral issue 
and the press essentially saying there was no real urgency, that things were 
not as bad as the president said, and implying that the problem was Trump 
wanting a wall. The lack of thematic overlap is surprising for a State of the 
Union Address, given that the president sets, according to past studies, the 
focus for news coverage by the topics he chooses to discuss. Not so here. The 
press introduced five new themes for coverage, each either downplaying what 
the president said or disparaging him or his policies. Of particular note is that 
the president made a concerted effort to offer bipartisan moments in his dis-
cussion of the facts (yes, there were a few exceptions), the press framed the 
speech overwhelmingly as divisive, even in the face of National polling that 
found a plurality of Americans believing the exact opposite.

Framing and Immigration

Clearly seen in table 8.4 is the total disjunction between what the presi-
dent said and what the news media reported. Although Trump framed this 
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proposal as a starting point for bipartisan negotiations, intentionally avoid-
ing initially the controversial issues, the news media reframed it to present a 
highly contentious plan set up as an election ploy.

Framing Summary

 1. The news media clearly failed to relate both the same themes and fram-
ing of those themes by the president. If news consumers had no firsthand 
knowledge of the speeches or policy proposals they would have come 
away with an entirely different understanding of the president’s efforts 
and the proposed policy than was actually presented by the president.

 2. The news media introduced new themes and framed those themes to 
advance their own beliefs and political goals. Although it is a mark of good 
reporting to bring in other points of view, and to provide context, such was 
not the case here. Each of the frames of the news media worked to treat 
the president, not as a source of news, but as a political opponent, with the 
news media actively helping the political opposition of the president.

 3. The prior frames and assumptions of the news media do carry over into 
new events, coloring the way new themes are framed. This makes it 
exceedingly difficult for anyone to introduce new materials or proposals; 
it certainly includes those who share press opposed points of view, but 
would also make it difficult for reporters to offer new frame-breaking 
revelations. In this manner, journalists come into any given presidential 
speech with a priori assumptions that guide their interpretations and fram-
ing. Minimal evidence is given since the press already has the “correct” 
answers.

The relationship between frames and moral foundations will be discussed 
in the summary section below.

MORAL FOUNDATIONS

In this section, we look at comparisons between the moral foundations used 
by President Trump and those used by the news media when reporting on 
him. Table 8.5 compares the foundations used.

Table 8.5 National Security

Moral Foundations: Trump Moral Foundations : MSM

1. Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal 1. Care/Harm
2. Fairness/Cheating 2. Fairness/Cheating 
3. Care/Harm 3. Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal

Source: Author.
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157Concluding Thoughts

Trump Moral Foundations and National Security

National security is a subject matter naturally inclined to elicit portions of 
discourse grounded in Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal cues. Even so, the deeply 
moral basis of much of the president’s speech was linked expansively to this 
foundation. Part of this was due to Trump’s reasoning that the nation and the 
people were one; it was the people that made the nation, not the other way 
around. As a people, they infuse America with greatness. Betrayal of this 
relationship and its moral aspect comes from politicians of both parties who 
put themselves before the people, and from illegal immigrants who, as part 
of the Outgroup, violate the security and role of the Ingroup (both citizens 
and legal immigrants working toward Ingroup status). There are other threats 
to the Ingroup, and the Trump administration’s policies are designed to 
protect and privilege this group. This vision of America goes further, in that 
Trump projects “a vision of strong, sovereign, and independent nations,” not 
America alone. For Trump, the new National Security document is to protect 
American interests first; to weaken it by putting other nations coequal with 
the United States would be a form of Betrayal. All of this involves advancing 
policies that build a cohesive nation.

The Fairness/Cheating foundation resonated throughout Trump’s speech 
as well, although to a lesser degree. America has worked for justice around 
the world, and Trump also wants justice for America through fair dealings 
from other nations in terms of fair, mutually beneficial trade, and more 
support from nations America protects (paying their fair share). It was 
unfair of American politicians to have “the people” (the Ingroup) support 
other nations while hurting at home (unfair). With “fair” trade now being 
part of national security, Trump elevated the importance of this moral 
foundation, as well as Loyalty above, in America’s international policy 
making.

Working for peace, and for security, grounds the speech in the Care/Harm 
foundation, although this was not the primary motivating foundation at all. 
This foundation is best summed by the president’s insistence that a primary 
task of his administration is to protect America from those who “attack our 
nation or threaten our society,” and that his goal is to “preserve peace through 
strength.” So that which directly “harms” Americans—bad trade deals, 
security threats, illegal immigration—must be confronted, and the threat 
neutralized.

News Media Moral Foundations and National Security

Just as Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal was overwhelmingly present in Trump’s 
discourse, Care/Harm was so present in the press response. The press did 
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relay some of Trump’s foundation of Care/Harm, such as “protecting the 
homeland and American people,” and the general idea of defending the 
people.” Some of what Trump relayed in terms of potential Harm to the 
American people was also conveyed, but here we see a recontextualization 
by the press. Trump was actually linked with Harming the country due to 
not listing climate change in the document; moreover, threats, what Trump 
depicted as Harm to America, were frequently downplayed or denied by the 
press response. In short, although Trump’s linkages with this moral founda-
tion were conveyed, they were filtered through and thus minimized by the 
press advancing its own interpretation of Trump Harming the Nation.

Fairness and Cheating were relayed primarily through Trump’s comments 
about fair trade being necessary for security, and these accurately reflected 
his emphasis. However, fairness in terms of dealing with allies, defense, was 
often characterized as being “unfair.”

Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, although nuanced and expansive in the speech, 
was linked almost exclusively to Trump’s America First policy, and so made 
to seem confused, thus diminishing its Trump-originated moral impact. 
Additionally, there was a mélange of press assertions based in this founda-
tion that acted to contradict what the president was attempting to convey (see 
table 8.5).

Trump Moral Foundations and the Economy

For Trump, the Fairness/Cheating foundation ran fairly strong throughout his 
speech, most notably attached to the ideas of fair trade and business oppor-
tunities. Both sides of this foundation were evident, with other countries 
cheating America, as well as politicians and business leaders being unfair to 
Americans due to selfishness and the imposition of unfair regulations. Fair-
ness requires all laws to be fairly enforced, so no more turning a blind eye to 
piratical trade practices of other nations.

Harm is minimally stressed through bad political decisions and preda-
tory business practices, but the foundational aspect of Care is pervasively 
relayed through highlighting Trump’s new economic policies that “advance 

Table 8.6 Economy

Moral Foundations: Trump Moral Foundations : MSM

1. Fairness/Cheating 1. Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal
2. Care/Harm 2. Care/Harm
3. Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal 3. Fairness/Cheating
4. Authority/Subversion  

Source: Author.
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prosperity, security, and peace.” These policies are good for more than 
Americans only, and help other peoples of the world as well, thus Caring for 
them. Care is also stressed through security, with the goal of “every child [to] 
grow up free from violence, poverty, and fear.”

Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal is interanimated with the previous two foun-
dations, and is linked strongly, not with the world, but with the American 
people. That is not to say that Trump did not show concern for the world, but 
that the American people come first for him, and his policies are designed 
to better enhance their standard of living. In short, “helping every American 
find their path to the American Dream.” His policy of America First was both 
explained and highlighted here. For the president, “A nation’s greatness is the 
sum of its citizens.”

Authority is linked strongly, albeit briefly, with the people, not with top-
down authoritarianism. A large part of the stress of this foundation is on Sub-
version, in that past leaders had Subverted the interests and will of the people 
through “state-led economic planning.” Loyalty to the people is the role of a 
leader, not the other way around.

News Media Moral Foundations and the Economy

The press exhibited almost a reverse order from the Trump speech, with 
Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal taking up the lion’s share of its moral elements. 
Through his language used around the phrase “America First,” the president 
was depicted as a nationalist. However, this nationalistic support was rechar-
acterized away from Loyalty to the American people to Betrayal of the global. 
Any movement by Trump to work with other nations was depicted hypocriti-
cally in light of his past stress on America, and thus as only an opportunistic 
ploy rather than genuine effort to reach out. Furthermore, they depicted 
Trump as Betrayer, demeaning what they called his “faux populism.” Even 
as the news media relayed some of the positive aspects of Trump’s tax cuts, 
it depicted them as a Betrayal of the global as well. Since the press Ingroup 
included illegal immigrants, it highlighted this issue in coverage also depict-
ing the president as a Betrayer.

Mitigating against Harm was somewhat conveyed by the press, with 
Trump’s call for more cooperative trade and working internationally to 
combat terrorism and harmful trade practices being mentioned. However, 
this was unusual, with the overall reporting acting to minimize any caring 
component to the Trump rhetoric, and at times to actually assert that Trump 
Harms America.
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Through conveying the president’s own words, his foundation of Fairness/
Cheating did make it into press coverage; however, these were often recon-
textualized to stress what the press felt were inequalities. Interestingly, there 
was a sense of not equality of opportunity, but equality of outcome that was 
used to determine what was fair (see table 8.6).

TRUMP MORAL FOUNDATIONS AND 
THE STATE OF THE UNION

Overwhelmingly the president stressed the Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal foun-
dation, integrating these moral touchstones within the sharing of policy and 
also helping to contextualize other moral foundations in the sense of infusing 
them with purpose. The people are the purpose, they are America, and this 
foundation is squarely focused on America as the basic loyalty unit. Jobs, 
fair trade, diminishment of illegal immigration, military security, and so on, 
are all advanced grounded in this foundation. In particular, Trump differenti-
ates between legal and illegal immigration policies, with legal immigration 
as advancing ingroup participation, whereas illegal immigration and its sup-
porters would be Betraying the American ideal. Almost all groundings in this 
foundation were positive in the speech, with the president expressing a desire 
to help achieve “America’s destiny [as] one nation.”

The Care/Harm foundation, although found throughout the speech, was 
a lesser presence than Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, and consisted of clearly 
delineated divisions between Care aspects and Harm aspects. Americans had 
been and were being Harmed by policies of both parties, and the president’s 
new policies were designed to provide Care for the people. Many of the 
president’s policies, such as reduction of illegal immigration, have their roots 
in the Harm portion of this foundation in that, without change, Americans 
would continue to be hurt. Thus, those who do nothing to stop these policies, 
were actually Harming America, and in the case of illegal immigration, being 
cruel. Trump projected Care, in that his policies were meant to protect the 
people from damaging policies.

Table 8.7 State of the Union

Moral Foundations: Trump Moral Foundations : MSM

1. Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal 1. Care/Harm 
2. Care/Harm 2. Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal 
3. Fairness/Cheating 3. Fairness/Cheating
4. Sanctity/Degradation 4. Authority/Subversion (minor)
5. Authority/Subversion 5. Sanctity/Degradation (minor)

Source: Author.
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Not quite as strong as Care/Harm, but also found throughout the speech, 
Fairness/Cheating is linked with most of the president’s policies. For the 
president, “things” that needed fixing in the country were grounded in a sense 
of being “unfair” to the people, so they must be addressed. Illegal immigra-
tion in particular was linked to this foundation; it is unfair to legal immigrants 
and American citizens, so must be stopped. The same existed for unfair trade 
practices, with “global freeloading,” as well as other actions that hurt the 
American people.

The Sanctity/Degradation was minimally present, but enough to suggest 
certain of the president’s polices being grounded in it. There is a certain 
sanctity associated with actions taken to protect the innocent lives taken 
by abortion. It is found in other places in the speech, particularly with 
innocent lives lost through illegal immigration and the sadism of human 
traffickers.

The Authority/Subversion foundation was minimally present, but did reso-
nate in areas such as the lawless southern border and the idea that immigrants 
needed to come into the United States legally.

News Media Moral Foundations and the State of the Union

The Care/Harm foundation was overwhelmingly stressed and was strong 
and pervasive. Some of Trump’s foundational Care/Harm assertions were 
relayed, yet were presented so as to minimize the Care portion. As an 
example, Trump was depicted as wrong in wanting to bring troops home 
from the Middle East—he would “Harm” America. His Care/Harm foun-
dation with regard to immigration was hesitatingly shared, but like other 
policies through which this foundation resonated, it was minimized, with 
the press relaying not the president’s foundations, but their own inter-
pretations. The overwhelming response of the press was to minimize and 
undercut the president’s moral foundations. For instance, he might have 
conveyed a Care foundation, but after recontextualization by the press, it 
was not a caring foundation conveyed, but a Harm foundation, with the 
president depicted as harming America. By not conveying the president’s 
sense of Care, the public was presented with only the press’s interpretation 
of harm. Democrats were made to seem to Care; the president was made 
to seem to Harm.

Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, a considerably less strong presence than Care/
Harm, was at the level of the Nation for Trump, and the press did relay this to 
some degree. The press used the notion of unity/division to undercut and redi-
rect the president’s use of the Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal foundation at every 
turn, however. Sweeping aside Trump’s calls for unity, the press focused 
instead on division, points of disagreement, and laid all this at the feet of the 
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president. Trump was inflexible, not Democrats, and as such was betraying 
America. Of note is that as the press was so focused on division that the coun-
try did not feel it divisive at all, and that may of the proposed policies that 
the press was decrying were actually popular with a majority of Americans.

The Fairness/Cheating foundation was an even weaker presence than 
Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, and was minimally conveyed. This took the form 
almost entirely through description of unfair drug prices that the president 
stressed he was attempting to fix. The press, although relaying this, undercut 
the moral weighting of the president by arguing against what Trump said, 
and by pushing the partial government shutdown as “unfair,” and laying 
the blame for this, not on bipartisan disagreement, but at the president’s 
feet alone. In so doing, the little of President Trump’s foundation of Fairness 
that made it into press coverage was greatly undercut.

Authority/Subversion was even less conveyed than Fair/Cheating, and 
was centered around the president’s brief remarks on Socialism and also on 
the topic of illegal immigration. Although some presidential quotes were 
provided, the press undercut the moral weighting of the statements through 
later minimization of what he said. At its essence, the press pushed a moral 
assertion that the president lacked Authority and was Betraying Americans 
through his policies and ignorance.

Sanctity/Degradation was almost nonexistent, and where it did appear was 
used to cast Trump as appealing to hard core pro-lifers and “degrading the 
life of mothers” (see table 8.7).

Trump Moral Foundations and Immigration

Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal was the strongest and most pervasive of the foun-
dations. The link with immigration was about “family,” so strengthening 
“the bonds of citizenship that bind us together as a national family.” This 
is to be accomplished by the creation of a new system of legal immigration 
that would promote national unity. It was pro-legal immigrant, thus working 
to bring legal immigrants more into the Ingroup. Thus, the new system is 

Table 8.8 Immigration

Moral Foundations: Trump Moral Foundations : MSM

1. Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal 1. Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal
2. Care/Harm 2. Authority/Subversion
3. Fairness/Cheating 3. Care/Harm
4. Sanctity/Degradation 4. Fairness/Cheating
5. Authority/Subversion  

Source: Author.
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pro-immigrant (Loyalty) and anti-illegal immigrant (Betrayal). The plan acts 
to protect immediate family members and provides history, heritage, and a 
home. It is, according to Trump, to promote integration, assimilation, and 
national unity.

The Care/Harm foundation was evenly split, with the present system being 
Harmful to immigrants, to citizens, and to national unity; in short, the system 
as it is now, and by extension those who supported it, is Harming the Nation. 
The proposed new system would Care for legal immigrants, citizens, and 
promote national unity; it would put “the jobs, wages, and safety of American 
workers first,” and thus Care for citizens here and now.

The Fairness/Cheating foundation was limited in application even as it 
stressed both elements. Those coming in illegally, or making false asylum 
claims, are Cheating; the present system’s randomness of selection is inher-
ently unfair. Eliminating these issues, and focusing on merit-based immigra-
tion is Fair. By being merit-based and applying universal criteria for entrance, 
the new plan stressed Fairness.

The Sanctity/Degradation foundation bypasses partisan party concerns and 
focuses instead on Trump’s linking immigration reform to One Nation Under 
God, so it becomes a “sacred” duty. For Trump, the “proposal fulfills our 
sacred duty to those living here today.”

The Authority/Subversion foundation was almost invisible, but did involve 
pledging allegiance to the Flag, and working to strengthening traditions and 
values, in that the proposed policy was designed to “strengthens, our culture, 
our traditions, and our values.”

News Media Moral Foundations and Immigration

Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal was strongly stressed by the press at the level of 
both the family and the world. Although Trump’s position was relayed, it 
was generally in a weakened sense, with no single sense of Loyalty(ingroup) 
stressed. The family unit was paramount, but only immigrant families, not 
those composed of US citizens; Loyalty to the United States did not exist for 
the press. Thus, Trump’s detentions at the border of families was a Betrayal, 
as was his overall immigration stance. Trump’s focus on merit was relayed as 
a Betrayal of the family, even as the plan specifically called for keeping the 
basic family unit of parents and children together. Community safety was a 
nonissue for the press; thus, Trump’s Loyalty to legal immigrants and citizens 
was minimized. Additionally, the press focus on undocumented immigrants 
functioned as a repudiation of the president’s concern with illegal immigra-
tion. The press saw being Loyal to the global as important, with Trump’s 
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focus on the nation as a Betrayal; and as Trump focused on legal immigrant 
families, the press depicted him as Betraying illegal immigrant families.

Authority/Subversion conveyed the president’s shift in focus from illegal 
to legal immigration concerns, but was subsumed into the press focus on the 
legal status of DREAMers who the president did not address. The president 
was depicted as misusing or ignoring his Authority, both through his polices 
and by ignoring other problems areas of illegal immigration.

The president’s conception of Care/Harm was conveyed, although his 
focus on the new plan’s protections (Care) that would in particular help 
build a skilled workforce while not threatening Americans with blue-collar 
jobs was essentially ignored. Thus, a significant portion of the president’s 
Care foundation was omitted; so, building a skilled workforce, protecting 
wages, and unifying families were essentially ignored. The press foundational 
aspects acted to counter Trump’s claims, actually arguing against his notion 
of Care as something unnecessary or even Harmful for illegal immigrants, for 
families, and for children. The president was, at best, shown to be trying to 
hurt immigrants, at worse, as being at war with them.

Although strongly stressed by Trump, Fairness/Cheating was relayed not 
through Trump’s explanation of how the new system would be Fair to legal 
immigrants and Americans, and eliminate “cheating,” but rather through the 
press’s conception of how it would be unfair to both legal and illegal immi-
grants (see table 8.8).

Moral Foundations Summary

Of note is that even as President Trump is accused of being an authoritarian 
leader by both the news media and political opponents, the moral foundations 
in his speeches simply belie that categorization, especially given his minimal 
reliance on the foundation of Authority. Instead the foundation that resonates 
most pervasively throughout his speeches is Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal, with 
a focus on the American people and putting “America First.” If anything, 
there is a populist/nationalist/patriotic streak in his leadership style as pre-
sented in the speeches.

Brian J. Bowe found that the Care/Harm and Fairness/Cheating founda-
tions dominate public discourse as expressed through the news media.11 This 
correlates well with the news media’s liberal/progressive identity, resulting 
in primary moral filters being through the two above foundations. Conserva-
tives can get in, but are generally stripped down to and judged through these 
two major foundations, and as Bowe found, liberals dominate here. Trump in 
particular was harmed by this in that even when he relayed the foundation of 
Care, the press twisted it into Harm; thus, even as he grounded appeals in the 
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news media (liberal) primary moral foundation, he was shut out. If extended 
to conservatives in general, one will most likely find their foundations reduced 
so that the negative is stressed, even if they state the positive. Scott Clifford 
and Jennifer Jerit also found Harm and Fairness appeals to dominate public 
debate, writing that in “spite of the strong relationship between the Purity 
foundation and stem cell attitudes at the individual level, Purity language was 
surprisingly uncommon in the debate. This finding has important implications 
for the rhetorical landscape in the United States. If partisan political actors 
invoke only the most widely endorsed foundations, elite rhetoric may come 
to be dominated by Harm and Fairness appeals.”12 Viewed in light of our 
present study, it might not be so much partisans relying only in these appeals, 
but the press allowing only certain appeals through. Thus, other than liberal 
arguments are disadvantaged in the present news media journalistic milieu. 
This was certainly the case with Trump.

This result is particularly important in terms of our study. Recall the Model 
of Intuitive Morality and Exemplars (MIME), discussed in chapter 2, which 
stressed that moral themes are embedded within a wide variety of media con-
tent. MIME theory supports the idea that “over time, consistent exposure to 
messages emphasizing the superiority of one moral foundation over another 
will increase the salience of that foundation among audiences and maintain 
its salience in the face of other influences. . . . Furthermore, the MIME holds 
that insulation from value inconsistent messages will foster polarized values 
within ideological groups and reduce openness to divergent views.”13 This 
works two ways here. First, in terms of journalists who are insulated in a 
liberal confirmation bias bubble, we can see that without exposure to a view-
point diverse and inclusive work environment, they simply parrot the correct 
political and moral views of the group. They reinforce their own thinking, 
allowing almost all political discourse to be filtered through their Care/Harm 
and Fairness/Betrayal foundations. Second, the readers of these publications 
have public discussion of political issues reduced and judged primarily at 
the level of these two discourses, something clearly seen with the report-
ing on Trump. This diminishes and demeans the entire Democratic process, 
especially since it privileges such a small percentage of the population (recall 
graph 3.2: Moral Foundation Population Distribution).

LIMITATIONS OF MORAL FOUNDATION THEORY

1. Framing theory asserts that frames provide moral assessments. My find-
ings in this study do not support that assertion. Instead, moral foundations 
as potentially expressed within the framing of each theme in news coverage 
simply do not provide enough substance. The frames do not give rise to the 
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moral foundations but rather the presence of the moral foundations gives 
moral substance to frames as they are developed and found throughout news 
coverage. Certainly frames can highlight some moral foundations over oth-
ers, but it is more likely that it is a combination of the moral foundations of 
the originating source mingled with journalists’ moral assessment followed 
by the framing of an issue or event that gives rise to a moral foundation pres-
ence in a particular news discourse. Simply put, frames do not fuel moral 
foundations, moral foundations fuel frames.

2. Moral Foundation Theory strongly posits that we have an “intuitive (and 
often emotion-filled) response” to moral stimuli, after which “slow reason-
ing is used primarily (post hoc) to find reasons to confirm and justify one’s 
own intuitive reaction to the situation and to recruit/persuade others why they 
ought to join us in our judgment.”14 To the degree that this is true, we can 
make certain assumptions about this process as applied to journalists. We do 
know that journalists, overwhelmingly liberal, have a liberal moral register, 
and react in a liberal manner, privileging liberal moral foundations. They feel 
a particular way, and then, as evidenced in the articles analyzed for this study, 
move to support that judgment cognitively, and this is facilitated through 
confirmation bias, and so on.

The four case studies presented here demonstrated that at almost every turn 
the press contradicted, minimized, and disparaged Trump’s expressed moral 
foundations. So, even when Trump used Care/Harm or Fairness/Cheating, the 
press twisted it into the opposite meaning. When Trump expressed Care, the 
press turned it to Harm, for instance. Clearly, there was political bias operat-
ing here. Additionally, as very liberal, their moral palettes privilege a liberal 
expression of Care/Harm, followed by Fairness/Cheating, with the other 
foundations being minimized, thus Trump’s expressions were not presented 
within his own moral underpinnings, but through the judgmental eye of the 
news media’s liberal understanding of these moral foundations.

It seems reasonable to assume that since moral foundations are innate and 
often first felt as an emotional response to a trigger, that a journalist would 
respond in that way as well: exposure to liberal ideas brings equanimity and 
confirmation; exposure to conservative moral concerns bring disgust and ill 
ease. After this innate feeling, the journalist has several possibilities for a 
cognitive response. For instance, a journalist may feel unease at a conserva-
tive expression reflecting the moral foundation of Loyalty. That journalist 
could respond with Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal rationalizations, in a sense, 
presenting the opposite of what the original person presented (Trump brings 
in Loyalty, the journalist brings in Betrayal); or, respond using a different 
foundation, using the primary available pallets selections to that person 
(Trump brings in Loyalty, the journalist brings in Care/Harm). Or, as so often 
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happened in our case studies, President Trump offers a Care foundation, the 
press responded by twisting it to Harm.

Thus, we have varying degrees of journalistic bias operating here. One, 
journalists could be so entwined with their own liberally understood moral 
foundations that they are unconsciously judging Trump, and reporting in such 
a way that his moral foundations are inadequately expressed. Two, journalists 
could be intentionally arguing against Trump, treating him not as a source of 
news, but as a political opponent. As will be discussed below, whichever type 
prevails in a journalist, norms of objective reportorial practices are violated, 
and an ever stronger case for newsroom viewpoint diversity is made.

3. As an initial foray into using Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) to 
discover the political positioning of journalists and its relationship to fram-
ing, I linked my analysis primarily to the key words MFT researchers have 
used as indicative of moral foundations within a text. I looked also for how 
statements functioned as moral expressions, an important element of a rhe-
torical case study. It quickly became apparent that moral foundations also 
exist independently of the specific words within the coding indices used by 
MFT researchers. For instance, consider this quote: “‘The infant would be 
delivered. The infant would be kept comfortable. The infant would be resus-
citated if that’s what the mother and the family desired. And then a discus-
sion would ensue between the physicians and the mother,’ Northam said.”15 
Within the context of the article flow, this statement is clearly an example of 
the journalist inserting a quote linked with moral foundation of Care/Harm, 
yet no indicator words linking it with Care/Harm are present. Some additional 
examples:

--Authority/Subversion: “Rep. Elijah Cummings . . . said . . . that Trump 
is mixed up about Congress’ role. ‘The president seems to believe that 
because Congress must legislate, we should not investigate,’ Cummings 
said in a statement. ‘Of course, the Constitution requires us to do both. That 
is exactly how it works.’”16

--Authority/Subversion: “Representative Lloyd Doggett . . . spoke for many 
of his colleagues when he called it ‘totally outrageous’ for the president 
to use his nationally televised speech to try to undermine the special 
counsel’s investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 election 
and multiple inquiries that Democrats are now beginning into the Trump 
administration.”17

--Loyalty(ingroup)/Betrayal: “Stacey Abrams. . . gave her party’s response. 
She highlighted her hardscrabble upbringing and values of cooperation and 
camaraderie, saying, ‘We do not succeed alone’ and promising ‘a better 
America.’”18
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--Care/Harm: “‘I am asking the Congress to pass legislation to prohibit the 
late term abortion of children who can feel pain in the mother’s womb,’ 
the president said.”19

These are a few examples of the very type of expression of moral founda-
tions that would be missed by researchers limiting their analysis to word 
counts and content analyses. Additionally, the political speeches analyzed 
for this study, and in particular the press articles, exhibited noticeably few 
of the wide variety of terms in the coding indices used by MFT researchers. 
Part of this could be the nature of the speeches of policy, another could be 
that the average news story is written between a sixth and an eighth grade 
reading level, as were a random sample of the articles used for this analysis, 
so more nuanced descriptions or advanced words are missing. This would be 
another reason to augment existing social scientific counting with rhetorical 
understandings of news texts.

FOUR FORMS OF BIAS

Those who study news discourse have long been aware that journalists inject 
political bias into the news. For example, Thomas Patterson and Wolfgang 
Donsbach wrote in 1996 that, particularly in the United States, “partisanship 
can and does intrude on news decisions, even among journalists who are 
conscientiously committed to a code of strict neutrality. [And this] partisan 
bias occurs at measurable levels throughout the news systems of Western 
Democracies. As we have seen . . . journalists’ opinions affect the interpreta-
tion of facts, and fairness leans to the left.”20 Aside from the biased reporting 
uncovered from the framing and moral foundations analysis summarized 
above, other forms of biased reported were rampant in the hard news articles 
used in this research project. There are four common means whereby journal-
ists can inject bias into news stories while purporting to remain objective, and 
all four were found here: labeling, sandwiching, lopsided use of sources, and 
bias by omission.21

Labeling

The process of labeling is intrinsic to our day-to-day communication practices 
and, of course, to news production practices. Every time we use a descrip-
tive adjective, we are engaged in some sort of labeling; these “are words that 
describe nouns. Specifically, adjectives describe the action, state, or quality” 
to which nouns refer.22 For news stories, when done correctly, and without 
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favoritism and bias, this can help readers/viewers more precisely navigate the 
world in which they live. When done perniciously, or uncritically (as in when 
caught up in groupthink), it becomes a partisan tool for the advancement of 
the press’s political causes. Labeling is at its core a press “practice of describ-
ing its sources or those persons upon whom it is reporting. Some researchers 
have found these terms used in such a way as to provide a positive association 
with pro-press sources [and positions] and negative associations with anti-
press [sources and] positions.”23 Usually, this takes the form of describing 
most Republicans as “conservative,” or other labels to denote even further 
right positions—hard right, ultra-conservative, and so on—to make them 
seem out of the mainstream. Democrats and liberals are usually not labeled as 
“liberal”—or hard left, or ultraliberal, progressive, and so on—except in rare 
instances, and sometimes they are labeled to make them appear less liberal 
than they are. For example, a recent analysis found that The New York Times 
was labeling liberal Democratic presidential primary candidates in such a 
way to make them appear less liberal, calling, for instance, candidate Pete 
Buttigieg a “centrist.”24 Buttigieg supports, among other progressive efforts, 
the New Green Deal, decriminalizing illegal border crossings, and eliminat-
ing the Electoral College, which places him squarely on far left terra firma. 
But not to the Times.

Part of this labeling process is inherent in the political nature of the journal-
ists themselves. Even as they are progressive and left, they do not necessarily 
see themselves as such. They see themselves not as extreme, but as moderate, 
unbiased, and in the possession of the truth. Accordingly, those with whom 
they agree are viewed favorably, in a similar light, and those with whom 
they disagree need labeling for clarification. So, as an example, why tag 
hard-left writer Gore Vidal as such? He is, after all, within the mainstream of 
the groupthink of the press; however, Senator Ted Cruz is not, so is readily 
labeled a “conservative” and as “tacking even further to the right.”25

These labels overwhelmingly single out political opponents of the press 
to label as conservatives, with little to no labeling of liberals as such. One 
analysis found that by a 20-to-1 margin that ABC, CBS, and NBC “apply 
ideological labels to Republicans over Democratic presidential candidates.”26 
But they can also be used to help those with whom the press agrees or to 
downplay some negative aspect. Sometimes this takes the form of mislead-
ing descriptions, as when The New York Times intentionally labeled a major 
Democratic donor, Ed Buck, as a “small-time Democratic donor,” after it 
was revealed that two men died in his home and that the FBI alleged that 
he had exchanged drugs and money for sexual favors, citing at least eleven 
victims.27 Or when the MSM refuses to identify the political party of high-
ranking Democrats when they are accused of wrongdoing, as happened in the 
2019 Jeffrey Epstein sex scandal.28 Or when the MSM labels a mainstream 
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conservative pro-life, pro-religious freedom group a “hate group.” But why 
call them a hate group? “Because the Southern Poverty Law Center, a far-left, 
anti-Christian hate group, lists them as an extremist/hate group.”29 And yet, 
the discredited SPLC is not mentioned as left-leaning or progressive, or as 
ethically challenged, or as a potential hate group that has inspired domestic 
terrorism.30 Such omissions, and labels, serve to push audience thinking in a 
particular, press-guided direction.

We find these ubiquitous and well-documented labeling practices within 
the four case studies in this book as well. Speaking of Trump’s immigration 
plan, NBC News wrote that “some Democratic officials hammered Trump for 
wanting to make it harder for refugees and legal immigrants’ family mem-
bers to come to the U.S. ‘What the president is proposing is a xenophobic, 
anti-immigrant agenda that if applied to previous generations would have 
barred millions of European and Asian immigrants from contributing to our 
country,’ [said] Rep. Linda Sanchez, D-Calif.” And after setting up Trump’s 
plan labeled in such despicable terms, the Times bring in “Kay Cole James, 
president of the conservative Heritage Foundation, [who] called it “a step in 
the right direction.”31 In this case, good Democrats versus bad conservatives 
and Trump.

Here are other examples taken from the various press coverage of President 
Trump analyzed in our study here. Labeling works to bias in more ways than 
just using derivations of the word “conservative” or “liberal.” It also pushes 
our thinking in a particular direction, asking us to accept the characterizations 
offered by the press.

 1. “The Trump administration has repeatedly touted so-called merit-based or 
points-based systems, such as in Canada and Australia.”32

 2. “Mr. Trump’s latest immigration proposal was drafted by Jared Kushner, 
his son-in-law and senior adviser, and Mr. Miller, who spent months 
working on a plan that would double as a central plank of Mr. Trump’s 
2020 campaign.”33

 3. “The [immigration] proposal—drafted by the president’s son-in-law Jared 
Kushner and backed by immigration hardliner Stephen Miller. . . .”34

 4. Calls left-leaning organizations nonpartisan but somewhat conservative 
organizations conservative or right-leaning: “the nonpartisan Migration 
Policy Institute” and “the right-leaning Heritage Foundation. . . .”35

 5. With regard to abortion, “More conservative states have been pushing for 
so-called ‘heartbeat’ bills. . . ” but those states expanding abortion avail-
ability are not labeled as liberal or progressive.36

 6. Here are just a few of the other terms used to describe President Trump 
and his policies: “searing,” “awkward,” “disrupter.”37 Engaging in “Brag-
gadocia”38 “touting,” “boasting,” “racist,” “liar.”39
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Rarely did the press label anyone or any organization left leaning or progres-
sive, except Fox News, which on occasion, though not consistently, would so 
label both liberal and conservatives: the president “condemning recent liberal 
efforts in Virginia and New York to change abortion laws.”40

Sandwiching

This reportorial practice involves the placement of something in between two 
other items of a different nature, so one element of a story “sandwiched” in 
between two other elements. As mentioned in chapter 2, there is a “fairness 
and balance” bias inherent within the American press, so the press often thinks 
that it is being “fair” by presenting “both sides” of an issue. However, even 
though the “other side” is often presented in a story, the way that a reporter 
places the sides can change their meaning or interpretation. Often this takes 
the form of journalists placing explanation or support for whatever “side” of 
the issue they disagree with in between complimentary points of view, and 
these views tend to agree with the position espoused by the journalists. So, 
whatever positions journalists dislike are made to seem weaker than those 
they support. This is often accomplished by journalists writing a summation 
of the story (with or without quotes) that supports a point of view (side 1) and 
then presentation of the other point of view (side 2), and then quotes support-
ing the journalists’ point of view (side 1). Although on its face balanced (since 
“both” sides are presented), in practice the story is biased toward one side.

Consider, for example, this example from a story written in response to 
Trump’s immigration speech. Presented in the order the statements appeared 
in the story, one can clearly see the sandwiching and which “side” comes out 
more favorably:

(Side 1—Press): “‘[the proposed policy] could be a barrier to very productive 
immigrants becoming a part of American society,’ one expert said.”

(Side 1—Press): “President . . . Trump announced a sweeping immigration pro-
posal Thursday that would alter the way legal immigrants are allowed into the 
U.S. The plan includes a civics test, a measure that experts said was highly 
unusual and could exclude high-skilled applicants from entering the country.”

(Side 1—Press): “This test is at best unnecessary and could screen out some very 
skilled, ambitious immigrants who are ready to be productive in America, 
whatever the test says. . . .”

(Side 1—Press): “It could be a barrier to very productive immigrants becoming a 
part of American society. . . .”

(Side 2—Trump): “Trump’s proposal would create a system that favors applicants 
who are highly skilled, well-educated and speak English, as well as have poten-
tial employment over family-based immigration.”
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(Side 2—Trump): “The White House estimates 12 percent of people who obtain 
green cards and citizenship do so based on ‘employment and skill,’ while 66 
percent enter via family-based connections and 22 percent through humanitar-
ian visas and the diversity lottery. Under the new proposal, employment and 
skill would increase to 57 percent, 33 percent for family-based and 10 percent 
for everything else.”

(Side 2—Trump): “The merit-based system proposal is centered around what 
would be called the ‘Build America’ visa. It recognizes three categories: 
extraordinary talent, professional and specialized vocations, and exceptional 
students. The U.S. grants about 1.1 million green cards a year. . . . The adminis-
tration has said the number would not change, just the composition.”

(Side 1—Press): “But [critics] said that would depend on what the points system 
would look like. ‘How many people would meet the new point criteria and how 
many of those want to come to the U.S.?’ ‘They may or may not be able to keep 
the numbers the same.’”

(Side 2—Trump): “The Trump administration has repeatedly touted so-called 
merit-based or points-based systems, such as in Canada and Australia.”

(Side 1—Press): “‘Family-based migration was already bringing in educated, 
highly skilled people. . . . In fact, the current inflow of family-based and diver-
sity lottery immigrants are better educated than the average American. . . .’ ‘It’s 
a myth that you either let in high-skilled immigrants or we get low-skilled, 
poorly educated family-based immigrants. . . .’”

(Side 1—Press): “[Critics] added that the Canadian system awards points to immi-
grants for having family ties in the country. ‘They admit more family relatives 
than the United States on a per capita basis. . . .’”41

Lopsided Use of Sources

The press may also support one position or politician over another by the way 
it uses sources in a story, in particular because sources can be used to support 
one position over another. This can also take the form of citing no sources at 
all except anonymous sources, or unnamed “experts” for which readers must 
simply take the word of the journalist that a source was actually consulted, 
that the source actually did say what was quoted, and that the source is actu-
ally credible. Some journalists use the phrase, “experts say,” or perhaps 
“most people believe,” or “research suggests” as ways of supporting the press 
generated narrative as well. Finally, one may look at the simple number of 
pro-press (liberal) position individuals being quoted versus the number of 
anti-press (conservative) position individuals being quoted. In most cases, 
journalists appear to find it easier to locate and quote those who agree with 
their position than they do those who do not.

Looking only at named sources linked to actual quotes in our present case 
studies, we find the following use of sources in the news articles. Those 
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sources which shared both a positive and a negative statement were counted 
as neutral (see table 8.9).

As can be seen, oppositional (negative) sources clearly outnumber both 
neutral explanations and supporting quotes. Keep in mind that the opposi-
tional quotes fall in line with the general tone and framing of the press report. 
Additionally, in the one instance where there seems to be a balance, concern-
ing Trump’s speech at DAVOS, the context in which the supportive quotes 
occurred minimize their supporting nature. The Washington Post provides a 
good example of the context in which these quotes occurred: “Trump wins 
over global elites at Davos. All it took was a $1.5 trillion tax cut.”42 In short, 
the press frames the quoted positive comments of global elites concerning 
Trump’s policies as mercenary in nature.

Omission of Oppositional Information

Frames can be supported by information that is left out.43 We know that 
frames both increase and decrease the saliency of certain information, but 
they also make it easier for those writing stories to leave out contradictory 
information that does not “fit” in the frame the journalist is constructing. This 
can be both intentional and unintentional. This “reinforcement of existing 
attitudes through omission is far from the trivial effect that many scholars 
imply. Holding support under adverse new conditions is a crucial goal in 
politics, not just winning over new supporters. So one way the media wield 
influence is by omitting or de-emphasizing information, by excluding data 
about an altered reality that might otherwise disrupt existing support.”44 For 
instance, Reuters and AFP recently deleted stories immediately after they 
discovered that the high numbers they had reported were from the Obama 
administration “caging” children at the Mexican border and not the Trump 
administration.45 This type of bias is especially difficult for news audiences 
to detect since such detection presupposes knowledge of the omitted informa-
tion. The Trump administration is the one “caging” children, at least accord-
ing the MSM, but when “a UN study claimed the United States had some 
100,000 children in migrant-related detention [cages],” its reporting would 
have cast light on the exceptionally high numbers of children detained under 
the Obama administration policies, something that did not fit within the press 

Table 8.9 Type of Source

 National Security Economy SOTU Immigration TOTAL

Support president 4 10 13 3 30
Oppose president 15 10 70 20 115
Neutral 12 11 31 12 56

Source: Author.
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defined narrative on this issue. This is why supplementing MSM news reports 
with alternative, nonmainstream sources of news is so important. There were 
a multitude of examples of bias by omission within the coverage of President 
Trump’s speeches, of which I share nine instances here to provide examples 
of how omissions act to frame.

Within the State of the Union, for example, there was a major disjunction 
between the positive level of reception from those who watched it and the 
framing of news media. Except for a brief mention by CBS of its own poll, 
news reports left out polls showing majority of viewers thinking it was not 
divisive, even though a major action of the press was to frame it as extremely 
divisive.

Although briefly, President Trump did strongly describe Socialism in his 
State of the Union address, and there was some mention of this in the press. 
ABC listed this as one of seven “Memorable Lines” from the address: “Here, 
in the United States, we are alarmed by new calls to adopt socialism in our 
country. America was founded on liberty and independence—not govern-
ment coercion, domination and control. We are born free, and we will stay 
free. Tonight, we renew our resolve that America will never be a socialist 
country.”46 What was not mentioned by almost all who reported on this 
was that while Republicans stood and cheered wildly, almost all Democrats 
remained largely silent and impassive; few joined Republicans in applause, 
and even fewer stood. The closest that any article came to mentioning any 
of this important information was from Fox News, which stated, “And the 
House Speaker applauded briefly when Trump asserted that the U.S. would 
never become a socialist country, even as many Democrats remained expres-
sionless.”47 This is an extremely important moment since it was the first time 
the term “socialism” is used in a State of the Union Address. The MSM 
minimizes this monumental laying down of the gauntlet, as well as how the 
major political parties reacted.

The press made much ado about the mention of abortion in the State of the 
Union, and laid out a case to oppose Trump’s depictions of abortion practices:

The CDC reported in 2015 that 1.3 percent of abortions took place at or after the 
21st week of a pregnancy, and [an OB-GYN] said that fewer than 1 percent of 
abortions happen after 24 weeks of a pregnancy. “In terms of second trimester 
terminations, there are often cases where serious anomalies are not detected 
in the fetus until the second trimester. There are also cases in which the life 
or medical condition of the woman is at serious risk if the pregnancy were to 
continue,” [an ABC News medical correspondent] said.48

The second trimester begins at week 13, and the third trimester begins at 
week 27 or 28 depending on source; regardless, the above article (and the 
others which mention this) ignores abortions in almost all of the second 
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trimester (around 9 percent), referring to late second-trimester pregnancies 
and actually using figures that include the third.49 Aside from misrepresenting 
the numbers, left out of the discussion is that about 98.3 percent of abortions 
in the United States are elective; thus, not for cases of rape, 0.3 percent; 
cases of incest, 0.03 percent; cases of risk to maternal life, 0.1 percent; cases 
of risk to maternal health, 0.8 percent; or cases of fetal health issues, 0.5 
percent.50 Another way of looking at this is that the very reasons being given 
for allowing late-term abortions—“health” of fetus and/or mother—are not as 
pronounced as the press would lead one to believe.51 Additionally, important 
contextualizing information for understanding Trump’s remarks vis-à-vis 
Virginia and New York state was left out by all press sources covered in this 
study:

Pro-life critics of the law are pointing out that the exception for health, which is 
not restricted to a physical definition and can be interpreted to cover psychologi-
cal and emotional health, subject only to the medical judgment of the abortion 
provider, is broad enough to cover basically any possible late-term abortion. 
Insofar as the goal of the law was to guarantee access to abortion and remove 
restrictions on it, this is part and parcel of that goal. The new law does not 
contain any meaningful restriction that is likely to ever prevent an abortion.52

These figures and issues are complicated, and Americans need all facts to 
make informed choices.

Immigration is another area that the press failed to provide a full palette 
of factual information. For example, CNN all but called Trump a liar here: 
“Without evidence, Trump accused Mexican cities of bussing undocumented 
immigrants to the southern US border.”53 Yet there were international papers, 
some even providing pictures, that clearly showed that migrants were taking 
large busses at times.54

On immigration reform, the press framed the new policy in such a way as 
to change what was being proposed: “Democrats and immigration advocates 
have long opposed many of the proposals outlined by Mr. Trump, like scaling 
back the family-based immigration system, which allows immigrants to bring 
their spouses and children to live with them, and replacing it with a merit-
based system.”55 Such framing makes it appear that spouses and children will 
not be allowed in, when Trump actually stated, “we prioritize the immediate 
family of new Americans—spouses and children. The loved ones you choose 
to build a life with, we prioritize. And we have to do that. They go right to 
the front of the line. Right to the front of the line, where they should be.”56 
Although some news outlets shared Trump’s statement, many did not.

Whereas others focused almost exclusively on “the wall,” leaving out 
important elements of Trump’s overall immigration proposal, Fox News, by 
no means completely friendly to the president in our case studies, brings in 
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contextualizing information, whereas others left it out. In short, you have “a 
wall” for consideration or this:

Trump outlined his administration’s “common-sense proposal” to end the “cri-
sis” on the southern border, which has been sent to Congress, and which he 
said includes “humanitarian assistance, more law enforcement, drug detection,” 
a way to close “loopholes that enable child smuggling,” and “plans for a new 
physical barrier or wall.”” Which would be a “smart, strategic, see-through steel 
barrier—not just a simple concrete wall,” he explained.57

The press tried to minimize the impact of some of Trump’s immigration 
comments, such as illegal immigrant violence, or that “countless Americans 
are murdered by criminal illegal aliens.” For example,

The president . . . sought to paint undocumented immigrants who cross the 
southern border, often seeking asylum, as an invading force prone to violent 
crime. . . . Illegal border crossings are down significantly from their historic 
peaks, and some research indicates that undocumented immigrants commit 
crimes at lower rates than U.S. citizens do. Still, Trump has claimed that only a 
border wall would be effective in keeping out the migrants, many of whom are 
families with children.58

Although the actual numbers are contested by opposing politics groups, rang-
ing from highs and lows, according to the Government Accounting Office, 
there were over 52,000 arrests of illegal aliens for homicide between 2006 
and 2016, with an average of 12 murders committed a day, which rounds up 
to around 44,000 murders committed during that period.59 Of note is that 77 
percent of Federal prison incarcerations of illegal aliens are from Mexico. 
These figures are routinely left out of press reports.

Again on immigration, the press omits important contextualizing informa-
tion. For example, this NBC News story speaks to refugees:

While the U.S. has historically resettled more refugees than the rest of the 
world, that number has steadily declined under the Trump administration. 
Meanwhile, Canada and Australia have been leading in the number of refugees 
admitted per capita. [A pro-immigration activist] said through his research he 
has compared the U.S., Canadian and Australian systems and found “the big 
differences are Canada and Australia admit significantly more people relative to 
the population. They’re more generous in admitting immigrants as part of their 
population,” he said.60

However, important contextualizing information is left out. Since the journal-
ist is discussing “per capita,” it is crucial that we know relative populations, 
yet the journalists pointedly leaves this out. Canada’s population for 2019 
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was around 37.5 million; Australia’s only 25 million.61 Knowing this, readers 
could make a better judgment about American policy.

Concerning National security and Trump’s goal of having NATO allies 
pay their fair share (2 percent of a member’s GDP), the press made it seem 
as if they already were or that President Obama was the one responsible for 
the increase:

The secretary general of the military alliance, Jens Stoltenberg, said in July that 
five countries contributed at least 2 percent of their G.D.P. in 2016. He said he 
expected Romania to reach the benchmark this year, and Latvia and Lithuania to 
do so next year. It is conceivable that Mr. Trump ushered along the process, but 
efforts to address the disparity predated his complaints. He exaggerated when he 
said foreign countries were not sharing the “cost of defending them.”62

Routinely left out of reports is that there are twenty-nine member states; an 
important bit of information to know. So only five of twenty-nine (including 
the United States) are paying “their fair share.” Additionally, Americans need 
to know that the United States alone pays more for the common defense than 
all other NATO member states combined, and approximately 22 percent of 
NATO’s direct budget.63 NATO member states agreeing to pay what they 
promised to pay is a major step forward, and by 2019, after Trump’s pressure, 
we see seven of twenty-nine meeting their 2 percent goal, with almost all 
other members increasing their share toward that goal.64 A major accomplish-
ment for any president, but one minimized by the press through omission.

Certainly, journalists have to make editing decision about what to include 
and exclude from their stories. Yet overwhelmingly they find ways of includ-
ing that which supports their point of view and omit that which could chal-
lenge their preferred narrative. Press bias by omission is a result of framing, 
moral foundations, and confirmation bias; it can be an intentional or unin-
tentional action by reporters (constrained by their confirmation bias) so they 
leave out information that would diminish their own positions and that would 
help those with whom they disagree. So, this aspect of bias by omission could 
explain how journalists downplay or reframe both facts and moral founda-
tions that support conservative points of view.

UNETHICAL BEHAVIOR OF THE 
MAINSTREAM NEWS MEDIA

Norms of Journalistic Ethics

The news media is, of course, free in America to report as it sees fit. Free 
speech is a cornerstone of the American Republic, and the press was 
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knowingly quite partisan in the early days of our Republic. And that is the 
key, it knowingly and publicly embraced its partisanship; since that time, 
however, it has evolved to adopt a norm of reportorial objectivity that it has 
willingly enshrined in its various codes of ethics. In this section, we review 
some of the more applicable elements of the various ethical codes and then 
juxtapose them against the findings from our case studies.

Articles 1 and 4 of the American Society of Newspaper Editors (ASNE) 
statement of principles (in existence since 1922) are particularly noteworthy:

ARTICLE I: The primary purpose of gathering and distributing news and opin-
ion is to serve the general welfare by informing the people and enabling them to 
make judgments on the issues of the time.

ARTICLE IV: Every effort must be made to assure that the news content is 
accurate, free from bias and in context, and that all sides are presented fairly. 
Significant errors of fact, as well as errors of omission, should be corrected 
promptly and prominently.65

The Society of Professional Journalists hold similar views:

Public enlightenment is the forerunner of justice and the foundation of democ-
racy. The duty of the journalist is to further those ends by seeking truth and 
providing a fair and comprehensive account of events and issues. Conscien-
tious journalists from all media and specialties strive to serve the public with 
thoroughness and honesty. Journalists should be honest, fair and courageous in 
gathering, reporting and interpreting information. Journalists should: Test the 
accuracy of information from all sources and exercise care to avoid inadvertent 
error. Deliberate distortion is never permissible. Examine their own cultural 
values and avoid imposing those values on others.66

The Associated Press Managing Editors Code of Ethics states in part:

 1. The good newspaper is fair, accurate, honest, responsible, independent 
and decent.

 2. Truth is its guiding principle.
 3. It avoids practices that would conflict with the ability to report and present 

news in a fair, accurate and unbiased manner.
 4. The newspaper should serve as a constructive critic of all segments of 

society. It should reasonably reflect, in staffing and coverage, its diverse 
constituencies.

 5. The newspaper should guard against inaccuracies, carelessness, bias or 
distortion through emphasis, omission or technological manipulation.

 6. The newspaper should strive for impartial treatment of issues and dispas-
sionate handling of controversial subjects.67
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Individual papers have their own codes as well, reflecting the principles 
expressed above. For instance, The New York Times has an extensive hand-
book and asserts that it tells its “readers the complete, unvarnished truth 
as best we can learn it.”68 The Washington Post boasts that it adheres to its 
original 1935 principles of ethical conduct; three of those are of note for this 
study: “The first mission of a newspaper is to tell the truth as nearly as the 
truth can be ascertained. The newspaper shall tell ALL the truth so far as it 
can learn it, concerning the important affairs of America and the World. The 
newspaper shall not be the ally of any special interest, but shall be fair and 
free and wholesome in its outlook on public affairs and public men.”69

To summarize, America’s mainstream news media voluntarily pledge to 
follow ethical reporting practices by providing the public with complete, 
accurate details, within an unbiased context, so that the people may make 
informed political judgments. It is the responsibility of the Fourth Estate in 
our American Republic to provide citizens the objective information neces-
sary to make informed choices. And this role is seen as indispensable to the 
proper function of a Constitutional Republic. The MSM analyzed for this 
study adheres to these standards. And yet, with the possible exception to 
some degree by Fox News, all the outlets in this study repeatedly, intention-
ally and unintentionally, violated tenants of these codes to which they ascribe.

It is difficult to prove intentionality based upon the results of this study 
alone, yet with journalists’ self-admissions, the exposes (such as with CNN 
above), the absolutely jaw-dropping journalistic collusion demonstrated 
by like-minded liberal journalists in groups such as JournoList, Cabalist,70 
GameJournoPros,71 JournoList 2,72 and demonstrable anti-conservative 
reporting,73 there is no room for doubt that it does exist. Suffice it to say 
that there is some degree of intentional action involved with the injection of 
biased reporting favoring progressive positions and politicians into what is 
characterized as objective news. This, in and of itself, is an appalling viola-
tion of the very norms of ethical conduct to which these journalists subscribe. 
Be that as it may, a more insidious bias, one less easily weeded out, is that 
injected into reporting through confirmation bias, which, while including 
some degree of intentionality, crosses well into the line of unconscious 
actions. We see both types in our case studies when reviewing the aggregate 
responses of the press.

Framing and Bias

As seen from the framing portion of our study, the MSM failed to accurately 
relay the themes stressed by the president; instead, the MSM stressed its own 
counter themes, framed in a way that Trump was hurt and his Democrat crit-
ics were helped. In the limited times the president’s themes were stressed, 
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they were framed completely different than he had framed them. In short, 
had a citizen not listened to the speech first hand, that person would have an 
utterly warped, incomplete, inaccurate understanding of what the president 
had said about a particular issue or event. Out of the twenty-one themes cov-
ered and well framed by the president in his four speeches, the press relayed 
fully only two, and those presented considerably different frames than those 
expressed by the president. Thus, major policy initiatives, context, tone, 
bipartisan overtures, were all contested and presented in a press determined 
manner, one lock step with the president’s critics and the Democrats in Con-
gress.74 This is simply an unconscionable deviation from reportorial honesty 
and ethical comportment.

As mentioned earlier, the news media introduced new themes and framed 
those themes to advance its own beliefs and political goals. Certainly we 
want a free press that brings in other points of view; no press should simply 
parrot what a president or any politician says. We do, however, expect fair, 
equitable, and impartial reporting, but such was not the case here. Instead, 
the press provided one side, ensconced in an incomplete context designed 
to bolster its own opinions. Each of the frames of the news media worked to 
treat the president, not as a source of news, but as a political opponent, with 
the news media actively helping the political opposition of the president. As 
such, the president was denied the opportunity to make his case to the Ameri-
can people.

Moral Foundations and Bias

I am inclined to believe that the moral foundations aspect of this study reveals 
a more unconscious form of bias against the president, and more concretely 
demonstrates confirmation bias among journalists. We see in each case study 
that journalists’ reporting overwhelmingly contested Trump’s use of moral 
foundations. Yet consider the innate nature of moral foundations. Are jour-
nalists so enmeshed in their own moral-political world that they see only their 
own point of view, and instinctively argue against other moral positions? 
Apparently so, for when Trump used Care, journalists recast it has Harm; 
when Trump used Harm, journalists minimized it. When Trump used Fair-
ness, journalists recast it as Cheating; when Trump used Cheating, journalists 
minimized it. When Trump used Loyalty(ingroup), journalists interpreted this 
through a liberal lens focusing on the global, and recast Loyalty as Betrayal; 
when Trump used Betrayal, journalists minimized it, or depicted Trump as 
the Betrayer. When Trump used Authority, which was unusual, journalists 
depicted it as a misuse of Authority. When Trump used Sanctity, journalists 
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recast it as Degradation. When Trump used Degradation, journalists twisted 
it to Trump as the Degrader.

We have two possible types of journalistic bias operating here. One, 
journalists could be so entwined with their own liberally understood moral 
foundations that they are unconsciously judging Trump, and reporting in such 
a way that his moral foundations are inadequately expressed. Two, journal-
ists could be intentionally arguing against Trump. Either way, the press is 
treating him not as a source of news, but as a political opponent, and norms 
of objective reportorial practice are violated, with an ever stronger case for 
newsroom viewpoint diversity being made. There is clear bias operating here, 
both innate and intentional.

NEWS MEDIA BIAS AND THE FUTURE OF THE 
REPUBLIC: THE EFFECTS OF CONFIRMATION BIAS

Such wholesale partisan reporting has lasting and potentially disastrous 
consequences for the American Republic, for press failure to expose 
others to value inconsistent messages acts to further polarize values 
within ideological groups. The press bias operating today acts to severely 
circumscribe the information citizens receive about matters of import; 
moreover, when taking into consideration moral foundations, we can see 
the press acting (in keeping with their liberal nature) to privilege Care/
Harm and Fairness/Cheating foundations, so much so that this disadvan-
taged not only the president but also conservatives in general in public 
debates through circumscribing their palette of foundations and how they 
are used.

Moral foundations are, of course, more unconscious in their expressions, 
demonstrating the need for viewpoint diversity among reporters. The main-
stream news media is an exclusive club. Although as a group it speaks of the 
importance of diversity and inclusion, this in practice only applies to matters 
of race, not to ideological points of view.75 Yet the news media states that it 
is important to describe events accurately and to provide “a representative 
picture of the constituent groups in society.”76 Yet by its own composition it 
is incapable of doing this.

Our case studies have clearly shown that the press has violated numerous 
tenants in the above ethical codes. Nurtured by its homogeneous political 
composition, the press engages in unethical and biased reportorial practices, 
and in so doing functions as an anti-Democratic institution, with journalists 
routinely undermining the very Democratic ideals they profess to uphold.77 
This is an especially pernicious practice in that journalists invoke objectivity 
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while tainting the news with their personal political ideology. News orga-
nizations that wish to engage in partisan reporting are free to do so, but are 
ethically expected to announce it as such. And therein lies the quite serious 
problem with the MSM. They purport to be objective, clearly are not, thus 
they operate hypocritically and unethically.

Yet why would an institution willingly turn a blind eye to its complicity 
in damaging itself and the Republic in which it operates? Confirmation bias 
offers one answer to this. Aside from those actively plotting (as Journolist, 
Cabalist, etc. demonstrate), much of the bias operating simply results from 
being part of such an ideologically inbred group. Within this groupthink 
incubation chamber, it is easy to perpetuate liberal beliefs and attitudes, and 
these find their way into news; after all, everybody thinks this way. Moral 
psychologist Jonathan Haidt calls such a grouping of like-minded others a 
“tribal-moral community,” and suggests that members are “united by ‘sacred 
values’ that hinder research and damage their credibility—and blind them to 
the hostile climate they’ve created for non-liberals.”78 With the rise of activist 
journalism, and now deliberate calls to “resist” Trump, we have intentional 
activism coupled with groupthink, which severely hinders the production of 
objective reporting.

Importantly to our purpose in this book, Moral foundation Theory provides 
evidence that moral reasoning is often used to support our “social agendas—
to justify our own actions and to defend the teams to which we belong.”79 To 
the degree that this is true, we can see how the press would operate to protect 
its own narrow political identity. This tribal mentality, with its very exclusive 
and limited embrace of one portion of the ideological spectrum, was on full 
display, with the worldview of the press in some ways explaining the bias 
detected in our case studies. Recall the MIME discussed earlier. It posits that 
“consistent exposure to messages emphasizing the superiority of one moral 
foundation over another will increase the salience of that foundation among 
audiences and maintain its salience in the face of other influences. . . . Insu-
lation from value inconsistent messages will foster polarized values within 
ideological groups and reduce openness to divergent views.”80 So, for those 
leaning left receiving the press message and for journalists themselves, this 
means a reinforcing of what they already believe as true. The press, in its 
confirmation bias bubble, continually reinforces its own values and presuppo-
sitions, making it increasingly easier to support one ideological point of view 
and denigrate or ignore others, and the like-minded audiences of those news 
reports, unless actively seeking out alternative sources of news, are exposed 
to the same process.

Herein lies a particular danger to the contemporary American Republic, 
though. Without question a free and vibrant press is necessary for the proper 
functioning of our Republic; our Democratic ideals will flourish only when 
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citizens have free access to information generated by a free and impartial 
press operating in watchdog fashion. Yet without full access to the day’s 
intelligence, without a vibrant clash of ideas, without trust in a news media 
to provide impartial descriptions of policies and events, the public, and our 
Republic, simply cannot function properly.

Survey evidence suggests that many Americans are aware of the press 
interference with the full functioning of our Republic, and the results are 
distressing. In 2005, Pew found that the public believed that the press “hurt 
democracy” (33 percent), “are politically biased” (60 percent), and “favor one 
side in politics” (72 percent).81 And this perception has only grown worse. As 
pointed out by Gallup, Rasmussen, and others:

“Raw partisan shaping of political news has come back to haunt the main-
stream press; American’s trust in the news media is at an historic low.”82

“Voters don’t trust news media fact checking.”83

“A majority of Americans believe it was the media, not the Russians, that 
[were] attempting to influence the 2016 election.”84

A majority of voters believe the press was and is biased against Trump.85

“46 percent of voters believe that major news organizations make up stories 
about Trump.”86

Voters “are mistrusting of polls themselves and feel that pollsters are out to 
stop the now elected president’s agenda.”87

Over two-thirds believe the news media publish “fake news.”88

Seventy-two percent of Americans believe that “traditional major news 
sources report news they know to be fake, false, or purposely misleading.”89

Only 17 to 23 percent of Americans rate journalists high or very high in ethi-
cal standards.90

There are, unfortunately, many more such surveys, all of which suggest the 
same disheartening conclusion: the American mainstream news media, in 
terms of political reporting, is seen as partisan, unethical, and untrustworthy, 
and is contributing to an increasing sense of partisanship and distrust in 
American Institutions. As Michael Goodwin wrote, “There is a national crisis 
of confidence in all media.”91 And the news media has only itself to blame. 
Loss of trust in any institution weakens that institution’s ability to perform its 
job. In the case of the press, how can it function properly as a watchdog when 
so many distrust it?92 This loss of trust is incredibly damaging to not only the 
press, but to our American Institutions in general and to our Constitutional 
Republic. Such mistrust in the very institution that is supposed to be a trusted, 
impartial source for information from which to make political decisions only 
leads to poor decision by voters and opens the way to authoritarian rule by 
one party.
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Supporting one side of an issue or policy while weakening or deprecating 
the other presents an incomplete picture to the public; it is little better than 
propaganda. Moreover, such presentations circumvent Democratic processes, 
and moves clearly into an authoritarian realm. In a sense, our case studies 
here have the mainstream American news media willingly moving into col-
lusion with one political party over another.93 Although some may point out 
that our country began with a partisan press, which is true, there is a major 
difference between then and today’s partisan press. During the early days of 
the Republic papers were diverse, with sometimes several in one city, and 
though partisan, were openly partisan, and collectively represented a wide 
range of views that were subsequently discussed among the citizens. Today’s 
partisan press is a monolithic structure in both ideology and corporate owner-
ship that sees itself as a branch of government, working to advance one set of 
policies over another, thus working to help one political party over another. 
The press is acting not to support a robust Constitutional Republic, but rather 
acting to advance its own partisan political beliefs over those of others. And 
this pushes it away from a libertarian or social responsibility model of the 
press squarely into an authoritarian one.94

Of note is how the reporting of the press in our four case studies was so 
closely aligned with what Democrat critics of Trump were saying. Demo-
crat criticisms and policy ideas were never subjected to a critical reception, 
as were Trump’s utterances. So striking was this that it appeared that the 
press had, consciously or not, subordinated itself to Democrat Party views, 
adopting in practice an authoritarian model of press functioning, meaning 
that the press voluntarily served the needs of the Democrat party, and would 
print little that would undermine that party’s authority or standing, or that 
would give offense to the existing political values endorsed by that party. 
In a sense, the press acted as an extension of the Democrat party, grounded 
in a liberal ideology.95 To the degree that this is true, and certainly echoing 
the criticisms of moderates and conservatives, “our national media now sees 
itself as part of the government, and as a consequence, the media’s mission to 
hold institutions accountable has been dropped entirely in favor of relentless 
agenda-pushing.”96 Such an understanding goes a long way toward explaining 
mainstream news media hostility toward President Trump, his polices, and 
his supporters; perhaps it also explains how the White House can officially 
say that it is “Democrats and their media allies” pushing for impeachment,97 
and how Trump can so unabashedly and publicly call the mainstream news 
media the “enemy of the people,” and accuse them of acting as “partners,” 
with the Democrats.98
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THE NECESSITY OF VIEWPOINT DIVERSITY

Just how is the mainstream news media to extricate itself from the deplor-
able problem in which it exists? Taking no action will only find it continuing 
along the same Democracy-damaging path it has taken, pretending it would 
not have a problem if only news audiences were smarter, or understood the 
issues like journalists do. This path will surely lead to a continued diminu-
tion of its credibility and of the standing of the institution of journalism in 
American; ultimately, this will lead to more authoritarian government as the 
public’s trust in journalists continues to wane, and journalistic practices fan 
the flames of division and partisanship. The MSM could also simply own 
up to being so biased, embrace its partisanship, and announce proudly to the 
world that it works to help those of like mind. At least then it will be honest 
and open, and Americans can choose sides accordingly. Or, and I think this 
the best option, if the mainstream news media is going to overcome its cred-
ibility problem, it needs to break free from its confirmation bias and regain 
the trust of the American people.

The last option is not an easy path to follow since it requires admitting that 
there is a problem in the first place. The press is reluctant to do this, and as 
the recent New York Times firing of Libertarian Quinn Norton and CNN’s 
firing of Steve Cortez demonstrate, so strong is the confirmation bias that the 
press seems determined to purge itself of any thinking but leftist.99 Moreover, 
instead of meeting research and accusations of bias spanning decades with 
open minds and self-scrutiny, journalists instead reply with adamant denials 
and obfuscation. There is some small hope, however, since there are some in 
the news media who see the problem and seek solutions. One obvious solu-
tion, and the one most likely to promote immediate results, is to encourage 
viewpoint diversity100 within various press organizations and to drop the pre-
tense that journalists know better than the population what policies are best 
for the country. Viewpoint diversity addresses problems such as “confirma-
tion bias, motivated reasoning, tribalism, and the worship of sacred values,”101 
all of which describe the situation in which MSM journalists find themselves 
today. Journalists write about varying societal and political issues and events 
every day, and for those issues and events “that can be framed in multiple 
ways and that may trigger passions or partisan motivations—viewpoint diver-
sity is essential.”102 Stated simply, viewpoint diversity acknowledges that “we 
need multiple perspectives to solve difficult problems. If everyone thinks the 
same way, biases go unchallenged and creativity stalls.”103 As Margaret Hef-
fernan asserted in one of her TED Talks, “stepping out of our echo chambers 
and collaborating with those with whom we disagree is essential to success-
ful businesses, organizations, and relationships.”104 Such successes were seen 
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during the Gulf War when some journalists were embedded with US troops 
in combat. Their reporting was strikingly different in both content and tone 
than their nonembedded peers.105 Even introductory journalism textbooks rec-
ognize the ethical need for journalists to maintain an “open-mindedness that 
seeks out and tries to comprehend various points of view, including those in 
conflict with those the reporter holds.”106

In short, news rooms must burst the confirmation bias bubble by hiring 
those who are not liberal, and return to a notion of a press that serves the 
people instead of telling them how to think. In a free society, it is simply 
not the role of the press to effect partisan change, but to provide complete, 
accurate details, within an unbiased context, so that the people may make 
informed political judgments. Thomas Patterson has written that the

news media cannot provide the guidance that citizens need. The function of 
news . . . is to signalize events. In carrying out this function properly, the press 
contributes to informed public opinion. However, politics is more a question 
of values than of information. To act on their interests, citizens must arrive at 
an understanding of the relationship of their values and those at stake in public 
policy. Political institutions are designed to help citizens make this connection. 
The press is not.107

With only around 20–25 percent of Americans identifying as liberal, the news 
media is in dire need of diversifying its ideological composition if it is really 
wanting to help with this Democratic process.

Given the evidence about the challenges of comingling of ideologically 
distinct, partisan minded coworkers, it would be a shotgun wedding of sorts. 
As Walter Lippman shared, “Since my moral system rests on my accepted 
version of the facts, he who denies my moral judgments or my version of 
the facts, is to me perverse, alien, dangerous.”108 So bringing those of not 
like mind into news rooms would surely be a difficult task. Additionally, 
some research suggests that “both liberals and conservatives were less will-
ing to work with someone who held opposing perceptions. But liberals took 
a harder line against them. Across several different perceptual disputes, 
conservatives were on average 37 percent less likely to want to work with 
[others] when [they] saw the facts of the world differently. But liberals were 
56 percent less likely.”109 Nevertheless, at its core, news media outlets need 
to hire those with ideological perspectives with which they disagree—this 
clearly means conservatives. For it is only within the newsroom crucible, 
with coworkers of differing political ideologies working together to produce 
an objective news report, that we can arrive at a fairer, more accurate, and 
Democracy-nourishing product for the American Republic.
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